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Abstract

This thesis documents our investigations on feature analysis and design of compensators for speaker

recognition under stressed conditions. Any condition that causes a speaker to vary his or her speech

production from normal or neutral condition is called stressed speech condition. Stressed speech is

induced by emotion, high workload, sleep deprivation, frustration and environmental noise. In stressed

condition, the characteristics of speech signal are different from that of normal or neutral condition.

Due to changes in speech signal characteristics, the performance of speaker recognition system may

degrade under stressed speech conditions. In this work, the problem of speaker recognition under

stressed condition has been dealt with three broad approaches.

First, six speech features (mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), linear prediction (LP) co

efficients, linear prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC), reflection coefficients (RC), arc-sin reflection

coefficients (ARC) and log-area ratios (LAR)), which are widely used for speaker recognition, are an

alyzed for evaluation of their characteristics under stressed condition. Statistical techniques such as

Probability density function (pdf) characteristics, F-ratio test and Kolmogorov-Smimov (K-S) test are

used for evaluation of speaker discrimination capability of the features under stressed condition. Two

classifiers. Vector Quantization (VQ) classifier and Gaussian Mixture model (GMM), are used to evalu

ate the speaker recognition results with different speech features. Relative ranking of the features based

on their performance in speaker recognition under stressed condition is evaluated. This analysis help

select the best feature set for speaker recognition under stressed condition.

Secondly, sinusoidal model is used for analysis of speaker recognition system under stressed con

dition. Sinusoidal model has three different parameters or features. These are amplitude, frequency

and phase features. With the assumption that these three features may carry different information of a

speaker, the performance of the system can be improved by suitably combining the three features at the

classifier stage. In this work, we propose evaluation of confusion probability from confusion matrix

for analysis of independent information with sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAF) and sinusoidal fre

quency feature (SFF). Results show that there may be considerable amount of independent information

between the sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAF) and sinusoidal frequency feature (SFF). Improvement

in speaker verification is observed by combining the amplitude and the frequency features.

Finally, four novel compensation techniques are proposed and evaluated for improvement of speaker

recognition under stressed condition. The compensation techniques are speaker and stressed informa-
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tion based compensation (SSIC), compensation by removal of stressed vectors (CRSV), cepstral mean

normalization (CMN) and combination of MFCC and sinusoidal amplitude (CMSA) features. Com

pensation techniques improve speaker recognition results for speech signals under stressed conditions.

Speech data from SUSAS database corresponding to four different emotions or stressed conditions,

Angry, Lombard, Question and Neutral, are used for analysis of speaker recognition under stressed

condition.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis documents our investigations on feature analysis and design of compensators for speaker

recognition under stressed speech conditions. Any condition that causes a speaker to vary his or her

speech production from normal or neutral condition is called stressed speech condition. Stressed speech

is induced by emotion, high workload, sleep deprivation, frustration and environmental noise. In

stressed condition, the characteristics of speech signal are different from that of normal or neutral con

dition. Due to changes in speech signal characteristics, performance of the speaker recognition system

may degrade under stressed speech conditions. In this work, the problem of speaker recognition under

stressed condition has been dealt with three broad approaches. First, six speech features (mel-frequency

cepstral coefficients (MFCC), linear prediction (LP) coefficients, linear prediction cepstral coefficients

(LPCC), reflection coefficients (RC), arc-sin reflection coefficients (ARC) and log-area ratios (LAR)),

which are widely used for speaker recognition, are analyzed for evaluation of their characteristics un

der stressed condition. Statistical techniques such as Probability density function (pdf) characteristics,

F-ratio test and Kolmogorov-Smimov (K-S) test are used for evaluation of speaker discrimination ca

pability of the features under stressed condition. Two classifiers. Vector Quantization (VQ) classifier

and Gaussian Mixture model (GMM), are used to evaluate the speaker recognition results with different

speech features. Relative ranking of the features based on their performance in speaker recognition un

der stressed condition is evaluated. This analysis help select the best feature set for speaker recognition

under stressed condition. Secondly, sinusoidal model is used for analysis of speaker recognition system

under stressed condition. Sinusoidal model has three different parameters or features. These are ampli

tude, frequency and phase features. With the assumption that these three features may carry different

information of a speaker, the performance of the system can be improved by suitably combining the

three features at the classifier stage. Finally, four novel compensation techniques are proposed and eval-
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1.1. OVERVIEW OF SPEAKER RECOGNITION

ualed for improvement of speaker recognition under stressed condition. The compensation techniques
are speaker and stressed .nfotmation based compensation (SSIC), compensation by removal of stressed
vectors (CRSV), cepstral mean normalization (CMN) and combination of MFCC and sinusoidal am
plitude (CMSA) features. Speech data from SUSAS database corresponding to four different emotions
or stressed conditions, Angry, Lombard, Question and Neutral, are used for analysis of speaker recog
nition under stressed condition. In the following sections, some major results and related discussions
in diflferent chapters of the thesis are briefly presented.

1.1 Overview of Speaker Recognition

Recognition of speaker from his or her voice (speech signal) by machine is known as speaker recog
nition. Speaker recognition is a well known area of human-computer interaction. Speaker recognition
has a variety of applications. Some of the applications in the access control are, voice dialing, banking
transactions through telephone network, teleshopping, database access service, reservation systems,
voice mail, security control for confidential information access, and remote access to computers. An
other major application is in forensic sciences where voice information is used for identification of
criminals.

Speech signal carries linguistic, speaker and environmental information. Speech signal is a slowly
time varying signal. Over a sufficiently short period of time (between 5 and 30 msec), its characteristics
are fairly stationary . However over long periods of time, the signal characteristics change to reflect
different speech sounds being spoken. Speech is classified as voiced and unvoiced depending on the
nature of excitation [1]- [2]. In case of voiced speech, the excitation of the vocal tract originates at the
glottis and it is due to the periodic vibration of the vocal cords. The frequency of vibration, or pitch, is
Controlled by the tension in the vocal cords and the air pressure from the lungs. Typical pitch values lie
in the range 50-500 Hz for adults, and can rise to 1000 Hz in children. Due to its periodic nature, the
spectrum of voiced excitation contains discrete components at harmonics of the pitch frequency. For
Invoiced sounds, the excitation is due to the turbulence generated by air flow through partially opened
glottis. The excitation tends to be random in nature, with a flat, continuous spectrum. Mixed excitation
is also possible for the class of sounds known as voiced fricatives, in which turbulent excitation is
Iplitude modulated periodically by the vibration of the vocal cords. Anatomical and physiological
properties of vocal cords or glottis which is considered as source of the speech production mechanism
varies for different speakers. When different speakers try to produce the same sound, their vocal tracts
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1.1. OVERVIEW OF SPEAKER RECOGNITION ^

are positioned in a similar manner. The actual shapes will be different due to the differences in the
anatomical structure of the vocal tract. Variability due to differences in the anatomical structure of
the vocal tract and the source corresponds to the speaker part of the speech signal. Researchers have
tried to extract and use these information from the speech signal for solving the problem of speaker
recognition.

Speaker recognition can be performed as speaker identification, speaker verification, speaker spot
ting and speaker detection. Out of the above four categories of speaker recognition, speaker identi
fication and speaker verification are most widely used [3]. Speaker identification system identifies a
speaker from a set of reference speakers. In automatic speaker identification, there is no prior identity
claim and the system decides who the person is, what group the person is a member of, or whether
the person is unknown. Speaker identification can be performed as open-set identification or closed-set
identification. In open-set identification, the possibility exists that the unknown voice token does not be
long to any of the reference speakers. In closed-set identification, the voice token belongs to one of the
speakers in the reference set. Validity of a speaker can be verified by Speaker verification system [4-8].
The literature abounds with different terms of speaker verification, including voice verification, speaker
authentication, voice authentication, talker authentication and talker verification.

The speaker recognition system consists of two major problems. First problem is the extraction of
a set of speaker dependent features. Second problem is the choice of a suitable model or classifica
tion system. Figure 1.1 shows a typical speaker recognition (SR) system. Mainly, speaker recognition
system consists two phases. They are training phase and testing phase. Training phase creates the
reference speaker model using training utterances for each speaker. In testing phase, the testing utter
ances are used for recognition of speaker. Using a similarity measure between the test utterances and
the reference speaker's model, the decision for speaker recognition is taken. Figure 1.2 shows speaker
identification system and speaker verification system. Speakers' reference models are same for both
the cases, but the testing method is different. In speaker identification, testing utterance is used to find
a close speaker from reference speaker set. In this case, maximum matched speaker's identity is se
lected as the recognized speaker. In speaker verification, identity of the speaker is mentioned with the
testing voice token. So the testing voice token is verified only with that particular speaker's voice. The
verification is done with a threshold. This threshold can be fixed individually or globally.

When the speaker is cooperative, the system may know what the speaker is supposed to say and
better performance may be achieved. When the speaker is uncooperative or unaware, then the system
will be handicapped by the lack of this knowledge. There are two different modes used in speaker
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LI. OVERVIEW OF SPEAKER RECOGNITION
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram of speaker recognition system

recognition, which correspond to two different kinds of applications. One is Text-dependent speaker
recognition and the other is Text-independent speaker recognition.

j ̂ j Xext-dependent speaker recognition

A speaker recognition system is called "Text-dependent" if it knows what the speaker is supposed to
say In the typical text-dependent recognition scenario, the speaker will either say a predefined utterance
or will be prompted to say an utterance by the system. Text-dependent speaker recognition methods can
be classified into DTW (dynamic time warping) or HMM (Hidden Markov model) based methods [9].
In either case, the target speaker will have explicitly spoken these words during an enrollment session.

This explicit knowledge can be used to good effect in building detailed dynamic models of the
speaker. These models can be word-specific and phone-specific and thus can calibrate the target speaker
with good accuracy. With nominal speaker co-operation, text-dependent recognition improves recogni
tion performance while at the same time minimizing the amount of speech data required. Sivakumaran
et. al have analyzed the sub-band based text-dependent speaker verification [10].

112 Text-independent speaker recognition

A speaker recognition system is called "Text-independent" if it does not have the knowledge of what
the speaker is saying. This forces the technology to deal with whatever speech data happens to be
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1.2. MAJOR TASKS OF SPEAKER RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
Claimed
Speaker
Identity

TRAINING
TRAINING

Testing

speech
utterance

Set of speaker
models

testing Speaker Identity

Testing
speech
utterance

Claimed speaker
model

TESTING Accept/Reject

(a) Speaker identification
(b) Speaker verification

Figure 1.2: Speaker recognition systems, (a) speaker identification system and (b) speaker verification
system.

available, both for training and for recognition decision. Because of this, text-independent systems
typically exhibit lower performance than text-dependent systems. In this case, to leam the voice char
acteristics of speaker, phonetically well balanced text is needed for training. Long-term-statistics-based
methods [11], [12]. VQ-based methods [13] and Ergodic-HMM based methods [14] are used for text-
independent speaker recognition.

There is significant research advantage to work on text-independent recognition, beyond just the use
of large amounts of speech data. This is, namely, the general absence of idiosyncrasies m the definition
of the task and the specification of speech data. This allows simple and general task, which in turn
supports much broader collaboration and sharing of results than in text-dependent recognition. As a
result of this advantage, interest in text-independent recognition has risen significantly. Reynolds et. al
proposed text-independent speaker verification using adapted Gaussian Mixture model [15].

1.2 Major Tasks of Speaker Recognition Systems

Feature extraction, classifiers, similarity matching and decision logic are the major tasks in speaker
recognition systems. Speech features reflect the characteristics of the speakers. Classifiers are used
for making reference model of each speaker using training feature vectors. These classifiers help accu
mulate the speaker information into a particular area in feature space. In testing phase, these speaker
models are used for similarity matching in tenns of score. Decision of speaker recognition is taken
based on similarity matching score.
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1.2. A4AJOR TASKS OF SPEAKER RECOGNITION S YSTEMS 6

1.2.1 Feature extraction

Features reflect the characteristics of the speech production system. Speaker identity is coiTclated

with the physiological and behavioral characteristics of the speech production system for each speaker.

These chai^acteristics exist both in the spectral envelope (vocal tract characteristics) and in the supra-

segmental features (voice source characteristics) of speech signal [9]. Although it is impossible to
separate these characteristics, and it is difficult to measure them explicitly, many characteristics are

captured implicitly by various signal measurements. Signal measurements such as short-term and long-

term spectra and overall energy are easy to estimate. These measurements pi"ovide the means for

effectively discriminating the speakers. The speech features are extracted for training and testing as

voice print representation of a speaker.

Fundamental frequency is used as an important feature for recognition of speakers [4]. Reynolds

[16] has experimented with telephone-speech database for evaluation of performance of different fea

tures such as Mel-frequency, linear-frequency filter bank cepstral coefficients, LP cepstral coefficients

and perceptual linear prediction (PL?) cepstral coefficients. Best results are reported for higher order
linear prediction (LP) features and band-limited filter bank features. Different types of features are in
vestigated and the LP-derived cepstral coefficients are usually found to yield the best performance [17].

Campbell [6] has provided a description of different features such as reflection coefficients, log area

ratios, arc-sin reflection coefficients, line spectrum pair (LSP) frequencies and mel-frequency cepstral

coefficients (MFCC). Evaluation of relative perfoimances of different features such as LP cepstimm,

autoregressive moving average (ARMA) cepstmm, log area ratios and reflection coefficients is canied

out under different noise conditions [8]. Guiaiprasad et al have compared the performance of speaker

reco<^nition systems based on cepstral coefficients with the systems based on difference cepstral co

efficients [18]. LP derived cepstral coefficients have been used for a speaker-specific mapping for

text-independent speaker recognition [19]. A set of new dynamic features like delta cepstral energy

(DCB) and delta-delta cepstral energy compactly represent the information [20]. The pitch adjustment

operation attempted to better align the frame boundaries to the raw signal, thus reducing the spectral

estimation artifacts [21]. All these results show the wide acceptance of cepstral coefficients for speaker

recognition applications.

The LP-cepstral coefficients distinguish one speaker from another by detecting the differences in

their glottis and the vocal tract which are reflected in the LP-spectrum. The speaker specific sound

information of phonemes, long vowels and nasals ai-e captured by cepstral fetitures. However, the
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differences between the speakers can be also observed in the frequency domain as shown by Liu at

el. [22], The comparative tests have shown the advantages of the line spectrum pairs (LSP) over the

LP-cepstral features. Imperl et al [23] analyzed the spectral (Hildebrand-Prony) information captured

by harmonic features for speaker identification. Prony harmonic features are found to be more effective

than LPCC features especially they are superior in case of speaker identification. This shows that the

harmonic features are more influenced than the LP-based features.

Umesh et al warped the mel scale according to the experimental results which show that the scale-

factor relating the formant frequencies of different speakers increases with decreasing values of formant

frequencies [24]. Different models, each with few parameters, are used for the experimentally obtained

mel scale and they are analyzed for speaker recognition [24], [25], [26]. To generate features for

speaker recognition, autoregressive model is used for the residual signals which are produced from the

vocal tract inverse filtering. These features are compared with the conventional MFCC features [27].

Improved performance of MFCC has been shown with residual phase for speaker verification [28].

Chen et al have combined the residual and the prosodic features with the acoustic features for speaker

recognition [29]. Kim et al have used pitch synchronous MFCC features for speaker recognition [30].

Kaja et al [31] have proposed combination of prosodic and lexical features for speaker recognition.

Dynamic features (velocity and acceleration) are used to improve the speaker recognition [32]. The

system uses an auditory-based front-end processing and incorporates new algorithms for the extrac

tion and manipulation of the acoustic phonetic features that proved to be rich in their information con

tent [33]. Yegnanarayana et al have investigated the source (LP residual) and system features (weighted

linear prediction cepstral coefficients) for speaker recognition using AANN [34]. Sivakumaran has

focused on the spectral representation of the sub-band cepstrum in relation to that of the full-band

cepstrum [35]. Wavelet based decomposition of cepstral features are investigated for inter-speaker

separation [36], [37]. Articulatory features (AF) are derived from spectral features for telephone-based

speaker verification [38]. A supplementary feature is investigated for speaker verification in constrained

room acoustics [39]. In long-tenn analysis, trends in pitch variation are believed to appear at different

time-scales, such as microprosody, accent, phrase and discourse levels, making wavelet analysis of the

pitch contour a suitable choice for investigating the corresponding pitch patterns for speaker identifica

tion [40]. Researchers at Speech Technology and Research Laboratory (Menlo Park, CA, USA.) have

used the pitch frequency (Pitch prosodies) as an additional feature to model the static and the dynamic

pitch contour information [3]. The speaker independent information is suppressed by mapping tech

nique [41], [19]. Suprasegmental features are also well known features for speaker recognition [42].
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Integration of different feature sets for speaker recognition has been proposed by Chagnolleau et al [43].

This approach, named as time-frequency principal components (TFPC), seeks to find out the time de

pendent spectral vectors from the speech signal and these are used for speaker recognition.

1.2.2 Classifiers

In speaker recognition systems, classifiers are used for building speaker reference models using train

ing feature vectors. These classifiers help concise the data which represent speaker information. The

speaker models can be categorized into models with supervised training or models with unsupervised

training [44]. In supervised training, the speaker models are trained together with separate indices. In

unsupervised training, the speaker models are trained individually. Advantage of supervised method

over unsupervised method is that the speaker model captures better information between a particular

speaker and other speakers in the reference set. Disadvantages of supervised method over unsupervised

method are more computations and large data. Examples of unsupervised methods are Nearest Neigh-

bor(NN), Vector Quantization(VQ), Gaussian Mixture Model(GMM), Hidden Markov models(HMM).

Examples of supervised methods are Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP), Radial basis functions (RBE) and

decision trees and Neutral tree networks(NTN) [45]. Hidden Markov Model [46], Neural Networks [47]

and Gaussian Mixture Model [48] are widely used classifiers for speaker recognition systems.

Nearest neighbor (NN) and Vector quantization (VQ)

The NN, or more general kNN, method can be used to estimate the probability density function (PDF)

of the data within a class. The simplest KNN classifier is the NN classifier (kNN with k = 1), which

operates as follows. All training data, i.e., each feature vector along with its corresponding label, are

stored. The distances between a given test vector and all training data are computed. The test vector is

then assigned the label of the training vector with the smallest distance, i.e., the nearest neighbor [49].

More computation and data storage space is required for this NN method. To decrease the number of

reference vectors. Vector Quantization (VQ) method has been preferred. A popular iterative approach

for computing the clusters is called the K-means algorithm. Here, K refers to the number of classes or

modes. Mostly, K-means algorithm referred as VQ method. Linde-Buzo- Gray (LEG) method [50], the

Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) method [51] and Group Vector Quantization (GVQ) method [52]

are common VQ methods. VQ method is successfully used for speaker recognition [53].

Dynamic time warping (DTW)
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Dynamic time warping (DTW) is a template matching technique which has been successfully used
for text-dependent speaker recognition [17, 53-57], The time function of the vector in the voiced
portion is used directly for speaker recognition. An input utterance is brought into time registration with
a reference template to calculate the distance between them. When the time duration vanes between
utterances, nonlinear time warping method using a dynamic programming technique [58] is used.

Gaussian mixture model (GMM)

The GMM method is a statistical technique based on log likelihood function [59], [60]. The density
of log likelihood function is a linear combination of mixture of multivariate Gaussian densities. Mul-
tivariate Gaussian depends upon the mean and covariance. If we consider acoustic class like unimodal
Gaussian representing phonetic events such as vowels, nasals or fricatives, speaker dependent vocal
tract configuration is reflected by these events [61]. In GMM, these event mixtures are represented
by Gaussian mixtures. In recent years, it is common to represent speakers with the Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) [62], [63], which can be considered as one single-state HMM. The linear combination
of Gaussian functions is capable of representing a large class of sample distributions of speakers ut
terances [61]. Well-known technique of constrained maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) is
extended to compute a projection (instead of a full rank transformation) on the feature vectors of the
adapted data [64].

Hidden markov model (HMM)

The HMM is a time dependent classifier. Here, time-dependent parameters are observation symbols and
continuous probability measures for discrete HMM and continuous HMM respectively. Observation
symbols are created by VQ codebook labels. Continuous probability measures are created using GMM.
The states are not directly observable and the observations are probabilistic functions of the state [65,
66] Main assumption of HMM is the current state depends on the previous state. In training phase,
state transition probability distribution, observation symbol probability distribution and initial state
probabilities are estimated for each speaker as a speaker model. The probability of observations for
given speaker model is calculated for speaker recognition [67-69].

Continuous ergodic HMMs identified speakers much more accurately than discrete ergodic HMMs
[66]. Continuous HMMs are as resistant to session-to-session variations in speech and to those due to
different utterance rates as the VQ distortion based method. However, when less data is available, the
VQ distortion based method is more robust than a continuous HMM based method. With continuous
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ergodic HMMs, the speaker identification rates are strongly correlated with the total number of mix

tures, irrespective of the number of states. This means that the information about transitions between

different states do not contribute to text independent speaker recognition.

Neural Networks

The neural approach out-performs the codebook system for small model sizes. In both training and

recognition modes, the effect of the textual content must be considered. The DTW and HMM ap

proaches are highly text-dependent and are unlikely to recognize a speaker unless the appropriate text

is spoken. A high performance speaker recognition system should highlight speech characteristics

which are ideally unique to a given person, and of course both the training data and the testing se

quences must contain such soimds. It follows that, the training data should contain as diverse a range

of sounds as is practicable, personal models that highlight speaker-dependent sounds should be used,

and a positive recognition decision should be made only if sufficient discriminating sounds are spoken

in the test utterance [70].

One limitation of HMMs is that they generally require more data than other classifiers at the train

ing stage. The DTW method uses a distortion measurement between the extracted features of a test

utterance and those stored for that speaker during training. Hence, it provides an intraspeaker mea

sure. Additionally, it uses temporal information, which is not used in the NTN. Since the information

provided by the NTN and DTW classifiers are somewhat independent, they can be combined to yield

a powerful classification system for text-dependent speaker verification [71]. The neural networks

are trained to model differences among known speakers, which allows a small number of parameters

(more efficient to train and test) and can model the decision function for discriminating speakers within

a known set [72]. Mak et al incorporates full covariance matrices into the radial basis function (RBF)

networks (Elliptical basis function) and uses the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to estimate

the basis function parameters for speaker verification [73].

1.2.3 Similarity matching

Matching techniques generally utilize the uniqueness in the speakers' feature vector distributions for

discriminating the speakers. Generally, there will be confusion between speakers due to the rea

sons such as, intra-speaker variability, inter-speaker confusability and environmental degradation. The

matching technique should take into account these factors for discriminating the speakers. Classifiers
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are used for identifying a speaker based on template matching or maximum log-likelihood value. In
template matching, the feature vectors collected from the training set are stored as reference and the
feature vectors collected from test data are compared with the reference using a suitable distance mea
sure Probabilistic modeling involves modeling of speakers by probability distribution, and deriving
the classification decision based on the probability or likelihood. Probabilistic modeling is used mainly
in the Text-independent systems.

Template matching

Template matching is generally used in text-dependent speaker recognition systems. The template
model and its corresponding distance measure is perhaps the most intuitive method. The template
method can be dependent or independent of time. An example of a time-independent template model ts
VQ modeling [6]. All temporal variations are ignored in this model and global averages (e.g., centroids)
are used. A time dependent template model is more complicated because it must accommodate variabil
ity in the human speaking rate. Initially, the Euclidean distance is calculated for distance measurement.
Then the Mahalanobis and weighted distances are selected for better recognition [74]. The template
representation of a small portion or frame of speech using N features or parameters can be viewed as
an N-dimensional vector (or point in N-dimensional feature-space) [75]. The similarity between two
templates can be viewed as inversely proportional to their separation distance in N-dimensional space,
one standard measure is a quadratic distance. It is calculated between two N-dimensional templates i
and y.

d{x,y) = {x-y)'^W \x - y) (1.2.1)

where VK is a positive-definite matrix which allows different weighting for individual features of the
iJpLe, depending on their utility in identifying the speakers in the feature space. The common
Euclidean distance sets If/ to be the identity matrix, whereas the general Mahalanobis distance sets
M/ to be the autocovariance matrix corresponding to the reference vector. Individual matrices could
be used for each reference template, but an average Vk is more commonly used without significant
accuracy loss because it is difficult to obtain accurate estimates for speaker-individual W from limited
training data and it is efficient to use one matrix.

The most popular method to compensate for speaking-rate variability in template-based systems is
known as DTW [2]. At the end of the time warping, the accumulated distance is the basis of the match
score. This method accounts for the variation over time (trajectories) of parameters corresponding to
the dynamic configuration of the articulators and vocal tract [6].
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Probabilistic Modeiing of Speakers

Probabilistic modeiing of speakers refers to modeiing speakers by probability distributions ratber than
by average features and to basing classification decisions on probabilities or iikeiihoods rather than
distances to average features [75], Assuming that the distributions for speakers are known and have
continuous densities p, then the likelihood that a feature r is generated by the i" speaker is p,(x).
Using Bayes' rule, the probability that the speaker is the speaker is

P{speaker = i/x)
Pi{x)Pi (1.2.2)

where P, is the prior probability that the utterance came from the i'" speaker, and p{x) is the probability
of the feature x occurring from any speaker. Typicaiiy the prior probabilities for the speakers are
assumed equal. The term p{x) is the average of the speaker densities,

1

p{x) =
(1.2.3)

where / is the number of speakers. Note that p{x) is the same for ah speakers and if the pnor
probabilities are equal, then the speaker to choose will simply depend on which speaker has the highest
likelihood. This will be the most probable speaker given the observed feature, and is known to result in
the minimum error strategy.

Background speakers

Likehhood ratio or cohort normalized scoring has been shown to be effective for improving the per- ;
flmance of speaker verification systems [76]. An important problem in this connection is the estab- .
hshment of principles for constmcting speaker background or cohort models which provide the most
effective normalized scores. These include individual speaker models, models constructed from the
pooled utterances of different numbers of speakers, models selected on the basis of similarity with cus
tomer models, models constracted from random selections of speakers, and models constructed from
databases recorded under different conditions than the customer models. The results of experiments
show that pooled models based on similarity to the reference speaker perfonn better than individual
cohort models from the same set of speakers.

The inter speaker eonfusabiiity can be reduced by background speakers [16]. Two issues that arise
with the use of background speakers are the selection of the speakers and the number of speakers to
use. Intuitively, the background speakers should be selected to represent the population of expected
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imposters, which is in general application specific. In some scenarios, it may be assumed that im

postors will attempt to gain access only from similar sounding or at least same-sex speakers (dedicated

imposters).

In a telephone based application accessible by a larger cross-section of potential imposters, on the

other hand, the imposters may sound very dissimilar to the users they attack (casual imposters); for

example a male impostor claiming to be a female user. Previous systems have relied on selecting

background speakers whose models are closest or most competitive for each enrolled speaker (termed

as the ratio-sets or cohorts). This occurs because the dissimilar voice is not modeled well by either

the numerator or denominator of the likelihood ratio. The test is based on tails of distributions of the

speaker models giving rise to unreliable values. The experiments can be examined both for the same-

sex and mixed-sex imposter situations. Ideally, the number of background speakers should be as large

as possible to better model the imposter population, but practical considerations of computation and

storage dictate a small set of background speakers.

In the verification experiments, limited number of background speakers are selected. The limited

size was motivated by real-time computation considerations and the desire to set a constant experimen

tal test. For a verification experiment on a given database, each speaker is used as a claimant with

the remaining speakers (excluding the claimants background speakers) acting as imposters and rotat

ing through all speakers. Large background speaker sets decrease the number of imposter tests. This

paradigm allows the maximum use of the speakers for a large number of tests but makes it difficult to

compare systems using different size background speaker sets. An alternative approach is to partition

the database speakers into separate claimant and imposter groups with background speakers selected

only from the claimant group.

1.2.4 Decision logic

Decision logic is mainly used to arrive at a recognition decision based on the result of matching. Match

ing generally gives a score representing how well the test feature vectors match with the reference. If

the score is high then, the match is good. A simple decision logic is to fix a threshold for the scores. A

speaker will be accepted if the score is above the preset threshold. The decision logic can also be com

plex involving combining the evidences from several matching scores. Combining evidences can be as

simple as addition of the scores or a sophisticated method of using constraint satisfaction model [28].

The verification problem is traditionally formulated as "statistical hypothesis testing", where two
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complementary hypothesis are used, each eorrespcnding to one of the yes and no answers accordingly
[77]. The Bayesian approach to verification involves the evaluation of a quantity called the Bayes factor
which involves evaluation of several Bayesian predictive densities against a critical threshold. Standard
overall performance evaluation of speaker recognition system is shown in terms of detection error
trade-off (DET) of missed detections and false alarms for each system and the effects on performance
of training condition, test segment duration, the speakers' sex and the match or mismatch of trainmg
and test handsets [3], Frame likelihoods are transformed into new scores accordrng to some Non linear
frame likelihood transformation [78], To reduce the equal error rate, score normalization techmques
are introduced.

Score normalization

Score normalization has been introduced explicitly to cope with score variability and to make speaker-
independent decision threshold tuning easier [7], T-normaUzation and Z-nom^izatmn techniques
reduce the equal error rate in speaker verification. Test utterance normalization (T-normahzation)

fiHpnre score in order to transform the scores into a similar range. Inis performed on the raw confidence score ui uiu
is tested against a set of speech signals produced by some im-Z-normalization, a speaker model is tesieu aga

.  . cimilaritv score distribution. Speaker-dependent mean and variance-
poster, resulting m an imposter simiiariiy sirui

normalization parameters are estimated from this distribution and are applied on similarity scores
yielded by the speaker verification system [79]. One of the advantages of Z-normalization is that

.  parameters can be performed offline during speaker model training,
the estimation of the normalization parameieii>

The speaker recognition system seores will have confusability in noisy stressful environment. These
confusability factors are more challengeable in speaker recognition system.

1.3 Speaker Recognition and Stressed Speech

A person's speech exhibits distinctive characteristics which indicate the identity of the speaker. Speaker
dependent speech features capture these characteristics. Several speech features, discussed in section
1.2.1, are used for this purpose. In literature, features based on spectral information are widely used
for speaker recognition. Features which are commonly used for speaker identification (SI) include cep-
stral features [80], Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients [6], Harmonic features [23], sinusoidal model
features [81], [82] and suprasegmental and source features [42].
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Due to various reasons, the above features from the same speaker show wide range of variabihty.
While it is the speaker's voice that provides the recognition capability, it's also the speaker's vanability
that makes the speaker recognition problem so difficult. An explanation for why the speaker's vari
ability is such a vexing problem Is that the use of speech, unlike finger prints or hand prints or retinal
patterns, is to a very large degree a result of what the person does, rather than who is the person. Speech
is performing art and each performance is unique. Some of the sources of variability are not within the
speaker's control. There are other factors, beyond speaker's variability, that present a challenge to
speaker recognition technology [3]. These deal with problems like, acoustical signal intact from the
speaker to the recognition system, mimic, closely related members like identical twins , microphone
and electrical transmission [83].

One of the major causes of variability in a speaker's voice can be attributed to stressed condition.
Stressed speech [84], [85], [86] is defined as the speech produced under any condition that causes the
speaker to vaty speech production from neutral condition. The causes of perceptually induced stress
include emotion and environmental factors such as noise. In stressed condition, the characteristics of
speech signal are different from that of noimal or Neutral condition. Due to changes in speech sig
nal characteristics, the performance of speaker recognition system may degrade under stressed speech
conditions. There will be reduction in speaker recognition performance if speech signal recorded in
Zc stressed condition is used for training and speech recorded in another stressed condition is used for
"sting and vice-versa. Normally, during the training sessions, the signals are expected to be recorded
il Neutral emotion condition. As the speech signal used for recognition is recorded in a different con
dition, this speech signal may be different from that of the Neutral emotion condition. At the time of
rlogmtion, the stress condition will depend not only on the environment but also on the person's state
If mind. As result, the testing speech signal may be considered as that from a different stress condition
compared to the speech signals during the training session. During the last two decades, though some
research publications in the area of recognition of stressed speech are published, there is little effort for
analysis and recognition of speakers under stressed condition. Following subsection presents a review
of works carried out in the area of stressed speech.

1,3.1 Analysis and recognition of stressed speech

Most of the research efforts in stressed speech are aimed at the analysis of stressed speech signal for
possible improvement in the perfonnance of speech recognition systems [87]- [88]. Primary objective
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of various works presented in literature is the recognition of emotions from stressed speech signal.
Conventional speech features, which are widely used in various speech processing applications, are
investigated to model stressed speech signals under different emotions. Cowie e, al. [89] have pre
sented a review of speech features such as pitch frequency, intensity, duration and spectral features
which are used by various authors for recognition of emotions. Pitch contours, syllabic durations and
intensities are used for recognition [90] and synthesis [91] of emotional speech. High frequency en
ergy and articulation rate with pitch are investigated for possible correlation with the emotions [92].
Dimitrios el al. [93] have discussed the importance of pitch, formants, vocal tract cross-section areas,
mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, Teager energy operator based features, intensity and speech rate
for recognition of emotions. Linear Prediction (LP) and cepstral features are also tested for analysis
of stressed speech signals [94]. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based linear short time Log Frequency
Power Coefficients (LFPC) and Teager Energy Operator (TEG) based nonlinear LFPC features are used
for recognition of stressed speech [95], [96]. Though Intensity and duration features are shown to be
effective in recognition of stressed speech, they are seldom used in speech and speaker recognition
algorithms. Frequency, amplitude and phase features of the sinusoidal model are analyzed and used as
input features for recognition of different stress classes [85]- [97], Wavelet packet parameters and sub-
band based cepstral parameters are shown to outperform traditional mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
for monophone stressed speech recognition [98].

Studies on speech signals produced under different stressed and noisy conditions have helped in
improving speech recognition algorithms. Different features are tested for speech recognition with
ihe aim of finding robust features for this purpose [99]. Hansen et al [100] have proposed a feature
enhancement and source equalization technique for improving the performance of automatic speech
recognition for different noisy and stressed conditions. A real-time speech recognition system [84] has
been designed for recognition of speech in noisy stressful and Lombard effect environments. In speech
recognition applications, the FFT based features are observed to be more robust to noise compared to
the LP based features [101], [99] and [102], whereas it is less robust to different stressed conditions in
a speech signal [101]. This suggests that the characterization of different stressed conditions present
in a speech signal will be possible through FFT based features. Hence, further investigation into FFT
based features is required for their use as relayers of different stressed conditions in a speech signal.
Furthermore, Vector-Quantization (VQ) method, which has been widely used as a classifier [2] [103]
for speech recognition, requires more attention for classification of different stress classes in a speech
signal.
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1.4 Scope of the Present Work

Though several works are reported in literature on analysis and recognition of stressed speech, there
is little effort in the direction of speaker recognition under stressed condition. All most all the works
in the area of speaker recognition focus on speech under Neutral condition. Recently Shahin [104]
has shown that the deterioration in performance of a speaker recognition system for shouted talking
condition can be controlled by using circular Hidden Markov Model. Above facts suggests that a
detailed investigation is required for the performance of speaker recognition algorithms under stressed
condition. It is necessary to quantify the degradation of the performance of the speaker recognition
algorithms under different stressed conditions.

It is expected that the features which carry speaker dependent information are effected due to stress
condition. So, it will be useful to analyze the speaker dependent features under stressed conditions.
Most of the speech features are used for recognition of stressed classes or emotions in a speech signal.
These features are common in speech and speaker recognition applications. It would be interesting to
find out the relative performance of these features for speaker recognition under stressed conditions.
Different speech features are tested for characterization of stressed conditions with various stressed
speech databases. Researchers have also used different classifiers, such as Hidden Markov Model
(HMM), Neural Networks [105], etc., for evaluation of performances of stressed speech features for
recognition of different stress classes. Though these classifiers show good recognition results for clas
sification of different stressed conditions, they do not provide meaningful insight into the capabilities
of various speech features in the characterization of different stressed conditions in speech signals. In
cepstral analysis, the excitation source information which appear in terms of high-time component of
le cepstrum is mostly ignored in speaker recognition applications [28]. Both source and vocal tract
are effected during stressed conditions. Analysis of features from the point of view of source and vocal
tract separately may help establishing the fact whether the source or vocal tract is more effected by the
stressed condition.

Cepstral features such as mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) [28], cepstral coefficients
[106] and linear prediction (LP) cestral coefficients are used by various authors for speaker recogni
tion. MFCC features, which are the ntost effective among the three, are estimated from the spectral
energies from different mei-frequency bands. In this way, the information associated with the spectral
peaks (amplitudes and bandwidths) are not explicitly used. LP coefficients and LP derived features [2],
such as reflection coefficients [107], arcsln reflection coefficients [6], log-area ratios [58], are also used
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for speaker recognition. All the above features are spectral domain features extracted from a preempha-
sized speech signal. Preemphasis enhances the vocal tract information. The formants appear as spectral
peaks in a preemphasized speech signal. Amplitudes, frequencies and bandwidths of the formants have
significant speaker information. The spectral domain features used for speaker recognition do not use
these information explicitly. Authors have shown that performance of speaker recognition can be im
proved if different features can be used by combining them in a suitable manner [43]. A new set of
features which can eliminate the above limitations will be useful towards improvement of performance
of speaker recognition systems.

Various compensation techniques are used for improvement in speech recognition under stressed
condition. Hansen has proposed parameter based compensation techniques for recognition improve
ments [48, 84, 94, 105,108-110]. The features are enhanced to address noise and an adaptive mel-
cepstral compensation algorithm is used to equalize the impact of stress. Roe [111] has proposed a
traditional template based system that incorporated both vector quantized and replaced by the closest
spectral codeword in the VQ codebook for subsequent distortion calculation. The spectral distortion
induced by unusual speaking efforts could be compensated by simple linear transformation of the cep-
strum [112]. The basic assumption of this technique was that spectral distortion induced by unusual
speaking efforts could be compensated by simple linear transformation of the cepstrum. Although this
assumption may be unduly optimistic, it was observed that the statistics of cepstral vectors did display
some systematic modification in various speaking styles. The probability of spectral compensation in a
stochastic model based recognizer was found to be effective in dealing with various articulation effects.
There is almost negligible effort for analysis and improvement of performance of speaker recogni
tion systems under stressed conditions. Feature compensation techniques may be experimented for
enhancement of performance of speaker recognition systems.

The work presented in this thesis is broadly divided into three categories. First, the performance of
the speaker recognition systems under stressed conditions is evaluated. The effects of different stressed
conditions on speech features are analyzed and their relative performance for speaker recognition is
evaluated. Second, sinusoidal model is tested for speaker recognition. Sinusoidal model has three
features. They are amplitude, frequency and phase. Assuming that the information in these three fea
tures may be different, these features may be combined for improvement in speaker recognition under
stressed condition. Finally, compensation techniques are proposed and evaluated for improvement of
performance of speaker recognition systems. Compensators are aimed at reducing the stress effects.
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features. They are amplitude, frequency and phase. Assuming tliat the information in these tliree fea

tures may be different, these features may be combined for improvement in speaker recognition under-

stressed condition. Finally, compensation techniques ai'e proposed and evaluated for improvement of

performance of speaker recognition systems. Compensators are aimed at reducing the stress effects.

-c •>

1.5 Organization of the thesis

The organization of the thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2 presents a review of speech features and classifiers used for speaker recognition. Mel-

frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), Linear prediction (LP) coefficients and LP derived features

such as reflection coefficients, log-area-ratios, arcsin reflection coefficients and cepstral coefficients are

investigated for their relative performance in speaker recognition. Section 2.1 presents a brief review of

the features. Various statistical feature evaluation techniques used in this work are discussed in Section

2 2. Two classifiers. Vector Quantization (VQ) and Gaussian Mixure Model (GMM), are presented in

Section 2.3. This section also discusses speaker recognition system and its performance with different

features. Section 2.4 presents speaker recognition performance of different features under different

stressed conditions and discusses the motivation for this work.

In Chapter 3, we present the analysis and evaluation of six speech features, MFCC, LP coefficients,

LPCC RC, ARC and LAR, under stressed condition. Two classifiers, vector quantization (VQ) clas

sifier and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) are used to evaluate the recognition results under Neutral

and stressed conditions. In Section 3.1, we present the statistical evaluation of the features. Probabil

ity density function (pdf) characteristics, F-ratio test and Kolmogorov-Smimov (K-S) test are used for
evaluation of speaker discrimination capability of the features under stressed conditions. Section 3.2

presents the analysis of the features based on vector quantization (VQ) and Gaussian mixture model

(GMM) based classifiers. Tlie relative ranking of the features based on their peifonnance in speaker

recognition under stressed condition is evaluated in Section 3.3.

Chapter 4 presents speaker recognition using sinusoidal model features. Frequency, Amplitude and

Phase features of the sinusoidal model are analyzed and used as input features to a speaker recognition

system Speaker recognition performance of the tlmee sinusoidal model features is evaluated under

stressed speech conditions. In Section 4.1, sinusoidal modeling of speech is presented. Statistical anal

ysis of sinusoidal model features is discussed in Section 4.2. Speaker recognition performance of the

sinusoidal model features under stressed speech condition is discussed in Section 4.3. A novel approach
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speech signal. Four compensation techniques are proposed and tested for improvement of speaker
recognition under stressed condition. In Section 5.1, we propose speaker and stress information based
compensation (SSIC) technique. Section 5.2 presents compensation by removal of stressed vector
(CRSV). Section 5.3 presents combination of MFCC and SAF (CMSA) as a compensator. Cepstral
mean normalization (CMN) is used for compensation in Section 5.4. Finally, we present selection of
compensator by stress recognition in Section 5.5.

Finally, we conclude in chapter 6 by summarizing the contributions of the thesis and noting some
directions for further investigations in these areas.
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Chapter 2

Review of Speech Features and Speaker

Recognition

Features based on spectral information are widely used for speaker recognition. Features which are

commonly used for speaker recognition include cepstral features [80], mel-frequency cepstral coef
ficients [6] and linear prediction (LP) cepstral coefficients. Linear prediction (LP) coefficients and
LP derived features [2], such as reflection coefficients [107], arcsin reflection coefficients [6], log-
area ratios [58], are also used for speaker recognition. Researchers have also used various classifiers
for speaker recognition. Vector Quantization (VQ) [2], Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [46], Neural
Networks [47] and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [48] are widely used classifiers for speaker recog

nition Performance of a speaker recognition system not only depends upon the speech features and the
classifiers but also on the environment. For the same speaker, in a noisy environment the speech fea

tures may vary from the speech features extracted from speech signal recorded in a silent environment.

In a noisy environment, the speaker is stressed. This causes the speaker to vary his speech produc
tion from normal or neutral condition. Performance of speaker recognition system will degrade if the
training speech data and the testing speech data are collected in different stress conditions.

In this chapter, we present a review of speech features and classifiers used for speaker recogni

tion. Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), Linear prediction (LP) coefficients and LP derived
features such as reflection coefficients, log-area-ratios, arcsin reflection coefficients and cepstral coef

ficients are investigated for their relative performance in speaker recognition. In addition to Vector

Quantization (VQ), Gaussian Mixure Model (GMM) classifiers, statistical feature evaluation tech
niques, probability density characteristic, F-ratio test. Multi-dimensional F-ratio test or divergence,
KS-test, are used for evaluation of features. Section 2.1 presents a brief review of the features. Various
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statistical feature evaluation techniques used in this work are discussed in Section 2.2. Two classifiers.

Vector Quantization (VQ) and Gaussian Mixure Model (GMM), ai'e presented in Section 2.3. Tliis

section also discusses speaker recognition system and its performance with different features. Section

2.4 presents speaker recognition performance of different features under diffei'ent stressed conditions

and discusses the motivation for this work.

Speaker Databases

In this work, two speaker databases, YOHO database and simulated and actual stress (SUSAS) database,

ai-e used. The YOHO database was designed to support text-dependent speaker verification research

such as is used in secure access technology [16]. It has a well defined train/test scenario in which each

speaker has four enrollment sessions where he/she is prompted to read a series of 24 combination- lock

phrases. Each phrase is a sequence of tliree two-digit numbers (e.g., 35-72-41, pronounced tlfirty-five

seventy-two forty-one). There are 10 verification trials per speaker consisting of four phrases per trial.

The vocabulai-y consists of 56 two-digit numbers ranging from 21 to 97. The speech was collected

in an office environment using a telephone handset connected to a workstation. Thus, the data has a

telephone bandwidth of 3.1 kHz (300-3400 Hz), but no telephone transmission degradations.

The second speech database used in this work is a stressed speech database which is popularly

known as speech under simulated and actual stress (SUSAS) database [98]. From this database, four-

stress classes or emotions, Anger, Question, Neutral and Lombai-d, are used. Lombard effect speech is

obtained by having speakers listen to 85 dB SPL pink noise tl-n'ough headphones while speaking (i.e.,

recordings are noise-free). A common vocabulai-y set of 35 airci-aft communication words make up

over 95% of the database. Twelve tokens of each word in the vocabulary are spoken by nine native

American speakers for the Neutral conditions, and two tokens for each style condition. This database

has been employed mostly in the study of how speech production and recognition vai-ies when speaking

under stressed speech conditions [94].

2.1 Speech Features for Speaker Recognition

This Section presents a brief review of features used for speaker recognition. A survey of automatic

speaker recognition techniques is presented by Atal [4]. It has been shown that the cepstral coeffi

cients are the best features for a speaker recognition system. Reynolds [16] has experimented with

telephone-speech database for evaluation of performance of different features such as mel-frequency.
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linear-ftequency filter bank eepstral coefficients, LP cepstral coefficients and perceptual linear predic
tion (PL?) cepstral coeffioients. Best results are reported for higher order linear prediction (LP) features
and band-limited fiiter bank features. Campbell [6] has provided a comparison of different features
such as reflection coefficients, iog-area-ratios, arcsin reflection coefficients, line spectrum pair (LSP)
frequencies and mei-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC). Evaluation of relative performanee of dif
ferent features such as LP cepstrum, autoregressive moving average (ARMA) cepstmm, iog-area-ratios
and reflection coefficients is carried out under different noise conditions [8]. LP derived cepstral coef
ficients have been used for a speaker-specific mapping for text-independent speaker recognition [19].
Ail these results show the wide acceptance of cepstral coefficients for speaker reeognition applica
tions. integration of different feature sets for speaker recognition has been proposed by Chagnoiieau et
ai [43]. This approach, named as time-frequency principal components (TFPC), seeks to find out the
time dependent spectral vectors from the speech signal.

2.1.1 Linear prediction model based features

Linear prediction (LP) based features have wide applications in the area of speech science [2]. In linear
prediction, the current speech sample is estimated as a weighted average of 'p' past speech samples.
LP model is given as ^

x[n] ̂ ^ahx[n - h] (2.1.1)

x[n\ is the n'" predicated speech sample, a„ represents the prediction coefficient and 'p' is the
order of the linear predictor. LP coefficients are used to identify the speaker from his / her voice
[6] In addition to LP coefficients, four LP derived features, linear prediction cepstral coefficients
(LPCC), arcsin reflection coefficients (ARC), log-area-ratios (LAR), and reflection coefficients (RC)
are extensively used for speaker recognition applications. Two important algorithms to compute LP
coefficients are Levinson algorithm and Burg algorithm. In this work, Levinson algorithm has been
used to estimate the LP coefficients.

Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC)

The linear prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC) are the coefficients of the Fourier transform repre
sentation of the log magnitude spectrum. Atai [4] has shown a 70.3% speaker identification result with
a database of 10 speakers. With the cepstral coefficients, a speaker verification error value of 2% is
reported by Campbell [6] for 0.5 sec duration speech utterances. Inai et ai [47] have shown a speaker
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identification result of 91% with cepstral coefficients for a speaker database consisting of 7 males and
3 females. Cepstral study suggests that the lower order coefficients are more effective for automatic
speaker recognition than the higher order coefficients [106], The cepstral coefficients, which can be
derived directly from linear prediction (LP) coefficients, are shown to be a robust and reliable feature
set for speech analysis [2], Mostly, these cepstral coefficients have superior quantization properties
than impulse response and autocorrelation coefficients. Some form of preprocessing would limit the
spectral dynamic range of the signal due to which the quantization properties show better results [113].
A linear prediction model effectively models the spectrum of the signal. The LP coefficients are further
processed through the following algorithm [1] to derive cepstral coefficients. The conversion algorithm
is given as

= Incr

+  l<m<p

(2.1.2)

(2.1.3)

where is the gain term in the LP model. Ten cepstral coefficients are estimated from each speech
frame of 20 msec having an overlap of 10 msec in this work. This set of LPCCs {LPCC, to LPCCM)is
used as a cepstral feature vector for the speaker.

Reflection Coefficients (RC)

Reflection coefficients (RC) (k^) can be derived as the lattice features of LP model [6,114]. LP model
based reflection coefficients are shown as equivalent to reflection coefficients of loss less acoustic tube
model of the vocal tract [1,107]. These features can be analyzed using a spectral sensitivity mea
sure [115] Reflection coefficients can be obtained as intermediate variables of Durbin's algorithm for
solving LP model. A speaker identification result of 84% [47] is obtained with the reflection coeffi
cients.

Log Area Ratio (LAR)

Viswanathan et al [115] proposed the log area ratio (LAR) as the nonlinear mapping of the reflection
coefficients that approximately minimizes the average spectral sensitivity to quantization errors. The
log area ratios are considered as features of the vocal tract and varies speaker to speaker. Log area

•  / rr, - 1 2 n) is defined as the log of ratio of cross sectional areas of two
ratio (^rn =
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consecutive vocal tract segments. Furui has analyzed the speaker recognition with twelve log area ratio
coefficients [58]. Initially, we have used ten coefficients for review analysis. Inal et al [47] have shown
a speaker identification result of 80% with log area ratio coefficients.

Arcsin Reflection coefficients (ARC)

Linear quantization of the reflection coefficients is not satisfactory especially when some of them are
close to unity in magnitude. Non-linear quantization is much more sensitive near 1 than near 0 [115]. To
avoid the singularity of the LAR's at km while retaining approximately uniform spectral sensitivity
[6], arcsin reflection coefficients (ARC) are used. The arcsin reflection coefficients are defined as
g'^ = sin^'^km, where km's are reflection coefficients.

2.1.2 Mel-Frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) [2,28] are the most widely used features for speech and
speaker recognitions applications. MFCCs are estimated based on human perception of critical band-
widths. For calculation of MFCCs, filters spaced linearly at low frequencies and logarithmically at high
frequencies are used to capture the phonetically important characteristics of speech. The mel-frequency
scale is based on a linear frequency spacing below 1000 Hz and a logarithmic spacing above 1000 Hz.
For calculation of mel-frequency spectrum, a bank of filters with each having a triangular bandpass
frequency response (Fig.2.1) is used. The process of computing MFCCs is described as follows. After
framing the speech signal, the next step in the processing is to window each individual frame so as
to minimize the signal discontinuities at the beginning and end of each frame. In this work, a Han-
ning window is used. The next processing step is the computation of Fast Fourier Transform, which
converts each frame of N samples from the time domain into the frequency domain. This frequency
domain representation is referred as spectrum or periodogram. Psychophysical studies show that hu
man perception of sound spectrum does not follow a linear scale. Thus for each tone with an actual
frequency,/, a subjective pitch is measured on the mel-scale. As a reference point, the pitch of a 1 KHz
tone, 40 dB above the perceptual hearing threshold, is defined as 1000 mels. The following formula is
used to compute the mels for a given frequency / m Hz.

„,d(/) = 2595 *log(l + ̂ ) (2.1.4)

For calculation of mel-frequency spectrum, a bank of filters with triangular bandpass frequency
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2.2. STATISTICAL FEATURE EVALUATION

response is used. A constant mel-frequency interval is used as the bandwidth of the fi lters. The mel-
spectrum or the output spectrum of 5(u;) consists of the output power of these fi lters. The number
of fi lters in the fi lter bank is chosen as 20 for this work. In the final step, MFCCs are estimated by
evaluating the Fourier transform of the log mel-spectrum. In this work, from each speech firame of
20 msec with overlap of 10 msec, a set of MFCCs are computed. This set of MFCCs (MFCCi to
MFCCm) is used as a feature vector for the speaker.

150o" 2000 2500 3000 3bU0 4000
Frequency (in Hz)

Figure 2.T. Mel-frequency fi lter bank

2.2 Statistical Feature Evaluation

One of the major objectives of this work is to analyze the performance of different speech features in
characterization of speakers. Evaluation of relative performance of the features in characterization of
the speakers will help this analysis. From literature, it is difficult to establish their relative performance
as various authors have used different features and various classifiers for recognition of speakers. The
error in recognition not only depends on features, but also on the nature of classification rules. It is
therefore desirable to choose a measure which reflects the basic properties of the features to discriminate
one speaker from the other and is not dependent on classification rules. Different speech features can
be evaluated in order of their measured effectiveness to characterize the speakers. In this section,
three statistical feature evaluation methods are discussed. These are probability density function (PDF)
characteristics, analysis of variance or F-ratio test and Kolmogorov-Smimov test.
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2.2.1 Probability density function characteristics

Several utterances from the same speaker will generate a set of points in the feature space whose
distribution can be described by a multivariate probability density function. Ideally, the feature vectors
should have Gaussian distribution. With this assumption, the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [45] has
been proposed for speaker identification. The statistical models are usually HMMs or GMMs, which
use multi-variant Gaussian probability density functions (PDFs) to represent the area in the feature
space occupied by a particular speaker class. Each of these Gaussian PDFs are characterized by a mean
vector and a covariance matrix which have been estimated from a set of training data. The feature
space will be populated by many of these clusters which are determined by the number of speaker
classes. For different speakers, the mean and variances of the feature vectors are different. As a result,
the probability density characteristic is expected to be unique for each speaker. Speech feature will
perform well, if these two factors have different values for various speakers. A feature set with a
sharper probability density characteristic will produce better recognition accuracy [81].

The feature quality can analyzed by the probability density function characteristics. The probabil
ity density of first coefficient of six different features, arcsin reflection coefficients (ARC), reflection
coefficients (RC), log area ratios (EAR), linear prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC), LP coefficients
(LP) and mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), from speech data of four speakers are shown
in Fig. 2.2. All the probability density function characteristics resemble Gaussian distribution. Four
different characteristics are observed for the four speakers. The peaks of probability density character
istics lie in different positions. For the ARC feature three peaks are separable. This indicates that the
classification can be done successfully for at least three speaker classes if this feature is used for recog
nition This test is effective in finding the suitability of a feature coefficient for separating the speakers.
This test is used in this work for analysis and evaluation of different speaker dependent speech features.

2.2.2 Analysis of variance

The pdf tests can show the effectiveness of a feature by graphical representation. It can be useful as
a tool to evaluate the discriminating quality of a feature for few speakers. A quantitative evaluation
method is needed to analyze the speech features' quality for speaker discrimination with large number
of speakers. Features can be evaluated quantitatively using Fisher's discriminant ratio (F) [4]. Fisher's
discriminant ratio or F-ratio test is defined as
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Figure 2.2: Probability density function chai-acteristics
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_  Variance of speaker means
^  Average intra speaker variance

In other words, the above ratio can be represented as,

(2.2.1)

(2.2.2)

where xf is the feature value from the (3'^ utterance spoken by the speaker, <>i indicates
average over the speakers, indicates average over all the utterances of the speakers, and

/^W\ (2.2.3)

is the estimated mean value of the feature for the i speaker, and

[J> — l~^i ^ i
(2.2.4)

is the estimated overall mean value of the feature averaged over all the speakers. Figure 2.3 shows
F-ratio values of six features for nine speakers. Each graph shows F-ratio values of 12 coefBclents
of each feature. It is observed that the F-ratio values are different for the 12 coefficients of the same
feature. Also, different features have different F-ratio values for the same coefficient. Higher F-ratio
value will produce better recognition accuracy [4]. The F-ratio value may be high for features where
one or two speakers are different from the rest, and when there exists correlation between coefficients
of that particular feature set. Therefore, F-ratio values are most useful in eliminating poor features
rather than choosing the best feature. The F-ratio value indicates the speaker discrimination ability
of the speech feature. Features with higher F-ratio values do not always guarantee fewer recognition
errors. In this work, the average of F-ratio values of all coefficients from a features is estimated for
its evaluation. The relative performance of the speech features is evaluated by comparing the average
F-ratio values of different features.

The major disadvantage of evaluating parameters individually is that interparameter correlations are
not taken into account. For example, if the parameter is highly correlated with another parameter, the
performance of the two together may not be better than either of the parameters alone. The individual
evaluation of parameters can thus result in the selection of redundant parameters. It is advantageous
to consider the parameters together as a vector. The concept of F-ratio can be extended to the mul
tidimensional case. We define two covariance matrices: an interspeaker covariance matrix B and an
intraspeaker covariance matrix w. These matrices are defined as
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Fitfure 2.3: F-ratio values of six speech features evaluated for nine speakers

B = (Uti - - lY), (2.2.5)

w = (2.2.6)

where is a vector representing the measurements from the repetition of an utterance spoken
by the speaker, I-H is the estimated mean vector of the feature for the speaker and T is the estimated
overall mean vector of the feature averaged over all the speakers. The divergence is given by [4]

Div = Tr lu (2.2.7)

where ■w"'^ is the inverse of the matrix iv and the superscript t indicates the transpose of a vector.

2.2.3 Kolmogorov-Smiriiov (K-S) test

Kolmoc^orov-Smimov [116] test is based on non-parametric statistical analysis. Nonparametric analy

sis allows user to analyze the data without assuming an underlying distribution and it is applicable to
Linbinned distributions which are functions of a single independent variable. In this work, each coeffi

cient contour is calculated for two speakers. The maximum difference 'D' between these two contour
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cumulative distribution functions (CDF) is estimated. K-S test is used to test whether two random

samples are from the same (but unknown) distribution. Though there are an infinite number of nor

mal distributions, each normal distribution is uniquely determined by its mean and standard deviation.

Therefore, although speech features coiTesponding to every speaker came from the same family of dis-

tiibutions, they will have their unique normal distribution. In this work, K-S test is applied to determine

the maximum difference between their empirical cumulative distribution functions of feature contours.

The maximum difference between two CDF's can serve as the test statistic. The procedure for the test

is,

1. First, the probability distribution function f{x) is converted to a (CDF) F{x). The value of F{x)

estimates the expected fraction of samples which ate smallei oi equal to x.

2. The maximum difference between two CDF's (D) serves as the test statistic, which is calculated as

D = max F{Xq) — Fn{Xq)
— oo<q<co

(2.2.8)

and while comparing two distributions, the statistic would be

D = max \Fnl{Xq) — Fn'li'Xq]
— oo<q<oo

(2.2.9)

An important result of K-S test is that it is invariant under reparameterization of x. In other words,

the maximum distance D remains unchanged even if the horizontal axis values slide or stretch. A

higher value of D indicates better recognition performance. Speech utterances of two speakers from

the YOHO database are used for KS-test evaluation of six features. Figure 2.4 shows the iriaximum

difference D between two speakers' CDFs for the first coefficient of six features. For each speaker,

96 speech utterances are used and each speech utterance is divided into sixty frames. For each frame,
the average of the first coefficient over 96 utterances is chosen as the data sample for a CDF. Sixty

average values of the first coefficient, which coirespond to sixty frames, are used for determination of

CDFs These 60 values from the two speakers are used to find the maximum difference between the

two CDFs It is observed that the KS-test distance D is maximum for the LP coefficients. It is expected

best speaker recognition peiformance will be observed if this coefficient is used for the recognition of

the same speakers. To evaluate a feature, the average value of the maximum distances obtained from

different coefficients is estimated and it is compared with the values obtained for other features.
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Figure 2.4: Maximum KS-test distance
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2.3 Classifiers for Speaker Recognition

Researchers have used various classifiers for speaker recognition systems. Vector Quantization (VQ)

[45], Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [46], Neural Networks [47] and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

[48] based classifiers are widely used for speaker recognition systems. In this work, non-parametric

classifier, VQ, and parametric classifier, GMM, are used for evaluation of speaker recognition perfor

mance of different speech features.

2.3.1 Vector quantization (VQ)

This subsection presents the design of a vector-quantization (VQ) codebook [2] for speaker recognition.

The speech signal is divided into frames and p number of features is extracted fi-om the signal in each
frame. Thus, for each frame, a set of p features, Xt = [ai, as, a^j, is generated and this represents one

feature vector. From L number of frames of each recorded speech file, a set of input feature vectors

given as X = [x^,X2, -Xt] is generated. In this way, possible feature vectors are extracted from the
training speech data files for each speaker as training feature vectors. The codebook is designed based
on the minimization of average distortion measure between the training vectors and the codebook V (

y = [yi,y2. -yp] and P is the size of the codebook). The average distortion measure is given as
I  P

Average distortion measure — miny^eYd{xy, yi) (2.3.1)

where d(x„ y,) is the distance between the vectors x, and Using the Generalized Lloyd algorithm,
codebook is designed for each speaker with the training set of feature vectors from the speaker's data.
These codebooks are the reference codebooks for recognition of speakers. A vector quantization clas

sifier [5] shows 97% correct speaker recognition for a database of 10 speakers with the cepstral coeffi-
cients.

2.3.2 Gaussian mixture model

This subsection introduces the Gaussian mixture density, and faetors which motivate the use of a

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) as a modeling technique for speaker recognition, and describes a

maximum likelihood procedure for Gaussian mixture parameter estimation. The discussion in this sub

section will focus on GMM speaker model description and speaker classification for speech utterances.

The GMM has several attributes which make it well suited for speaker recognition. First, the model
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naturally arises from a probabilistic modeling of the underlying sounds which comprise a person's

speech but does not depend on segmentation of the speech. By modeling the underlying sounds or

acoustic classes, the model characterizes the short term variations of a person's voice and so is capable

of high identification performance for short test utterances. GMM [16] basically models the feature
vectors of the speaker as Gaussian densities. Then the likelihood ratio of speech segment being from a

hypothesized speaker condition to not being from the hypothesized condition is calculated for speaker
recognition. These GMMs are used for finding maximum a posteriori probability for a given speech
segment.

For D-dimensional feature vectors, x, the Gaussian mixture density is a weighted sum of M com

ponent densities and it is given by [86], p{x\X) = E^ix=i The above equation states that
any density space can be represented as a weighted sum of Gaussian densities. Authors have taken
weighted linear combination of M unimodal Gaussian densities. Each Gaussian density Pmixi^) is
parameterized by a mean vector which is a p x 1 vector, and a p x p covanance matrix, Emix-
Since Pmix{x) are Gaussian densities, they can be represented as

(2.3.2)

Furthermore, the mixture weights, Wmix , should satisfy the constraint Emix=i ''^rnix 1- The parame
ters of this density model are represented as A {wmix^ ^mix} where mix , , ,
a given collection of training vectors, maximum likelihood model parameters are estimated using the
iterative expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. The EM algorithm iteratively refines the GMM
parameters to monotonically increase the likelihood of the estimated model for the observed feature
vectors, i.e., for iterations k and k + 1, p{X\X'^') > piX\X>') ■ Generally, five iterations are sufficient
for parameter convergence. Usually, it is assumed that the feature vectors of X to be independent so
the log-likelihood of a model A for a sequence of feature vectors,A = [xi,X2, ..xt] , is computed as
logp(X|A) = ̂ Er=i logp(:rt| A). Note that the average log-likelihood value is used so as to normalize
out duration effects from the log-likelihood value. Also, since the incorrect assumption of indepen

dence is underestimating the actual likelihood value with dependencies, scaling by T can be considered
a rough compensation factor.
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2.3.3 Speaker recognition system

The speaker identification system results in an enrolled speaiker identity which is close to the testing

utterance. Here, only one input testing utterance is enough. But the speaker verification system needs

two inputs, which are speaker identity and testing utterance. Verification system has to decide genuine

speaker or imposter speaker. Generally speaker identification is more complicated than verification. For

classifier comparison, initially, we tested speaker identafication. Speaker identification performance is

analyzed using speaker identification rate. Speaker identification rate is calculated in temis of percent

age of con-ectly identified testing utterances out of the total number of testing utterances.

Speaker verification system verifies the speaker information with a threshold. This threshold can

be fixed using False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and the False Rejection Rate (FRR) [118]. FAR and FRR

are functions of a threshold that can distinguish the two error rates. The performance of the verification

system can be measured by plotting a Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve, which is a

plot of FRR versus FAR. Tlie point on the ROC defined by FAR=FRR is the Equal Error Rate point

(EER). In speaker verification system less Equal En'or Rate indicates better recognition. In speaker

verification system, background speakers are selected to reduce the equal eiTor rate. These background

speakers' selection improves the speaker identification rate also. In literature, background speakers

are used for speaker verification. These background speakers represent the population of expected

imposters, which is in general application specific. Reynolds [16] has shown the speaker verification

results with ten background speakers. Though cohort speaker selection is used for Vector Quantization

based speaker recognition, far speaker set is not analyzed. So, the algorithm has been written for

the Vector Quantization method with all constraints like close speaker set and fai speaker set. Close

speaker set used to increase the accuracy of the speaker recognition system. Here, the speakers who

are similar to the genuine speaker are considered to get the best coverage. The background speakers

selected as above are refen-ed to as the maximally-spread close set. Similar- to Reynold's far- speaker-

set, we considered the maximally-spread far speaker set. When the Malralanobis distance is used, the

speaker recognition improves slightly with the far speaker set.

Speaker identification system with back ground speaker selection is described here. These back

ground speakers are also used for speaker verification. The speaker identification system is the pro

cess of identifying the identity of unknown speaker's testing utterance. Here, the speaker set S =

{1.2,3, ...N} represents N number of speakers in a database. The matching scores of testing utterance

with trained speakers provides the identity of the testing utterance. For the given speech feature vec-
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tors X = {;ri, a-'o, -t-'a, of testing utterance and codebook vectors Y = [yi, y2, ..yp] the average

distortion can be computed between these two sets of vectors as follows

D{xt,Y) = min ||ay - ypll"
yp^y

1  ̂D„,(X,Y) = -Y.D{xt,Y)

(2.3.3)

(2.3.4)

The identity of the unknown speaker recognized by i* = arg min,;{Z)a„3(A', K/)|)e5'} using this distor

tion measure. The performance of speaker identification system is improved by background speakers.

For each speaker, background speakers like close speaker set and far- speaker set are created and consid

ered while identifying a speaker. The close speaker set and the far speaker set are used individually or

in combination. Imposters will attempt to gain access only from similar sounding or at least same-sex

speakers (dedicated imposters).

TRAINING UTTERANCE

SMSE ,, SMSE „ SMSE ,

SMSE

TRAINING MODEL

Figure 2.5: Summation of Mean Square EiTor between training utterance and training
Models(Codebook)

For the dedicated imposter case, selection of background speakers for the claimant speaker is done

according to the distortion measure. The distortion measure between the codebook and training utter

ances is calculated. The training data of each speaker has been used for codebook preparation. The

Sum of Mean Square EiTor (SMSE) between trained codebook and ti-aining data has been calculated.

SMSEnm (Fig. 2.5) represents the sum of mean square eiTor between the speaker trained code-

book and K'F^ speaker training utterances. If Ur2 indicates the 2"'^ training utterance of T'* speaker, the

distortion measure between codebook and training utterance is {Davg{Yi, Uu)), where the sorted sum

of mean square eiTor provides the close speaker set and far speaker set. Here, I indicates the indices of
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the sorted speaker set. From these indices, initial speakers are close speakers and last speakers are far

speakers.

SMSEn =

SMSEu =

Eavg{yi, Un) + DavgO^l, Uvz) + + Eavgi^l, Uil)

Davg{Xl^ U21) + Davg(yi^ U22) + •••• + DavgO-'l, Uol)

[SMSEiu SMSEn, SMSEn-.-SMSEiM]

arg sort{Si)

(2.3.5)

(2.3.6)

(2.3.7)

(2.3.8)

Using the close speaker set and the far speaker set, speaker identification can be performed as follows

Table 2.1; Speaker identification results of YOHO database (106 male speakers, 12 coefficients, 256
size codebook) for different speech features

Speech features MFCC LAR LPCC ARC RC LP

CoiTect Identification 98.49 97.64 96.42 89.62 87.74 79.91

Table 2.2: Speaker identification results of neutral speech in SUSAS database (9 speakers, 12 coeffi
cients, 32 size codebook) for different speech features

Speech features MFCC LAR ARC RC LPCC LP

CoiTect Identification 84.13 80.95 79.37 79.37 77.77 73.02

Table 2.3: Equal error rate (%) and false rejection rates at false acceptance rates of 0.1% and 0.01% for
YOHO database

Database M (10 ess) M (5 CSS and 5 fss)

YOHO (eer) 0.55% 0.62%

(FR@FA = 0.1%) 3.00%

(FR @ FA = 0.01%) 3.90%

2.90%

4.12%

Tables 2.1-2.3 show speaker recognition results for YOHO and SUSAS databases. Speaker identifi

cation results are evaluated for the six speech features. The verification results in Table 2.3 is evaluated

using MFCC features for the speech utterances in YOHO database. Speaker identification results using
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a 256-size VQ code book for the YOHO database is shown in Table 2.1. Speaker identification results
using a 32-size code book for the SUSAS database is shown in Table 2.2. Reynolds [60] has shown
a speaker identification rate of 99.7% for 106 nrale speakers fionr YOHO database and an equal error
rate of 0.38. This equal error rate is achieved with 10 close speaker set. Ten true tests and 950 imposter
tests are used for equal error rate calculation. For the sanre speakers, we obtained a VQ based speaker
identification rate of 98.87% with the MFCC feature. Relative performance of the features show that
MFCC feature has best perfonnance and LP feature has the worst performance. For the YOHO data
base results, LAR. LPCC, ARC, RC and LP follows the MFCC in sequence of descendrng order of
their performances. Similar relative performance is observed for the speech features rn case of SUSAS
database except for some small difference in the relative performance of ARC, RC and LPCC features.

2.4 Motivation for the Present Work

In this Section, we present the speaker recognition under stressed condrtron. One o ' ̂ °
variability in a speaker's voice can be attributed to stressed condition. Stressed speech [84], [85], [86]
is defined as the speech produced under any condition that causes the speaker to va^. speech productror.
from neutral condition. The causes of perceptually induced stress include emot.on and envtronmental
factors such as noise. Figure 2.6 shows two recorded stressed (emotional) speech s.gnals and fire.r
spectrograms, one uhered wirh Neutral emotion and the other with Angry emotron. Both the s.^a s are
rLrded from the same speaker. Some visible differences can be observed in terms of s.gnal duratron
and signal energy. The speech uttered with Angry emotion has a dmation more than that uttered with
Neutral emotion. The total energy of the signal has a higher value in case of the speech s.gnal uttered
with Angry emotion. The spectrograms show that the relative energy in lower frequences compared
to higher frequencies is higher spectral magnitude in case of the speech uttered with Neutral emotron
compared to the speech uttered with Angry emotion. The frequencies have shifted upwards or have
higher values in the speech signal uttered with Angry emotion compared to the speech uttered with
Neutral emotion. This shows that the characteristics of the speech signal vary under different emotions
or stressed conditions.

Figure 2 7 shows histograms of 12 MFCC coefficients extracted from speech signals which are
recorded under two emotions. Neutral and Angry, for the same speaker. Forty two speech signals are
used for each emotion. For extraction of coefficients, 160 sample frame size with an overlapping of 80
samples is chosen for each speech signal. The coefficient values are normalized before histogram cal-
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Figure 2.6: Speech signals (word: 'break') recorded from one speaker and their Spectrograms in two
different emotions (a) Neutral (b) Angry

samples is chosen for each speech signal. The coefficient values are noiTnalized before histogram cal
culation and six bins are used for each coefficient. It is observed that the histogram plots ai-e different in
two emotions for the same speaker. Coefficients, one, two, three, five, six, eleven and twelve, have their
histogram peaks shifted from fourth bin to third bin between the emotions Neutral to Angi7. Histogram
plots prove that statistically these coefficients change their characteiistics between the emotions Neu
tral and Angry. Due to changes in speech signal chai-acteristics, the perfoiTnance of speaker recognition
system may degrade under stressed speech conditions if the codebook is trained with speech signals
from a different stressed condition.

Normally, during the ti-aining sessions, speech signals are recorded in Neutral emotion condition.
If the speech signal used for recognition is recorded in a different stressed condition, this speech signal
chai-acteristics may be different from that of the Neutral emotion condition. At the time of recognition,

the stress condition will depend not only on the environment, which includes noise, but also on the

person's state of mind. Table 2.4 shows speaker recognition results for speech signals recorded under
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Figure 2.7: Histograms of MFCC coefficients from Speech signals (word: 'break') recorded from one
speaker in two different emotions (a) Neuti-al (b) Angry

four different stressed conditions or emotions. Speech data corresponding to four emotions. Angry,

Lombard, Neutral and Question from nine speakers of SUSAS database are used for the experiment.

Twelve MFCC feature coefficients are extracted from each analysis frame of 160 speech samples with

an overlapping of 80 speech samples. The number of MFCC feature vectors from each speech signal

depends on the duration of the signal. A 256-size VQ codebook is designed for each speaker using 42

training utterances and the recognition results are evaluated using seven testing utterances fronr each

speaker for each emotion. Four sets of codebooks, Angry, Lombai-d, Neutral and Question, con-espond-

ing to four emotions are implemented for each speaker. The testing utterances from each emotion are

tested with the four sets of codebooks. Each row in Table 2.4 represents the codebook emotions and

each column represents the testing emotions. Each value in the table shows the result for the speaker

recognition value for testing utterances under the emotion indicated by the column and for the code-

book used indicated by the rows. It is observed that the recognition results are different for the same

codebook with test data from different emotions. Highest recognition result is obtained for Angry,

Lombard, Neutral and Question trained data with Angry, Lombai-d, Neutral and Question test data re

spectively. We can observe it in terms of diagonal entries of the Table 2.4. Question codebook shows

highest average recognition results. These results prove that the speaker recognition performance is

different if the codebook data and the test data ai'e from different sfressed conditions.

The results obtained in Table 2.4 suggest that a detailed investigation is required for the performance

of speaker recognition algorithms under stressed condition. During the last two decades, though some
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Table 2.4: Speaker identification rate (%) for different emotions

Training (256 Testing

size codebook) Angiy Lombard Neutral Question Average

Angry 71.42 41.26 41.26 36.5 47.61

Lombard 20.63 82.53 44.44 39.68 46.82

Neutral 30.15 49.2 76.19 60.31 . 53.96

Question 25.39 49.2 73.01 73.01 55.15

i

r *co
)
1# CO
3 5

2 O

c:
CO

5
c

research publications in the ai'ea of recognition of stressed speech ai-e published, there is little effort

for analysis and recognition of speakers under stressed conditions. Studies on speech signals produced

under different stressed and noisy conditions have helped improve the speech recognition algorithms

[84,99,100]. These observations motivate the work taken up in this thesis.

Two major tasks in speaker recognition are feature extraction and classification. In this work, we in

vestigate the effect of stressed condition on speech features. It is observed that the features which caixy

speaker dependent infomiation are impacted due to stress condition. So, it will be useful to analyze

the speaker dependent features under stressed conditions. It would be interesting to find out the rela

tive performance of these features for speaker recognition under sti-essed conditions. Different speech

features are tested for characterization of stressed conditions with various stressed speech databases.

Though different classifiers show good recognition results for classification of different sti'essed con

ditions, they do not provide meaningful insight into the capabilities of various speech features in the

characterization of different stressed conditions in speech signals. Both source and vocal ti-act are ex

pected to be impacted during stressed conditions. Analysis of features from the point of view of source

and vocal tract separately may help establish the fact whether the source or vocal tract is more effected

by the stressed condition.

Speaker recognition systems use cepstral features such as mel-frequency cepsti'al coefficients (MFCC)

[28], cepstral coefficients [106] and linear prediction (LP) cesti'al coefficients. MFCC features, which

are the most effective among the three, are estimated from the spectral energies from different mel-

frequency bands. In this way, the information associated with the spectral peaks (amplitudes and band-

widths) are not explicitly used. Other spectral domain features used for speaker recognition ai-e LP

coefficients and LP derived features, such as reflection coefficients, arcsin reflection coefficients and

log-area ratios. The fomiants appear as spectral peaks in a preemphasized speech signal. Amplitudes,

frequencies and bandwidths of the fomiants have significant speaker information. Above spectral do-
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main features used for speaker recognition do not use these information explicitly. It is shown that

performance of speaker recognition can be improved if different features are combined in a suitable

manner [43]. A new set of spectral domain features, such as sinusoidal model based features, which

can eliminate the above limitations will be useful towards improvement of perfoimance of speakei

recognition systems.

Various compensation techniques are used for improvement in speech recognition under stressed

condition [48, 84,94,105,108-110]. The specti'al distortion induced by unusual speaking efforts could

be compensated by simple linear transfonnation of the cepstrum [112]. The basic assumption of this

technique was that spectral distortion induced by unusual speaking efforts could be compensated by

simple lineal" transformation of the cepstmm. Although this assumption may be unduly optimistic, it

was observed that the statistics of cepstral vectors did display some systematic modification in vaiious

speaking styles. The probability of spectral compensation in a stochastic model based recognizer was

found to be effective in dealing with various articulation effects. Feature compensation techniques can

be experimented for enhancement of performance of speaker recognition systems. The investigations

presented in this thesis are broadly divided into three categories. They ai"e as follows.

• First, the performance of the speaker recognition systems under stressed conditions is evaluated.

Speech signals recorded under four different stressed conditions or emotions are used for evalua

tion of the performance. Different speech features are used for their relative performance evalu

ation. Also, analysis of speech features with preemphasized speech is earned out to compare the

relative effect of stress condition on source and vocal ti'act.

• Literature show that the sinusoidal model based speech coder is well established for 4 kHz band

width transmission lines [119]. There is little reported work on sinusoidal model based speaker

information analysis. In this work, sinusoidal model is tested for speaker recognition. Sinusoidal

model has three features. They are amplitude, frequency and phase. Assuming that the infomia-

tion in these three features may be different, these features may be combined for improvement in

speaker recognition. Also, sinusoidal features preserve the formant information as peaks in the

spectrum is used for estimation of amplitude, frequency and phase features.

® Finally, compensation techniques are proposed and evaluated for improvement of performance

of speaker recognition systems. Compensators are aimed at reducing the stress effect. As a result

the compensated features are close to the speech features for normal or neutral condition. Four
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novel compensation techniques are proposed and evaluated for improvement of speaker recogni
tion under stressed condition. The compensation techniques are speaker and stressed mformation
based compensation (SSIC), compensation by removal of stressed vectors (CRSV), cepstral mean
normalization (CMN) and combination of MFCC and sinusoidal amplitude (CMSA) features.
Speech data from SUSAS database corresponding to four different emotions or stressed condi
tions, Angry, Lombard, Question and Neutral, are used for analysis of speaker recogmtion under
stressed condition. All the four compensation techniques help improve the speaker identification
rates.

V M
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Chapter 3

Evaluation of Speech Features for Speaker

Recognition under Stressed Condition

The perfonnance of a speaker recognition systen. depends on the effectiveness of speech features in
j  a. • -p r^dtirtn Features reflect the characteristics of the speech pro-

capturing the speaker dependent information.

auction systetn. These characteristics exist both in the spectral envelope (vocal tract characteristics)
and in the supra-segtnental features (voice source characteristics) of speech signal [9], Spectral do-
ntain features are widely used for speaker recognition. Features which are contmonly used for speaker
recognition include ntel-frequency cepstral eoefflcients (MFCC) [6] and linear prediction (LP) dertved
spectral features. Linear prediction (LP) coefficients and LP derived features, such as hnear pred.c-
tion cepstral eoefflcients (LPCC), reflection coefficients (RC), arcsin reflection coefflctents (ARC) and
log-area ratios (LAR), are used for speaker recognition. Performance of a speaker recogmtton sys
tem not only depends on the speech features and the classifiers, but also on the envtronment. For the
same speaker, in a noisy environment the speech features may vary from the speech features extracted
from speech signal recorded in a silent environment. In a noisy environment, the speaker ts stressed.
This causes the speaker to vary his or her speech production from Neutral condition. Performance of
speaker recognition system will vary if the training speech data and the testing speech data are collected
in different stress conditions.

1  ■ x* a. T P popfRcients LPCCs RC? ARC und LAR, ure dis-In the previous chapter, six features, MFCC, LF coemcienis,

cussed from speaker recognition point of view. The recognition results in Section 2.3 are based on the
Neutral speech codebook. Analysis of speech features under stressed conditions will provide useful
information which may be helpful in improving the performance of speaker recognition systems. For
the same speaker, the vocal tract and source information are expected to vary for different stressed
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conditions. Figure 3.1 shows spectrograms of speech signals under Neutral and Angry emotion. For

each emotion, spectrograms with pre-emphasized speech and non pre-emphasized speech are shown for

comparison. It is observed that pre-emphasis enhances the high frequency energy. Pre-emphasis sup

presses or eliminates the glottal source and radiation effect [1], For a pre-emphasized speech signal, LP

model captures the vocal tract information and the excitation information is produced as the LP residual

signal. In this work, speech features from pre-emphasized speech are evaluated for analysis of vocal

tract information and speech features from non pre-emphasized speech are considered as representa

tives of both source and vocal tract information. In this chapter, we present the analysis and evaluation

of six speech features, MFCC, LP coefficients, LPCC, RC, ARC and LAR, under stressed condition.

Two classifiers, vector quantization (VQ) classifier and Gaussian Mmixture model (GMM) are used

to evaluate the recognition results under Neutral and stressed conditions. Speech data of four stressed

conditions. Neutral, Angry, Lombard and Question, are used for analysis. In Section 3.1, we present

the statistical evaluation of the features. Probability density function (pdf) characteristics, F-ratio test

and Kolmogorov-Smimov (K-S) test are used for evaluation of speaker discrimination capability of the

features under stressed conditions. Section 3.2 presents the analysis of the features based on vector

quantization (VQ) and Gaussian mixture model (GMM) based classifiers. To assess the relative effect

of stressed condition on vocal tract and source, the features from speech signals with pre-emphasis and

without pre-emphasis are extracted. The relative ranking of the features based on their performance in

speaker recognition under stressed condition is evaluated in Section 3.3. This analysis help select the

best feature set for speaker recognition under stressed condition.

3.1 Statistical Evaluation of Speech Features

One of the major objectives of this work is to analyze the relative performance of different speech

features in characterization of speakers. The error in recognition not only depends on features, but

also on the nature of classification rules. It is therefore desirable to choose a measure which reflects

the basic properties of the features to discriminate one speaker from the other and is not dependent on

classification rules. Different speech features can be evaluated in order of their measured effectiveness

to characterize the speakers. In this Section, three statistical evaluation methods are used for feature

evaluation. These are probability density function (PDF) characteristics, analysis of variance (F-ratio)

and a non-parametric test called Kolmogorov-Smimov test.
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3.1.1 Probability density function characteristics

Da,a distribution of a class Cose to the nomtal distribution leads to beder classification [4], probabdityuiMi iuwiiv/1*

density fttnction (PDF) of a coefficien. can be estimated for different speakers for evaluatton of effec
tiveness of the eoefScient. A coefficient will perform well if the mean values of the coefflcents are

1  Try thN subsection, speech data of four speakers from SUSAS databasedifferent for various speakers. In this subsecu , p
1  r- ryf POF charactcristics. A total number of 42 Neutral speech utterances perare used for evaluation of PDf cnaracici

XrxtPlve coefficients per frame are estimated for each speech feature,speaker is used for this purpose. T
,  . j r.;+r, function the minimum and the maximum value of a coefficient are

To estimate the probability density tunction,
.  j -rr uptween them is equally divided into desired number of bins. In

determined and then, the difference between m q ^
•j fzvr evaluation of probability density frmctions. Probability density

this work, ten bins are considered for evaiuauon p ^
„ . . 1 Ttv estimating the histogram values of the coefficient,

function of a coefficient is evaluated by estimaiiug e

Figure 3.2 shows that the probability density function characteristics of twelve linear prediction

k
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Figure 3.2: Probability density function of 12 LP cepstral coetBoients (LPCC) for four speakers

cepstral coefficients (LPCC) for four speakers. It is observed that ail the PDFs approximately resemble
normally (Gaussian) distributed. In general, the PDF characteristics are different for four speakers.
The peaks of the PDF curves are not at the same place which proves that the mean values are not same
for the four speakers. The peaks look almost aligned for the coefficients Ce, and Cic This suggests
that these coeffleients will be relatively less effective in discriminating the speakers compared to the
other coefficients. The PDF characteristics suggest that the LPCC feature is capable of capturing the
differences between speakers.

Speech feature variability due to stressed conditions can be evaluated by using the PDF character
istics estimated ftoin speech signals under different stressed conditions or emotions. Figure 3.3 shows
PDF characteristics of twelve linear prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC) extracted from the speech
data corresponding to four stressed conditions or emotions. The speech data are taken from the same
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Figure 3.3; Probability density function of 12 LPCCs of four emotions data of a single speaker

speaker. It is observed that and C4 coefficients have non-overlapping PDF characteristics. This

suggests that these coefficients carry better emotion information compared to other coefficients for this

speaker. The PDF characteristics for the C12 coefficient are almost aligned in both the figures, 3.2 and

3.3. This type of observation suggests that the C12 coefficient is neither suitable for speaker discrimina

tion nor for classification of emotions. In general, for most of the coefficients, the PDF characteristics

observed in Fig. 3.2 are different from the PDF characteristics observed in Fig. 3.3. This proves that

the speaker information and the emotion information are captured with different degrees or in different

manner by the coefficients. Similar types of results are observed from the PDF characteristics of other

five speech features.

Above results show that the speaker information and the emotion information may be separated

or one type of infonnation may be enhanced compared to the other type of information. The results
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shown with the probability density characteristics are interpreted visually. So the conclusions are based

on subjective evaluation of PDF characteristics. These results are very useful for initial investigation on

the properties of a feature. It may be difficult to evaluate the relative performance of different features

by this method.

3.1.2 Analysis of variance

Both mean and variance values of the coefficients from a feature are important from the point of view

of the feature's discriminating capability in a particular application. Analysis of variance by visual

method is difficult. Quantitative evaluation of the performances is necessary to establish the relative

importance of the features for speaker recognition. A feature set with higher F-ratio value will produce

better recognition accuracy [4]. Each coefficient is separately evaluated for speaker recognition by

F-ratio test. The speaker information distribution in feature space is evaluated using statistical terms

as speaker mean and variance. F-ratio test is applied to all six speech features to test both the intra

and the inter-distributions of speakers in feature space. The feature evaluation for speaker recognition

is carried out under the Neutral and the stressed conditions. F-ratio values from speech data of nine

speakers in SUSAS database are calculated for normal or non pre-emphasized speech for analysis of

vocal tract and source information. F-ratio values estimated from pre-emphasized speech are used for

analysis of vocal tract information. Higher F-ratio values suggest better recognition results. These

results show the relative effectiveness of different coefficients of a feature for speaker recognition. In

general, effectiveness of coefficients is different for the features. To select the effective feature, the

average of F-ratio value over all coefficients for each feature is estimated.

Approximately, vocal tract information is obtained from pre-emphasized speech signal. Table

3.1 shows average F-ratio values for different features which are estimated from normal or non pre-

emphasized speech signal and pre-emphasized speech signal. F-ratio values for nine speakers are esti

mated from speech signals under Neutral and Angry stressed condition. Comparing the F-ratio values

in first and second columns, F-ratio values of LPCC and LP features in second column are more than

those in first column. All other F-ratio values of pre-emphasized speech are higher than those from the

normal or non pre-emphasized speech. This result suggests that all features, except LPCC and LP, may

perform better for speaker recognition if they are taken from pre-emphasized speech. For the Angry

speech data, comparing the F-ratio values in third and fourth columns, fourth column values are less

than the third column values. According to these observations, the pre-emphasized speech would per-
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Table 3.1: Average F-ratio values of different features

Average F-ratio Average F-ratio of Average F-ratio Average F-ratio of

of Neutral sperech Neutral speech of Angiy speech Angry speech

(pre-emphasized) (non pre-emphasized) (pre-emphasized) (non pre-emphasized)

LAR(0.1154) LPCC(0.1173) LAR(0.0573) LPCC(0.036)

ARC(0.1139) LAR(0.1103) ARC(0.0567) LAR(0.0357)

RC(0.1127) LP(0.1102) RC(0.0561) ARC(0.0341)

LP(0.0908) ARC(0.1049) LP(0.0539) LP(0.0329)

LPCC(0.0783) RC(0.1008) LPCC(0.0402) RC(0.0326)

MFCC(0.0627) MFCC(0.0625) MFCC(0.0343) MFCC(0.0305)

form better for speaker recognition under stressed condition. It is also observed that the average F-ratio

values for stressed speech signal are less compared to those from Neutial speech data. Flence, speaker

recognition performance will be higher if the features are estimated from Neutral speech data com

pared to stressed speech data. F-ratio values of 12 coefficients of each feature are graphically shown

in Fig 3.4, 3.5. Figure 3.4 shows that the F-ratio values of normal and pre-emphasized speech for nine

speakers under Neutral condition. Solid line represents the iron pre-emphasized speech and dashed line

represents the pre-emphasized speech. The F-ratio values obtained from non pre-emphasized speech

are different from those obtained from pre-emphasized speech. Figure 3.5 shows that the F-ratio val

ues of normal and pre-emphasized speech for nine speakers under Angry stressed condition. Also for

this stressed condition, the F-ratio values obtained from non pre-emphasized speech are different from

those obtained from pre-emphasized speech. These results suggest that the speaker infomiation for

pre-emphasized speech is different from the non pre-emphasized speech. In majority of the cases (ex

cluding LP and LPCC for neutral speech), features extracted from pre-emphasized speech contain bet

ter speaker discrimination information coinpai-ed to features obtained from non pre-emphasized speech

which is evident from the average F-ratio shown in Table 3.1.

F-ratio test helps identify the feature coefficients which are relatively less effective in classification.

Analysis and compaiison of F-ratio values between the speakers and between the stressed conditions
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Figure 3.4: F-ratio values of six features of Neutral speech (Solid line - non pre-emphasized speech,
Dashed line - pre-emphasized speech)

would give better idea about the information content in a feature coefficient. Higher F-ratio value

among the F-ratio values evaluated between the speakers indicates that the feature coefficient would

work well for speaker recognition. Similarly, higher F-ratio value among the F-ratio values evaluated

between the stressed conditions indicates that the feature coefficient would work well for stress recogni

tion. Figure 3.6 shows F-ratio values between speakers and between stressed conditions from the same

speech data. It is observed that the F-ratio values between the speakers are different from the F-ratio

values between the stressed conditions. An important observation is that for most of the features the

relative F-ratio values between the coefficients show an inverse property. For example, F-ratio value of

eighth coefficient of MFCC feature has a relatively higher value compared to other coefficients when

evaluated between the stressed conditions. Same eighth coefficient of MFCC feature has a relatively

lower value compared to other coefficients when evaluated between the speakers. This result suggest

that this coefficient is a good carrier of information related to stressed conditions and it is a poor carrier
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Figure 3.5: F-ratio values of six features of stressed speech (Solid line - non pre-emphasized speech,
Dashed line - pre-emphasized speech)

of speaker information. By enhancing this coefficient value compared to other coefficients may result in

improved recognition of stressed condition in a speech signal. Also, suppression of this coefficient may

improve the speaker recognition performance because it will help eliminate the variations due to stress

condition in a speaker's speech data. So, different coefficients can be weighed according to the appli

cations for improvement in performance. This result proves that useful information for improvement

in speaker recognition can be obtained by analysis of stressed conditions.

Comparison of F-ratio values and the speaker recognition results would give the idea about the

feature ranking. F-ratio value tends to be high for features where one or two speakers are different from

the rest, and when there exists correlation between coefficients of that particular feature set. Therefore

F-ratio values may be useful in eliminating poor features rather than choosing the best. The major

disadvantage of evaluating parameters individually is that inter parameter correlations are not taken

into account. It is advantageous to consider the parameters together as a vector. The concept of F-
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ratio can be extended to the multi dimensional case. A suitable measure of effectiveness of a set of

parameters for discriminating between different categories is the divergence which is a measure of

uncertainty in the data. So, we have calculated the divergence of speech feature for different speakers.

Divergence of non pre-emphasized and pre-emphasized speech are calculated for Neutral and Angry

stressed speech. The features are ranked according to the divergence values and tabulated in Table.

3.2. The rankings of features for non pre-emphasized speech and pre-emphasized speech are not same.

But the feature ranking in case of pre-emphasized Neutral speech (first column) and stressed speech

(third column)are same. According to the divergence values from pre-emphasized Neutral speech (first

column), the LAR feature is the best feature followed by ARC, RC, LP, MFCC and LPCC.

3.1.3 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

Kolmogorov-Smimov (KS) [116] test is based on nonparametric statistical analysis. Nonparametric

statistical analysis allows the user to analyze the data without assuming an underlying distribution. It
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Table 3.2: Divergence values of six features

Divergence

of Neutral speech

(pre-emphasized)

Divergence

of Neutral speech

(non pre-emphasized)

Divergence

of Angry speech

(pre-emphasized)

Divergence

of Angry speech

(non pre-emphasized)

LAR(9.8098) LP(18.5735) LAR(4.8280) LP(3.260)

ARC(9.6511) LAR(I0.478I) ARC(4.7965) LAR(3.080)

RC(9.5604) ARC(9.4375) RC(4.7672) ARC(0.0341)

LP(8.6866) RC(8.8645) LP(4.6040) LPCC(0.0329)

MFCC(8.0440) LPCC(8.56I9) MFCC(3.6I80) RC(0.0326)

LPCC(7.5630) MFCC(7.4868) LPCC(3.4348) MFCC(0.0305)

is applicable to unbinned distributions that are functions of a single independent variable. It is used to

test whether two random samples are resulted from the same (but unknown) distribution. There may

be an infinite number of normal distributions. But each normal distribution is uniquely determined

by its mean // and standard deviation a. Therefore, although every speaker data came from the same

family of distributions, they will have unique normal distribution. In this work, KS test is applied to

calculate the probability of significance of the null hypothesis (that two speakers came from the same

distribution), and the maximum difference between their empirical cumulative distribution functions.

In Kolmogorov-Smimov test, the maximum difference D between the two CDFs are calculated. The

maximum difference D between the two CDFs indicate the overlapping of these two distributions.

Higher value of D will suggest better recognition performance. In this work, the value of D is used

for relative evaluation of the features. To analyze the speaker recognition performance, the maximum

difference D between the possible two speaker pairs are calculated for each coefficient. Average of

these differences of all these pairs is calculated. Average of all the coefficients of feature is calculated

and tabulated in Table 3.3. Forty two utterances are considered here for both the speakers. It observed

that the D values obtained from the pre-emphasized speech are higher compared to those obtained

from the non pre-emphasized speech under the stressed condition. For the Neutral speech, expect for

the LPCC, LP, and MFCC, other features have higher D values for pre-emphasized speech compared
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to the non pre-emphasized speech. This result suggests that the pr-emphasized speech may produce

better speaker discrimination compared to the normal speech. Values of D are higher for the features in

Neutral speech compared to the stressed speech. Hence, for speaker recognition, features from Neutral

speech will show better classification results compared to the features from stressed speech.

Table 3.3: Average of maximum distances between the two possible speakers CDFs

Average of CDFs Average of CDFs Average of CDFs Average of CDFs

of Neutral speech of Neutral speech of Angry speech of Angry speech

(pre-emphasized) (non pre-emphasized) (pre-emphasized) (non pre-emphasized)

LAR(0.191) LPCC(0.196) LP(0.141) LPCC(0.122)

ARC(0.191) LP(0.189) LAR(0.141) MFCC(0.112)

RC(0.191) LAR(0.189) ARC(0.141) LAR(0.109)

LP(0.188) ARC(0.188) RC(0.141) ARC(0.109)

LPCC(0.160) RC(0.188) MFCC(0.118) RC(0.109)

MFCC(0.153) MFCC(0.154) LPCC(0.116) LP(0.105)

KS test is analyzed for normal speech and pre-emphasized speech under Neutral and stressed con

ditions. Ty6 we evaluate KS-test of speech features for speaker recognition under stressed condition.

For this analysis, the maximum difference D has been calculated between the same speaker's different

emotion distributions. KS-test is carried out between speaker's reference emotion to same speaker's

other emotions. Average of these differences is calculated for each speaker and averaged for all nine

speakers. Average of these maximum differences between the emotions within the speaker is calculated

for comparison and tabulated in 3.4. A feature with a lower value of average maximum difference will

indicate its better performance for speaker recognition. From Table 3.4, it is observed that for all the

features the distance between the speaker's emotion is least when Neutral emotion is considered as the

reference emotion. It can be concluded that for a feature a high average KS test distance between the

speakers and a low average KS test distance between the speaker's different emotions indicate better

performance for speaker recognition. The average value in the fifth column shows the feature variabil

ity under stressed condition. The LP coefficients show the least variability. MFCC and LPCC features
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show relatively more variations within the speaker (intra speaker). These results suggest that MFCC
and LPCC features may result in better emotion classification.

Table 3.4: Average of Maximum distances between CDFs of a speaker's reference stress condition and
all other stress conditions

Speech Emotions

Feature Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

LP 0.0551 0.0325 0.0296 0.0331 0.0376

LAR 0.0573 0.0422 0.0351 0.0405 0.0438

ARC 0.0573 0.0422 0.0351 0.0405 0.0438

RC 0.0573 0.0422 0.0351 0.0405 0.0438

MFCC 0.0756 0.0452 0.0450 0.0450 0.0527

LPCC 0.0731 0.0565 0.0494 0.0559 0.0587

3.2 Feature Analysis using Classifiers

The purpose of analysis of speeeh features is to find out the reasons for degradation of performanee
of speaker recognition systems. Through statistical evaluation techniques, discussed in the previous
Section, the relative differences between the features from different stressed speech signals are esti
mated. Evaluation of relative recognition perfomtance of features will help choose the features which
are robust to the variations in the speech signal due to different stressed conditions or emotions. In
this Section, we evaluate the recognition performance of six speech features, MFCC, LP coefficients,
LPCC, RC, ARC and LAR, for speech signals under Neutral and stressed conditions. Two classi
fiers, wctor quantization (VQ) and Gaussian mixure model (GMM) are used for relative performance
evaluation of the the features.

3.2.1 Vector quantization (VQ) classifier

In this subsection, vector quantization (VQ) classifier [2] is used for evaluation of relative speaker
recognition performance of different speech features. Speaker identification and verification perfor-
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mances of the features are evaluated with the vector quantization classifier. Sixteen size codewords

are prepared for these comparison. Using the Euclidean distance measure, every vector is clustered

around each codeword. The input vector belongs to the cluster of the codeword that yields the mini

mum distance between them. Following the above steps, a new set of codewords have been computed

by estimating the average of each cluster. By repeating the above two steps until the iterations are

exhausted, a final set of code words is calculated.

From SUSAS database, a total of 42 Neutral utterances per speaker are used for training and 7

stressed speech data files per emotion including Neutral are used for testing. The testing phase includes

loading all the code books and then finding the minimum distant codebook. The results in terms of

speaker identification rate are shown in Table 3.5. Each column shows the speaker identification rate

for the testing speech utterances from a particular emotion. The speaker models are trained by Neutral

speech utterances. Last column shows the average speaker identification rate of the feature and they

are shown in descending order. In this experiment, 12 coefficients are considered for each feature vec

tor. As the codebook is trained with Neutral speech utterances, the recognition results show maximum

value in case of Neutral testing utterances for all the features. Question emotion testing utterances show

higher recognition results compared to Angry and Lombard emotion testing utterances. ARC features

show best average performance among all the features. Table 3.6 shows the results for the features

extracted from normal or non pre-emphasized speech signals. Similar to the previous experiment. Neu

tral codebook is used for evaluation of recognition results. Neutral emotion test utterances show best

result followed by Question stressed speech test utterances. Higher recognition results for Question test

utterances may be due to the fact that the voiced speech components are emphasized under this stressed

condition. Comparing the results in Tables 3.5 and 3.6, it is observed that all the features perform better

if they are taken from the pre-emphasized signal. Pre-emphasized speech signal has vocal tract and

excitation information. Radiation filter and glottal filter effects are approximately filtered out by pre-

emphasizing the signal. The above results prove that isolating vocal tract and excitation improves the

speaker recognition results not only under Neutral condition but also under other stressed conditions.

Figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 show speaker verification results in terms of genuine

speaker scores and imposter speaker scores. Nine speakers' Neutral data is used for training and testing

of above speaker verification results. A 16 size VQ Code book for is prepared for each speaker using

42 training utterances and seven utterances from each speaker are used for testing. For each feature, 63

(7 X 9) genuine scores are obtained corresponding to seven test utterances from each of nine speakers.

Similarly, 504 (7 x 9 x 8) imposter scores are obtained from seven test utterances from each of nine
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Table 3.5: Speaker identification rate using VQ classifier with Neutral emotion codebook (pre-
emphasized speech)

Features Speaker identification rate (%)

Emotion of testing utterances

Angry Lombard Neutral Question

Average

ARC 31.74 44.44 79.36 63.49 54.75

MFCC 26.98 49.2 80.95 58.73 53.96

RC 33.33 41.26 82.53 58.73 53.96

EAR 22.22 46.03 79.36 55.55 50.79

EPCC 28.57 46.03 71.42 46.03 48.01

EP 31.74 41.26 58.73 42.85 43.64

speakers which are used for eight speaker code books. Genuine scores near value of one and imposter

scores clustered near zero will indicate better performance of the features. Out of the six features,

MFCC feature (Fig. 3.8) shows that the genuine speaker scores and the imposter speaker scores are well

separated compared to the other features. The speaker verification results with pre-emphasized speech

under Neutral and stressed conditions are shown as DET curves in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14 respectively.

For Neutral speech, MFCC feature has the lowest equal error rate (EER) value and LP feature has the

highest EER value. This shows that MFCC feature will perform best for speaker verification under

Neutral condition. For the stressed speech, the EER values for all the features are more compared to

the Neutral speech. The relative performance of all the features is same in both the stressed speech data

and the Neutral speech data.

Table 3.7 shows speaker identification (SI) and speaker verification (SV) results for Neutral speech.

The results show that the SI rate of non pre-emphasized speech is less than the pre-emphasized speech.

In case of speaker verification, ARC and EAR features show higher EER value for pre-emphasized

speech signals compared to non pre-emphasized speech signals. Table 3.8 shows SI and SV results

for stressed speech signals with the reference speaker models trained with the Neutral speech. It is

observed that MFCC feature shows best perforaiance for SV results. In case of SI, all the features show
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Table 3.6: Speaker identification rate using VQ classifier with Neutral emotion codebook (non pre-
emphasized)

Features Speaker identification rate (%)

Emotion of testing utterances

Angry Lombard Neutral Question

Average

RC 42.85 42.85 80.95 47.61 53.57

ARC 38.09 36.5 80.95 50.79 51.58

EAR 22.22 39.68 80.95 60.31 50.79

MFCC 20.63 38.09 79.36 50.79 47.22

LPCC 22.22 39.68 76.19 47.61 46.43

LP 17.46 33.33 65.07 47.61 40.87

better performance with the pre-emphasized speech compared to the non pre-emphasized speech. In

case of SV, expect for MFCC features, all other features show lower EER value for pre-emphasized

speech. The speaker verification result is more prompted than speaker identification results because

of decision made by a single threshold. According to the verification results, we can conclude that

pre-emphasized speech performs well for speaker recognition under stressed condition.

Table 3.9 shows SI results for MFCC features with a Neutral trained code book. MFCC features

are extracted from both pre-emphasized and non pre-emphasized speech. This experiment is performed

to verify the SI performance when the number of MFCC features is increased. Speaker identification

results are obtained with two different number of MFCC features. A 256 size code book has been

prepared for each speaker. The results show that the pre-emphasized speech show better speaker iden

tification rate for both the twelfth and twentieth number of MFCC features. The improvement is not

significant when the number of MFCC features is increased from twelve to twenty.

Table 3.10 and Table 3.11 show speaker identification results for the six features with different

stressed conditions. Table 3.10 shows results for features extracted from non pre-emphasized speech

and Table 3.11 show results for features extracted from pre-emphasized speech. For each feature foiu

256 size code books are prepared using features from four emotions or stressed conditions. Then
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speaker identification results are evaluated using test features extracted from the four emotion or

stressed speech data. In Table 3.10, it is observed that the Question emotion based trained models
show maximum average recognition followed by Neutral, Lombard and Angry for all emotion testing

utterances for ARC, LAR and MFCC features. In Table 3.11, it is observed that the Question emo-
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tion based trained models show maximum average recognition for all emotion testing utterances for

LPCC, LAR, MFCC and RC. This result shows that Question emotion based speaker models may con

tain more speaker infonnation than others or it may contain speaker information which are invariant in

other emotions. These results suggest that Question speech data may require more attention from the
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point of view of speaker infonnation.

3.2.2 Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based classifier

The discussions in this subsection will focus on GMM speaker model and speaker recognition under

stressed conditions. First, it is observed that probability density function characteristics of the features
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Table 3.7: Speaker recognition results under non pre-emphasized (Neutral emotion) condition

SI SI SV SV

Identification rate in % Identification rate in % HER in % EER in %

(pre-emphasized) (non pre-emphasized) (pre-emphasized) (non pre-emphasized)

RC(82.53) LAR(80.95) MFCC (10.52) RC(I3.59)

MFCC(80.95) RC(80.95) RC(I2.50) ARC(I4.58)

LAR(79.36) ARC(80.95) ARC(I4.68) MFCC(I4.68)

ARC(79.36) MFCC(79.36) LPCC(15.28) LAR(T3.69)

LPCC(7I.42) LPCC(76.19) LAR(I9.94) LPCC(2I.I3)

LP(58.73) LP(65.07) LP(27.68) LP (36.41)

follow closely Gaussian distribution. Second, the model naturally arises from a probabilistic modelling

of the underlying sounds. GMM [16] basically models the feature vectors of the speaker as Gaussian

densities. Table 3.12 shows the GMM based speaker identification results for pre-emphasized speech.
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Table 3.8: Speaker recognition results under stressed condition with non pre-emphasized (Neutral emo
tion) speaker models

SI SI SV

Identification rate in % Identification rate in % EER in %

SV

EER in %

(pre-emphasized) (non pre-emphasized) (pre-emphasized) (non pre-emphasized)

ARC (54.75) RC (53.57) MFCC( 14.06) MFCC( 12.95)

MFCC (53.96) ARC (51.58) RC(16.84) ARC( 16.64)

RC (53.96) LAR (50.79) ARC(T6.47) RC(18.55)

LAR (50.79) MFCC (47.22) LAR( 19.20) LAR(T9.62)

LPCC (48.01) LPCC (46.43 ) LPCC(2L58) LPCC(22.35)

LP (43.64) LP (40.87) LP(29.54) LP(39.73)

A 16 order GMM is considered to model each feature. Speaker models are prepared by the features

extracted from Neutral speech data. Each column of this table shows speaker identification rate for each

reference emotion testing utterance. Pre-emphasized speech gives more reco<^nition for Neutral testiiT^
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Table 3.9: Speaker identification rate (%) for different emotions using MFCC

Training (256 Testing

size codebook) Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

12c(Pre-emphasized) 30.15 49.20 76.19 60.31 53.96

20c(Pre-emphasized) 33.01 51.57 80.51 62.90 56.99

12c(Non Pre-emphasized) 22.22 44.44 80.95 50.38 49.99

20c(Non Pre-emphasized) 23.25 47.95 81.88 52.49 51.39

33.01 51.57 80.51 62.90 56.99

utterances as the trained model is developed with the Neutral speech data. The recognition results are

higher for the Neutral test utterances in case of GMM compared to those in case of VQ based classifier

shown in third column of Table 3.5. The average recognition results are lower in case of VQ compared

to those in case of GMM based classifier shown in the last column of Table 3.5. This may be due to the

fact that GMM is based on mean and variance of the features where as VQ is based on the mean value.

3.3 Relative Ranking of the Features

In this chapter, six different speech features, LP coefficients, LPCC, ARC, RC, LAR and MFCC, are

used for evaluation of speaker recognition under stressed condition. Different statistical feature eval

uation techniques, such as probability density characteristics, F-ratio test, multi-dimensional F-ratio

test (Divergence), Kolmogorov-Smimov test are used to assess the performances of the speech fea

tures. Vector quantization and Gaussian mixture model are used to assess the recognition performance.

Speech data from SUSAS database corresponding to four different emotions of stressed conditions.

Angry, Lombard, Question and Neutral, are used for analysis of speaker recognition under stressed

condition. One of the goals of the analysis is to select features which are robust to stressed conditions.

Relative ranking of the performance of different speech features will serve this purpose. Statistical

analysis tools such as F-ratio test and K-S test provide insight into relative effectiveness of the coef

ficients of a feature in discriminating the speakers. F-ratio test helps identify the feature coefficients

which are relatively less effective in classification. It is difficult to evaluate the relative performance

of the features based on their statistical analysis. This is evident from the differences in observations

between the relative average F-ratio values and the relative speaker recognition values of the features. It

is observed from the first column of Table 3.1 that LAR feature has maximum average F-ratio value and

MFCC feature has minimum average F-ratio value for pre-emphasized speech. But, speaker recogni-
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tion results tabulated in Table 3.8 shows that ARC and MFCC features have best speaker identification

and speaker verification results respectively. These observations indicate that it may not be correct to

evaluate the relative performance of the features based upon the average F-ratio values or based upon

the other statistical tools used for analysis of the features. As speaker recognition is of primary inter

est in this work, the ranking of the features can be done according to their recognition performances.

Hence, for relative ranking of the features, the recognition performances are considered.

In this chapter, four types of speaker recognition experiments, VQ based speaker identification (SI),

VQ based speaker verification (SV), GMM based SI and GMM based SV, are performed. The speaker

recognition analysis are done based on pre-emphasized speech and non pre-emphasized speech. Mostly

the above analysis shows that pre-emphasized speech gives more recognition than non pre-emphasized

speech for speaker recognition under stressed condition. So, we can rank the speech features for speaker

recognition under stressed condition using these pre-emphasized speech. Table 3.13 shows the perfor

mance of different features when evaluated by the four different stress recognition experiments. The

recognition results of the six speech features are shown in four columns in descending order of their

performances. Though the relative performance of the features is different in the four columns, MFCC,

RC and ARC features have better performance compared to the other features. Similarly, LAR, LPCC

and LP features show poor recognition results compared to other features in all the four recognition ex

periments. It is observed that the results of four speaker recognition experiments are different from each

other. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to rank the features for their effectiveness in speaker

recognition under stressed condition. We suggest the following approach for ranking the features.

For ranking the speech features, the probabilities of their positions in the four columns in Table

3.13 are evaluated. Each feature appears once in each column. Each position in a row is assigned a

probability value of 0.25 for a feature if it appears. ARC and RC features appear once in the first row.

So, they are assigned a probability value of 0.25 for first ranking. MFCC appears twice in the first

row. So, it is assigned a probability value of 0.5 for the second ranking. Similarly, probability values

of the features according to their positions are estimated and are shown in Table 3.14. Each row in

this table shows the ranking probabilities of the features. Final ranking of features is decided based

on the cumulative probability. Cumulative probability values are shown in Table 3.15. Cumulative

probabilities of MFCC, RC and ARC features attain the value of one by the third row. Hence, these

three features qualify for the top three rankings. In the second row, cumulative probability values of

MFCC and RC features are same which is equal to 0.75 and the ARC feature has a value of 0.5. So,

ARC feature is ranked third. MFCC and RC features have cumulative probability values of 0.5 and
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0.25 respectively in the first row. So, MFCC feature is ranked first and RC feature is ranked second.
LAR and LPCC features attain cumulative probability values of one by fifth row. Based on their values
in the fourth row, LAR and LPCC features are ranked as the fourth and fifth features respectively. LP
feature is ranked as the sixth feature. MFCC feature is ranked as the best feature followed by RC, ARC,
LAR, LPCC and LP features in descending order of their performances in speaker recognition under
stressed condition.
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Table 3.10: Speaker identification rate (%) for non pre-emphasized speech
Feature: ARC

Training (256 Testing
size codebook) Angry I Lombard | Neutral Question Average

46 33 48
Angry

Lombard

Neutral

Question

71.42

33.33

38.09

31.74

44.44

92.06

46.03

46.03

.03

44.44

82.53

79.36

.33

31.74

65.07

80.95

.805

50.3925

57.93

59.52

Feature: LPCC

Training (256 Testing
size codebook) Angry I Lombard Neutral Question Average

36 28 42
Angry

Lombard

Neutral

Question

Training (256XI iailliiife

61.9

23.8

34.92

26.98

42.85

82.53

46.03

42.85

.5

55.55

87.3

66.66

.57

36.5

61.9

65.07

.455

49.595

57.5375

50.39

Feature: LAR

Testing
1

size codebook) A^^j^Lombard Neutral Question Average
44 34 49

Angry

Lombard

Neutral

Question

Training (256XI

74.6

31.74

25.39

25.39

42.85

90.47

39.68

41.26

.44

46.03

84.12

73.01

.92

28.57

60.31

77.77

.2025

49.2025

52.375

54.3575

Feature: LP

Testing
^

size codebook) ̂ ry I LomW Neutral Question Average
34 33 31 38Angry

Lombard

Neutral

Question

55.55

25.39

31.74

25.39

.92

74.6

53.96

31.74

.33

49.2

65.07

46.03

.74

28.57

44.44

63.49

.885

44.44

48.8025

41.6625

Feature: MFCC

Training (256 Testing
size codebook) Angry | Lombard Neutral Question Average

63.49 38.09 42.85 28.57 43.25

Lombard 17.46 85.71 46.03 33.33 45.6325
Neutral 22.22 44.44 80.95 52.38 49.9975
Question 28.57 39.68 69.84 79.36 54.3625

Feature: RC

Training (2561 Testing
size codebook) Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

"tTaI" 49.2 46.03 31.74 49.5975

Lombard 36.5 88.88 42.85 31.74 49.9925
Neutral 39.68 44.44 84.12 60.31 57.1375
Question | 30.15 | 41.26 73.01 71.42 53.96
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Table 3.11: Speaker identification rate (%) for pre-emphasized speech

Feature: ARC

Training (256 Testing

Averagesize codebook) Angry Lombard Neutral Question

Angry

Lombard

Neutral

Question

71.42

31.74

38.09

33.33

52.38

88.88

49.2

47.61

53.96

57.14

79.36

68.25

38.09

39.68

66.66

76.19

53.9625

54.36

58.3275

56.345

Training (256

size codebook)

Angry

Lombard

Neutral

Question

Training (256

size codebook)

Angry

Lombard

Neutral

Question

Training (256

size codebook)

Angry

Lombard

Neutral

Question

Training (256

size codebook)

Angry

Lombard

Neutral

Question

Training (256

size codebook)

Angry

Lombard

Neutral

Question

Feature: LPCC

Testing

Angiy Lombard Neutral

55.55 44.44 36.5

25.39 82.53 55.55

26.98 46.03 77.77

31.74 47.61 69.84

Feature: LAR

Testing

Angry Lombard Neutral

66.66 49.2 52.38

34.92 85.71 49.2

31.74 42.85 82.53

33.33 44.44 79.36

Feature: LP

Testing

Angry Lombard Neutral

50.79 46.03 46.03

36.5 87.3 49.2

28.57 50.79 68.25

31.74 36.5 58.73

Feature: MFCC

Testing

Angry Lombard Neutral

71.42 41.26 41.26

20.63 82.53 44.44

30.15 49.2 76.19

25.39 49.2 73.01

Feature: RC

Testing

Angry I Lombard Neutral
71.42

28.57

36.5

34.92 44.44

Question I Average
23.8 40.0725

39.68 50.7875

55.55 51.5825

68.25 54.36

Question I Average
36.5 51.185

39.68 52.3775

63.49 55.1525

73.01 57.535

Question Average

31.74 43.6475

28.57 50.3925

47.61 48.805

65.07 48.01

Question | Average
47.61

46.82

53.9625

73.01 55.1525

Question ] Average

54.36

52.7725

58.3275

58.725
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Table 3.12: Speaker identification rate using GMM classifier for pre-empfiasized speech (Training:
Neutral)

Features Speaker identification rate (%)

Emotion of testing utterances Average

Angry Lombard Neutral Question

RC 30.15 49.2 88.88 52.38 55.15

ARC 30.15 50.79 85.71 52.38 54.75

MFCC 26.98 46.03 90.47 50.79 53.56

LPCC 20.63 52.38 84.12 55.55 53.17

LAR 30.15 39.68 82.53 52.38 51.18

LP 33.33 42.85 71.42 50.79 49.59

Table 3.13: Feature analysis for speaker recognition under stressed condition (pre-emphasized)

Rank VQ based Speaker , VQ based Speaker GMM based speaker GMM based speaker

identification rate(%) verification (EER in %) identification rate(%) verification (EER in %)

ARC (54.75) MFCC( 14.06) RC(55.15) MFCC (9.7)

MFCC (53.96) RC( 16.84) ARC(54.75) RC(13.39)

RC (53.96) ARC( 16.47) MFCC(53.56) ARC(13.79)

LAR (50.79) LAR( 19.20) LPCC(53.17) LAR (14.83)

LPCC (48.01) LPCC(21.58) LAR(51.18) LPCC( 16.82)

LP (43.64) LP(29.54) LP(49.59) LP(21.78)
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Chapter 4

Speaker Information Analysis using
Sinusoidal Model Features

Sinusoidal model based speech coder is well eslablished for 4 kHz bandwidth transmission lines [118],
There is little reported work on sinusoidal model based speaker information analysis. Sinusoidal model
can produce three sets of features. They are Amplitude, Frequency and Phase features. Assuming that
the information in these three features may be different, these features may be combined for improve
ment in speaker recognition. Also, sinusoidal features preserve the formant information as peaks in
the spectrum are used for estimation of amplitude, frequency and phase features. From the signal re
construction point of view, sinusoidal model features have advantage over the mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC) which are widely accepted features for speaker recognition. Sinusoidal modeling
has been applied to different problems in the area of speech science and has advantages over linear
predictive modeling and short time Fourier transform [119], [120], [121]. Co-channel talker inter
ference suppression is achieved by synthesizing a waveform based on a sinusoidal representation of
speech [122]. Sinusoids with time-varying frequencies (and amplitudes) enable a more accurate rep
resentation of non stationary speech frames [123]. High reconstructed speech quality can be achieved
by accurate estimation of component frequencies (peaks) and elimination of side lobe interference ef
facts [2].

This chapter presents speaker recognition using sinusoidal model features. Frequency, Amplitud
and Phase features of the sinusoidal model are analyzed and used as input features to a speaker r
nition system. Speaker recognition performance of the three sinusoidal model features is evaluated
under stressed speech conditions. In Section 4.1, sinusoidal modeling of speech is presented
cal analysis of sinusoidal model features is discussed m Section 4.2. Speaker recognition ^

performance
72
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4.1. SINUSOIDAL MODELING OF SPEECH SIGNAL ^

sinusoidal model features under stressed speech condition is discussed in Section 4.3. A novel approach

of using both MFCC and sinusoidal model features to improve the speaker recognition performance is

proposed and the results are presented in Section 4.4.

4.1 Sinusoidal Modeling of Speech Signal

Sinusoidal model parameter extraction algorithm shows that the Amplitudes, Frequencies and Phases

of the sine waves can be obtained from the high-resolution shoit-time Fouiier transform (STFT) by

locating the peaks of the associated magnitude function [125]. Fiiedlander et. al. [126] presents a

maximum likelihood algorithm for estimating the Phase and Amplitude features. Speech signal can

be viewed as the result of passing a glottal excitation wavefonn tlirough a time varying linear filter

which models the resonant characteristics of the vocal tract. In sinusoidal modeling [125], the non-

stationary speech signal is divided into number of stationary frames. The speech frame s[7r] in terms of

overlap-add sinusoidal model can be represented as.

ivi

;[7r] = a"^'''^[7r] ̂  ̂ id{n — kN)s^ kN) (4.1.1)

^ 777(77 - A:7V) — 1 (4.1.2)
fc=i

where M is number of frames, k is frame index and N is length of frame. Each frame is visualized

as made up of sum of L sinusoids and features (Frequency, Amplitude and Phase) of each sinusoid are
estimated as follows.

.5l'>|nl = 53 Af cos(2nfPy + 4") (4.1.3)

where is the sampling frequency of the speech signal, ' 'Pj ' and /j 4 Arnpli
tude. Phase and Frequency of the f sinusoid of k*'"- frame respectively. Block diagram of sinusoidal
model feature extraction method is shown in figure 4.1. The speech signal is divided into number of
frames (frame with the length of 20 ms and an overlap of 10 ms). To lemove the silent neri a

ttumber of

periods of

of the
Speech signal, frames at beginning and end are removed if they contain energy less than 10%
total energy. Then Hamming window is applied to remove the discontinuities at the end of each f
The amplitude spectnim is obtained from FFT of windowed signal, fiom which most sicrnin

.  , . . . Tu. V peaks
are selected as coefficients or components of Amplitude teatuie. ine amplitude peapQ

over the frequency track and coiresponding frequency values ate seiecteci as coefficientQ t-
^ of Frequency
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Speech
Signal

PREPROCESSING FRAMING AND HAMMING
WINDOWING

FFT

SINUSOIDAL MODEL

FEATURE EXTRACTION
FROM THE PEAKS

V  A 'cl)

Figure 4.1: Sinusoidal model feature extraction

feature. Similarly coefficients of Phase feature are estimated conesponding to those peaks. All the

feature vectors are airanged according to the frequency track. These Amplitude, Frequency and Phase

features constitute tlmee sets of features of sinusoidal model. They are named as sinusoidal amplitude

feature (SAF), sinusoidal frequency feature (SFF) and sinusoidal phase feature (SPF). For evaluation
of speaker recognition performance, logaiithm of the peak values are used as coefficient values of SAF.

Sinusoidal model is tested by reconstruction of voiced and unvoiced speech signals. For this eval
uation, the extracted Amplitude, Frequency and Phase features are used for reconstruction. Figure 4.2

shows a voiced speech signal and the reconstructed signal foi a model oidei of 12. Figure 4.3 shows
a unvoiced speech signal and the reconstructed signal. It is observed that the voiced speech signal is
reproduced better compared to the unvoiced speech signal. The unvoiced speech signal may require a
higher order model. The mean square erTor between the original speech signal and the reconstructed
speech signal is calculated to for selection of model order. Figure 4.4 shows the variation of the mean
square error with the model order for a voiced speech. It is observed that the error energy decreases
with the increase of model order. The error energy is less beyond the 12th order. A model order of
ten or higher for sinusoidal model can be used for evaluation of speaker recognition [81,82,127]. For
speaker discrimination analysis in the next subsection, a 12 -order model is used.
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Time (msec)

8  10 12
Time (msec)

Figure 4.2: (a) Voiced speech signal, (b) Reconstmcted voiced speech signal

10

Time (msec)

10 12

Time (msec)

Figure 4.3: (a) Unvoiced speech signal, (h) Reconstructed unvoiced speech signal
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Figure 4.4; Mean square error versus order for a voiced speech signal

4.1.1 Speaker discrimination with sinusoidal features

Sinusoidal model features are expected to cany speaker specific information. Amplitude contour plot

is a method to show the difference between the speakers. Fig. 4.5 shows Amplitude contours for

five different speakers. Forty utterances and sixty frames from each utterance are considered for this

contour plot. The average values of As coefficient over the forty utterances for each speaker is plotted as

As Amplitude contour. It is observed that the As Amplitude contour is different for different speakers.

The average values of As Amplitudes of five speakers are 0.0079, 0.0077, 0.0082, 0.0160 and 0.0096.

Similar results are also observed for other amplitude contoiu'S Ai to A12. This shows that Amplitude

feature can be used for speaker recognition.

Similar to Amplitude contour plot, we have analyzed the frequency contour. Fig. 4.6 shows the

fs contours of the five different speakers. These contours which can be viewed as a time varying

representations of fs frequency, show significant variation between different speakers. The lowest fre

quency gives the near estimate of fundamental frequency of that paiticular speaker. The average values

of fs frequencies of the same speech uttered by five different speakers are 0.9720kHz, 0.9419kHz,

0.9082kHz, 0.8304kHz aitd 0.9113KHz. We observe similar characteristic differences between the

frequency contours of different speakers for all the ten frequencies. For investigating the statistical
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<0.005,
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Figure 4.5: Amplitude contour

characteristics of these frequency contours, their probability densities are evaluated. The probability

densities for different frequencies are estimated by using training utterances from each of the speakers.

It shows that the frequency contour can characterize the speakers.

N  ,

^ 0.9

O

S 0.8
ZJ

cr
(U

Frame index—>,
Speaker index >

Figure 4.6: Frequency contour

The probability density function (pdf) characteristic of a coefficient of four speakers can be es-
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timated for comparison. The probability density characteristics will indicate tliat the coefficient is

suitable for speaker recognition if the peaks of the probability densities are placed at different positions

for different speakers. The probability density function chai'acteristics of sinusoidal amplitude fea

ture (SAF), sinusoidal frequency feature (SFF) and sinusoidal phase feature (SPF) for four speakers ai^e

shown in Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9. Fifth coefficient of the three features are chosen for tlie above probability

density function (pdf) characteristics. It is observed that the pdf characteristics closely resemble Gaus

sian density characteristics. The coefficient of SAF pdf characteristics of four speakers have peaks

placed at different positions. Also, the variances ai'e different for four speakers. Tliis suggests that the

this SAF coefficient is suitable to capture the speaker discriminating information. Siniilai" results are

obseiwed with the other coefficients of the Amplitude feature. From Fig. 4.8, it is observed that tlie /s

coefficient pdf characteristics of four speakers have peaks placed at different positions and they have

different variance values. Similar properties are observed with the otlier coefficients of the SFF. The pdf

characteristics of 05 coefficient of the SPF shown in Fig. 4.9 do not show much difference in tlieir peak

positions and variance values for the four speakers. This suggests tliat tliis coefficient of the SPF may

not show much speaker discriminating capability. Similar results ai'e obtained for other coefficients of

the Phase feature. These results suggest that SAF and SFF featine have better speaker discriminating

capabilities compared to SPF features. Speaker recognition results in the following sections prove tliis

point.

4.2 Statistical Analysis of Sinusoidal Model Features

In this section, sinusoidal model features are analyzed using the statistical tests. In the previous chapter,

statistical analysis of six speech features is earned out to find out their speaker discriminating capabili

ties. For all the six features, twelfth order model has been considered in the previous chapter. To analyze

the sinusoidal features and compare them with the eaifier six features, a twelfth order sinusoidal model

is considered in this analysis. Fig. 4.10 shows F-ratio values for the three sinusoidal model features.

F-ratios evaluated between nine speakers are plotted with solid lines and F-ratios evaluated between

four emotion data are plotted with dashed lines. It is observed that 12^'' coefficient of SAF featuie has

maximum values for both the speaker and emotion cases. This suggests that this coefficient is the most

important coefficient from both speaker and stressed recognition point of view. Similarly twelfth coef

ficients is the most significant SFF coefficient from speaker and emotion recognition. F-ratio values for

the sinusoidal phase feature (SPF) ai^e less compai'ed the F-ratio values for the SAF and SFF. For SPF,
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^ 0.1
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Figure 4.9: Probability density function of phase features for four speakers

first coefficient is most significant for speaker recognition whereas sixth coefficient canies maximum

emotion discriminating information.

Average F-ratio, average KS-test distance and Divergence values of sinusoidal model features are

tabulated in Table 4.1. KS-test and F-ratio test are calculated for each coefficient separately and tlien

average of these values are estimated. Multi-dimensional F-ratio test or divergence is calculated con

sidering the feature vectors instead of individual coefficients. For the stressed speech analysis, 42

utterances from SUSAS database are considered for each emotion. Four emotions such as Angry,

Lombard, Neutral and Question ai'e used for this analysis. Nine speakers are considered for evaluation

of these statistical values. It is observed that SAF has the highest average value for all the three statis

tical parameters followed by the values for SFF and SPF. Hence, sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAF)

may perform best followed by SFF and SPF for speaker recognition.

4.3 Speaker Recognition with Sinusoidal Model

For extraction of sinusoidal features, the spectinm is estimated for each frame of the speech signal (af

ter windowing) by using 256-point FFT. From the magnitude spectrum, significant peaks are estimated
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Figure 4.10; F-ratios of sinusoidal features. Solid line shows F-ratios when evaluated between the

speakers and dashed line shows F-ratios when evaluated between the four emotions.

Table 4.1: Average F-ratio, average KS-test distance and Divergence values of sinusoidal model fea
tures under stressed condition

Rank Average F-ratio Divergence Average KS-test distance

1  SAF(0.0230) SAF(3.101) SAF(0.094)

2  SFF(0.0089) SFF(1.749) SFF(0.09I)

3  SPF(O.OOOl) SPF(0.0024) SPF(O.OOl)

at which the slope of the magnitude spectaim changes from positive to negative. Frequencies, fj, are

estimated by arranging the frequency values corresponding to the peaks in an ascending order. The am

plitudes corresponding to the above frequencies are named as Aj amplitudes. From the phase spectrum,

the phases, (jjj, corresponding to the above frequencies are chosen as coefficients of sinusoidal phase

feature (SPF). This method is considered as normal peak picking algorithm. In this method, the peaks

are extracted one by one from the maximum valued peaks to minimum valued peaks and the munber

of peaks depends on the order of the sinusoidal model. This method may result in picking up spurious
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peaks. So, the peak picking algorithm can be modified to avoid the harmonic peaks resulting from the

fundamental frequency or pitch frequency. In pitch dependent feature extraction, the maximum valued

peaks am picked up one by one by considering the logic that the frequency separation between con

secutive peaks more than the pitch frequency. Fig. 4.11 shows how eleven peaks are selected from the

magnitude spectmm of a pre-emphasized speech signal. By using some minimum frequency difference

between successive peaks, the spurious ones can be eliminated. Then the picked peaks are arranged in

frequency track and used as a feature vector for speaker recognition.

A
1
1

0.9

1

1
1

0.8

1
1 0.7

CD
■o 0.6
Z3

0.5

E
<

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

Neglected peak

A  0.6
■requency-

Figure 4.11: Significant peak selection from magnitude spectinm

Fig. 4.12 shows comparison of speaker identification results between nonnal and pre-emphasized
speech using sinusoidal amplitude features (SAF). Speech utterances of twenty speakers from YOHO

database are used for this experiment. A 256-size VQ codebook is used for testing the speaker identi

fication rate. Plots in Fig. 4.12 show speaker identification rate versus model order. The identification

rate of pre-emphasized speech signal is more than the normal speech signal when the model order

is above fourteen. Up to fourteenth order, normal speech or non pre-emphasized speech has higher

speaker identification rate. This may be due to the fact speaker specific information is better repre
sented by higher order sinusoidal model for pre-emphasized speech.

The speaker recognition results depend not only on the number of the speakers but also on the
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Figure 4.12: Speaker Identification rate versus order

database. In sinusoidal model features, the VQ based speaker identification results are evaluated for

speech utterances from YOHO database. Total number of speakers tested is 106. A 256-size VQ

classifier is used for evaluation of speaker identification results. Twenty coefficients per feature vector

are estimated for each feature. Sinusoidal frequency feature (SFF) shows less performance compared

to sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAF). The frequency featm'e shows 44% coiTect identification. Correct

identification rate for the amplitude featm-e is 86.42%. For a 12^''-order sinusoidal model, the amplitude

feature shows a correct identification rate of 85.38%. This shows that there is only two percent increase

in speaker identification rate for increase of the model order from ten to twenty. This may be due to the

fact that more number low level peaks, which do not caiay significant speaker infonnation, are exti'acted

for the higher order model. For comparison with other features, twelve order sinusoidal model is used

for the rest of the work.

4.3.1 Independent information analysis

In sinusoidal model, amplitude and frequency featm'e infonnation are valuable for speaker recognition.

These two features contain spectral peak information. The speaker information in tliese two features

may be same or they may contain independent information. Speaker recognition can be improved by
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exploiting any independent or different speaker information present in these two features. In this work,

we propose evaluation of confusion probability from confusion matrix for analysis of independent

information with SAF and SFF features. Confusion matrices are evaluated for SAP and SFF and they

are represented as Csaf ond Csff- Two confusion matiices shown below aiu evaluated using 5 speaker

models and 20 test utterances per speaker. A 256-size VQ codebook is used to represent each speaker

model. Each column represents one speaker model and each row represent speaker identification results

using 20 test utterances from each speaker. The values in tlie first row of Csaf shows tlie speaker

identification results when 20 test utterances of first speaker are used. Out of the 20 test utterances,

11 utterances are successfully identified with the first speaker model, 3 utterances are identified witli

the second speaker model, 3 utterances ai'e identified with the forth speaker model and 3 utterances

are identified with the fifth speaker model. As expected the diagonal values are higher compared to

the other entries in botli confusion matrices. Addition of diagonal values show speaker identification

(SI) success rate of the feature. For this experiment, SAF and SFF have SI rates of 66% and 63%

respectively. Off-diagonal values in die confusion matrix show how a particular speaker's test utterance

is wrongly matched with another speaker model. If both the features have same information, the wrong

matching would have relative similar values in both the confusion matrices. It is observed that the

relative values in the off-diagonal elements are not same. First element of third row of Csaf has a

value of 6 where as its value in Csff is 0. This shows that tliird speaker's test data is relatively more

matched with the first speaker in case of SAF compared to SFF. Similar results are observed with the

other speakers' test data. This proves that the speaker information in SAF is different from the speaker

information in SFF. In Csaf, Csff, Psaf, Psff, the columns represent the speaker models and the

rows represent the speaker of test utterances.

11 3 0 3 3

2  15 0 2 1

6  1 8 2 3

1  0 0 19 0

7  0 0 0 13

10 1 2 5 2

0  11 6 1 2

0  1 16 2 1

1  0 0 19 0

5  0 4 4 7

It may be inadequate to draw the conclusion on independent information content of tlie features

by observing the absolute values of mismatches of speakers' test data. Absolute values of mismatches

will depend on the success rate of the coiresponding feature. For a feature witii higher success rate the

mismatch value may be small. For a better logical inference, we evaluate the probabihty of confusion.

Psaf and Psff are the probability confusion matiices for both tlie features. First element in the first
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row of PsAF has a value of 0.33 which show tlie probability of mismatch of tlie first speaker's data

with the second speaker model. This is evaluated by estimating tlie probability of mismatch of the first

speaker's data with the second speaker model from the values in Csaf- Similarly, the other probability

values in Psaf are estimated. The diagonal values are not considered in this estimation. Each speaker's

mismatch probability with the rest four speakers' model are evaluated.

/ 0.33 0 0.33 0.33

0.40 0 0.40 0.20

Psaf = 0.50 0.08 0.17 0.25 PSFF =

0.10 0.20 0.50 0.20

0  0.67 0.11 0.22

0  0.25 0.50 0.25

1 0 0 0

0.40 0 0.30 0.30

The difference probability confusion matrix can be found out as

Pd = |PsAF — PsffI (4.3.1)

In this work, we propose the addition of the values in Pd as a measure for the independent infor

mation between the features. ProbabiUty of independent information between the features is defined

(4.3.2)

i=l j=l

where pviLj) is the value of the (i, j)-element in Pd- The summation limits are chosen as five

and four because, in this experiment, we have five speakers' data tested with four other speaker models.

The normalization factor of ten is chosen because the maximum possible value of the summation will

be ten in this experiment with five speaker models. The value of Iin will vary from 0 to 1. A value

of 0 will indicate identical information between tlie features. Higher value of Iin will indicate higher

independent information content between the features. From the above experiment with five speakers,

we obtain Iin — 0.429. This value prove that there may be considerable amount of independent

information between the sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAP) and sinusoidal frequency feature (SFF).

This independent information can be exploited for improvement of speaker recognition perfomiance.

Following test is conducted to show the improvement in speaker veiification by combining the

Amplitude and the Frequency features. Speaker verification system accuracy is mostly mentioned by

equal emor rate. The equal error rate of amplitude and frequency features are calculated separately. We

have tested the equal error rate for 106 male speakers from YOHO database. The equal error rate of tlie
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Figure 4.13: Equal eiTor rate of combined confidence score of SAP and SFF

amplitude feature is less than the frequency feature. To exploit the independent information between

Amplitude and Frequency features, we combined the confidence scores and evaluated the equal enor

rate. Each feature's confidence score is calculated by exponential of negative of mean squai'e eiTor (d),

given as CS/e = e:rp( —d), where fe represents the feature name. Two speech feature recognition

systems can be combined by linear weighted confidence scores. Combined confidence score can be

given by CS = oCSsaf + (1 — a)CSsFF- Percentage equal error rate curve has been plotted in Fig.

4.13 for combined SAP and SFF. The combined equal error rate is same as the equal error rate of SFF

when the value of a is zero. Similarly, for value of a equal to one, the combined equal error rate is same

as the equal error rate of SAP. The value of combined equal error rate is less tlian the individual equal

error rate values of SAP and SFF. Minimum value of equal eiTor rate is obtained for a = 0.35. This

result shows that some independent information present in botlr the features help improve the speaker

verification performance.

4.3.2 Speaker recognition under stressed condition

In this subsection, we present speaker recognition results with sinusoidal model features. Sinusoidal

model features are evaluated for speaker recognition under stressed condition. Pre-emphasized and

non pre-emphasized speech are used for these analysis. Table 4.2 shows speaker identification (SI)

and speaker verification (SV) results using vector quantization. SAP feature's speaker veiification
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results with the pre-emphasized speech is obtained as 20.44%. But its value when the coefficients of

the SAP feature is taken as normal amplitude values instead of log magnitude square, the verification

result improves and the equal error rate is obtained as 14.36%. Log magnitude square value of the

amplitude reduces the dynamic range of the feature which may be the reason for reduction of speaker

verification performance. Hence, for speaker verification, we have used amplitude values as the SAP

features instead of log magnitude square values. It is observed that SAP feature performs best among

the three sinusoidal features for speaker identification and speaker verification with non pre-emphasized

and pre-emphasized speech. Sinusoidal phase feature (SPP) shows the lowest recognition performance.

Speaker specific vocal articulation information are expected to have correlation with the phase function.

Low recognition values obtained with the SPP feature requires further investigation on SPP for its use

in speaker recognition problem.

Table 4.2: Speaker recognition results under stressed condition with normal(Neutral emotion) speaker
models

(Pre-emphasized) (Non pre-emphasized) (Pre-emphasized) (Non pre-emphasized)

SAP(35.31)

SPP(34.12)

SPP(15.07)

SAP(34.52)

SPP(25.39)

SPP(11.90)

SAP(14.36)

SPP(27.50)

SPP(41.79)

SAP(13.37)

SPP(34.95)

SPP(44.20)

Table 4.3: Speaker identification rate (%) for sinusoidal amplitude feature with log magnitude squared
coefficients.

Feature: SAP (log magnitude square)
Training (16 Testing

size codebook) Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

Angry 52.38 23.8 19.04 17.46 28.17

Lombard 20.63 60.31 31.74 31.74 36.11

Neutral 20.63 26.98 60.31 33.33 35.31

Question 12.69 23.8 44.44 52.38 33.33

Table 4.3 shows speaker identification results for different stressed conditions or emotions. Pour

codebooks for each speaker are designed and utterances from foru: emotions are tested with these four

codebooks. Speech utterances from SUSAS database are used for evaluation these results. A 16-
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Table 4.4: Speaker identification rate (%) for sinusoidal amplitude feature with amplitude values
coefficients.

Feature: SAP (amplitude)

Training (16 Testing

size codebook) Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

Angry ~ 41.26 25.39 9!52 12.69 22.22
Lombard 11.11 47.61 25.39 33.33 29.36

Neutral 19.04 25.39 42.85 42.85 32.53

Question 22.22 9.52 42.85 33.33 26.98

Table 4.5: Speaker identification rate (%) for sinusoidal frequency features.

Feature: SFF

Training (16 Testing

size codebook) Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

Angry 47.61 22.22 26.98 25.39 30.55

Lombard 22.22 55.55 26.98 17.46 30.55

Neutral 14.28 34.92 57.14 30.15 34.12

Question 25.39 36.5 44.44 38.09 36.11

size VQ classifier is used for evaluation of speaker recognition results. We have chosen the 16-size

VQ as this has been used for evaluation speaker recognition results with other features in the previ

ous chapter. SAP feature coefficients are taken as log magnitude square values of the spectral peak

values. The results show 60.31% correct identification rate with the Lombard and Neutral speech ut

terances. Maximum average identification rate of 36.11% is obtained with the Lombard codebook. For

speaker verification, normal amplitude values are chosen as SAP coefficients. If normal amplitude val

ues are chosen as SAP coefficients, the speaker identification results are expected to be different from

the results shown in Table 4.3. Table 4.4 shows speaker identification results with sinusoidal amplitude

feature where the coefficients are chosen as normal amplitude values. The speaker identification perfor

mance is poor compared to the previous case. Except for test utterances from Question emotion, results

show maximum recognition when the test utterances are from the same emotion. Question emotion

has maximum recognition with the Neutral codebook. Lombard speech shows maximum recognition

of 47.61%. This may be due to the fact that the voiced part of the speech is more stressed in case of

Lombard speech. Neutral codebook shows maximum average recognition of 32.53%. Table 4.5 shows

speaker identification results with the sinusoidal frequency features (SPP). SFP shows maximum recog

nition when the test utterances are from the same emotion. For the frequency featiue. Neutral emotion

shows maximum speaker identification result of 57.14%. Question codebook shows maximum average
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recognition of 36.11 %.

Speaker identification and verification results of MFCC, LP, LPCC, LAR, ARC and RC ai'e dis

cussed in the previous chapter. Same results are shown with sinusoidal model features in Table 4.6 for

comparison of relative performance of nine features. Pre-emphasized speech is used for this experi

ment. A 16-size VQ classifier is used for evaluation of speaker recognition results. For GMM classifier,

16 Gaussian mixtures are used. For all the features, twelfth order model is used for comparison of their

performances. Average speaker recognition results for all the four stressed or emotion test data witli

Neutral codebook are shown in the table. In case speaker identification, with both the VQ and GMM

classifiers, sinusoidal model features perform lower compared to the other features. In case of speaker

verification, sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAF) perfomi as the second best feature. MFCC feature

shows least eiTor rate and followed by SAF.

Table 4.6: Feature analysis for speaker recognition under stressed condition (Pre-emphasized)

Rank VQ based Speaker VQ based Speaker GMM based speaker GMM based speaker

identilicalion ratc(%) verification (EER in %) identification rate(%) verification (EER in %,)

ARC (54.75) MFCC(14.06) RC(55.15) MFCC (9.7)

MFCC (53.96) SAF(14.36) ARC(54.75) SAF(12.5)

RC (53.96) RC(I6.84) MFCC(53.56) RC( 13.39)

LAR (50.79) ARC(16.47) LPCC(53.17) ARC(13.79)

LPCC (48.01) LAR( 19.20) LAR(5I,I8) LAR (14.83)

LP (43.64) LPCC(2L58) LP(49.59) LPCC(16.82)

SFF(34.12) SFF(27.50) SFF(38.09) LP(2L78)

SAF(32.53) LP(29.54) SAF(32.14) SPF(35.49)

SPF(15.07) SPF(41.79) SPF(9.!) SFF(40.75)
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4.4 Combination of MFCC and Sinusoidal Features

The sinusoidal model features like Amplitude and Frequency features are examined for speaker recog

nition. The performance of the sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAP) is better than the frequency feature

(SFF). But, the Amplitude feature performance is comparatively poor with MFCC. MFCC features are

estimated using Fourier transform of mel-frequency band energies in the magnitude spectrum. The

peak infomiation in the spectrum is not directly used in case of MFCC feature as the spectral energy

over a frequency band is used. Spectral peaks have speaker information. A combination of MFCC

and sinusoidal features (SAP and SFF) may provide better speaker recognition peifonnance. In this

section, we have tested the speaker verification by combination of MFCC and sinusoidal features in the

similar manner as discussed for combination of SAP and SFF in subsection 1.3.1. However, it would be

emphasized at this point that still SAP and MFCC are closely related due to their similar oiigin. The dif

ference between these two is SAP has peak information and MFCC is obtained by using discrete cosine

transfonn (DCT) on the filter bank energies. Each feature's confidence score is calculated by exponen

tial of negative of mean square eiTor {d), given as CSfe — exp{—d), where fe represents the feature

name. Two speech feature recognition systems can be combined by linear weighted confidence scores.

Combined confidence score of MFCC and SAP can be given by CS = cx.CSmfcc + (1 ~ Oi)CSsAF-

Similarly, MFCC and SFF can be combined by replacing Csaf with Csff in the expression for CS.

Speaker verification results with 106 male speakers' speech utterances from YOHO database are used

for evaluation of verification results with the combination of features. Fig.4.14 shows variation of

pei'centage equal error rate plots for three different combinations of the MFCC, SAP and SFF. It is

observed that for combination of MFCC and SAP, the equal error rate is least at a equal to 0.37. The

equal eiTor rate reduced from 0.55% to 0.36% when a value increases from 0 to 0.37. But the miss

probability at false alarm is equal to 0.01% increases from 4.1% to 5%. So, all these values like equal

error rate, miss probability and False alarm probability are considered for the selection of a value. Tliis

reduction of percentage equal enor rate which shows improvement in speaker verification proves tliat

the sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAP) contains some speaker information which are not captured by

MFCC feature. Examination of combination of MFCC with sinusoidal frequency feature (SFF) shows

that the equal error rate is least at a- equal to 0.53. The equal eiTor rate reduced from 0.55% to 0.39%

when a value increases from 0 to 0.53. This improvement in speaker verification shows tliat there are

some independent information between the MFCC and SFF. Comparison of the combination of SAP

and MFCC and the combination of SFF and MFCC show slightly better result for combination of SAP
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Figure 4.14: Equal error rate of combined conlrdence score for different combination.

and MFCC. The third curve in Fig.4.14 shows results for combination of MFCC with SAF and SFF.

For this experiment, first SAF and SFF are suitably combined by finding out tlie minimum equal eiTor

rate. Then this combination of these sinusoidal featmes is combined with the MFCC feature. Combi

nation of sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAF) and sinusoidal fi'equency feature (SFF) results are shown

in Fig. 4.13 and discussed in section 1.3.1. The equal eiTor rate decreases from 8.81 to 8.15. as a value

increases from 0 to 0.35. When sinusoidal features ai'e combined with the MFCC feature, the equal

error rate reaches a minimum value of 0.35 for an a value of 0.46. Tliis result does not show much

improvement from the combination of MFCC and SAF. This may be due to the faet that the quantity of

extra information may be same in SAF and SFF compared to MFCC.

Above idea of combining MFCC with SAF can be extended to speaker recognition under stressed

condition. Fig. 4.15 shows variation of percentage equal eiTor rate for speaker verification test under

stressed condition with diffei'ent combinations of MFCC and SAF. It is observed that minimum equal

eiTor rate of 12.52% is obtained. This value is less than the equal eiTor rate values of individual features.

Also, this value is more than the minimum equal emor rate obtained with the speech utterances in

YOHO database which is discussed in the previous paragraph. For stressed speech signal the speaker

verification results can be improved by suitably combining the MFCC and sinusoidal features. This

idea has been experimented in the next chapter for improvement of speaker identification under stressed

condition.
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Figure 4.15: Equal error rate of MFCC and SAF for stressed speech
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Chapter 5

Stress Compensation for Speaker Recognition

The characteristics of the speech signal are modified due to the stressed condition or emotion. Hence,

the perfonnance of speaker recognition system is effected by the stressed condition or emotion. In

most of the cases, it results in degradation of performance of the system. In chapter 3, six speech

features are analyzed for evaluation of their relative performance in speaker recognition for speech

signals under four stressed conditions. Sinusoidal model based features are tested for speaker recog

nition under stressed conditions in chapter 4. Analysis of stressed speech shows that the degrada

tion of speaker recognition system can be compensated. Compensation techniques are suggested for

speech recognition under stressed conditions. They are feature or parameter based compensation tech

niques [127], [84] and prosody modification [91], [128] based compensation techniques. The parameter

based compensation technique converts the stressed condition into normal condition in feature domain.

In prosody modification, the pitch and duration can be changed according to the stress variations. Mod

ification of pitch and duration transforms the stressed speech signal into normal speech signal.

In this chapter, four compensation techniques are proposed and tested for speaker recognition under

stressed condition. In chapter 3 and 4, it is observed that MFCC feature is the best feature for speaker

recognition under stressed condition. In this chapter, the proposed compensation techniques are tested

with MFCC features. Figure 5.1 shows the block diagram of a speaker recognition system with stress

compensation technique. The goal of the compensation technique block is to reduce the stress effect

present in the speech signal. Four compensation techniques are proposed and tested for improvement of

speaker recognition under stressed condition. In Section 5.1, we propose speaker and stress infonnation

based compensation (SSIC) technique. Section 5.2 presents compensation by removal of stressed vector

(CRSV). Section 5.3 presents combination of MFCC and SAF (CMSA) as a compensator. Cepstral

mean nonnalization (CMN) is used for compensation in Section 5.4. Finally, we present selection of
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compensator by stress recognition in Section 5.5.

COMPENSATION

EXTRACTION
RECOGNmON

Figure 5,1: Speaker recognition system with a stress compensation technique

5.1 Speaker and Stress Information based Compensation(SSIC)

F-ratio values of four stressed conditions of nine speakers ai'c analyzed in Chapter 3. Higher F-ratio

value of a coefficient between the speakers indicate good speaker recognition performance. Higher F-

ratio value of a coefficient between the sti-essed conditions shows tlie higher potential of the coefficient

as a caiTier of stressed information. Figure 3.6 shows F-ratio values between speakers and between

stressed conditions from the same speech data. It is observed that the F-ratio values between the

speakers are different from the F-ratio values between tlie stressed conditions. An important observation

is that for most of the features the relative F-ratio values between the coefficients show an inverse

property. This means coefficients, which have significant speaker infomiation may not be relatively

important from the point of view of stress infonnation. For example, F-ratio value of eighth coefficient

of MFCC feature has a relatively higher value compared to other coefficients when evaluated between

the stressed conditions. Same eighth coefficient of MFCC feature has a relatively lower F-ratio value

compared to other coefficients when evaluated between the speakers. This result suggest that this

coefficient is most effected by the stress conditions or it is a good canier of infonnation related to

stressed conditions. Similaidy, it can be concluded that it is a poor canier of speaker infonnation.

Suppression or removal of a coefficient which shows strong stress content may improve the speaker

recognition performance because it will help eliminate the variations due to stress condition in a

speaker's speech data. Throughout the work, we have considered 12 coefficients. Only in compensation

analysis 14 coefficients are considered. Tliis is with the objective of removing about two coefficients

which are affected significantly from stress. However, for reference and uniformity, results of fourteen

coefficients case are shown for 12 coefficients given in Table 5.4. F-ratio values of fourteen MFCC

coefficients are shown in Table 5.1. F-ratio values shown in the second column are evaluated between

four emotions or stressed conditions. F-ratio values shown in the third column are evaluated between
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nine speakers using the same speech data. Higher F-ratio value indicates the relatively higher potential

of the coefficient for stress or speaker information if the F-ratio values are evaluated betv^^een the stress

conditions or between the speakers respectively. From the tabulated F-ratio values, it can be concluded

that the relative importance of the coefficients is different in case of stress from that in case of speaker.

Fourth column in Table 5.1 shows the difference of F-ratio values between the sti^ess and speaker. Tenth

coefficient has maximum difference value followed by the eighth coefficient. This result indicates that

the tenth coefficient may be most responsible candidate for degradation of speaker recognition due to

stress condition present in the signal. Suppression of tliis coefficient may improve speaker recognition

results. The SI results with fourteen coefficients are shown in the first row of Table 5.2. The refer

ence codebook is a 16-size VQ based Neutral codebook. Hence, the Neutral test speech has maximum

recognition of 84.12%. Second row shows SI results with 13 MFCC coefficients. These 13 coefficients

are chosen from the original 14 coefficients after removal of the lowest F-ratio valued coefficient of the

speakers. From third column of Table 5.1, 13^'' coefficient has the lowest F-ratio value. The results

show that speaker identification is improved in case of Angiy emotion. For Lombai'd emotion, the re

sults remain same as in case of uncompensated case. For Neutral and Question emotion the SI results

degrade. The average SI result with 13 coefficients is lower compai'ed to the uncompensated results

with 14 coefficients. Next, 12 coefficients ai'e chosen for testing SI value by removing the 13^'' and

10''' coefficients. It is observed that the SI results do not improve compared to the uncompensated case.

Above results prove that removal of coefficients based on their relative values may not help improve

speaker recognition under stressed condition. Third row in Table 5.2 shows SI results after removal of

first one coefficient and then two coefficients. In this case, the coefficients ai'e removed based on F-ratio

difference shown in third column of Table 5.1. Tenth coefficient has a maximum difference value of

0.0154 and eighth coefficient has next difference value of 0.009. The average SI value has improved to

53.17% with 12 coefficients. For Angry emotion, tlie speaker identification (SI) result has gone up to

31.74%, after removal of tenth and eighth coefficients, from 20.63% in case of uncompensated case.

Due to removal of coefficients, some speaker information ai'e also removed from tlie feature vectors.

As a result, though there is improvement in case of Angry speech, SI results degrade in case of Neutral

and other emotions. This requhes further investigation or modification of the above compensation tech

nique. Fig. 5.2 shows plot of F-ratio values of MFCC feature evaluated between the speakers. These

F-ratio values are evaluated from the stressed speech data. It is observed that higher order coefficients

have relatively less F-ratio values compai'ed to lower order MFCC coefficients. Hence, higher order

coefficients have less speaker information compai'ed to lower order coefficients. This knowledge can be
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Table 5.1: F-ratio of fourteen MFCC coefficients(%)

Coefficient Sti'ess (A) Speaker (B) A-B

number

1 0.0702 0.0998 -0.0296

2 0.0344 0.0572 -0.0228

3 0.0297 0.0634 -0.0337

4 0.0073 0.0689 -0.0616

5 0.0002 0.0783 -0.0781

6 0.0073 0.0237 -0.0164

7 0.0197 0.0361 -0.0164

8 0.0376 0.0286 0.009

9 0.0231 0.0488 -0.0257

10 0.023 0.0076 0.0154

11 0.0099 0.0091 0.0008

12 0.003 0.0429 -0.0399

13 0.0043 0.0066 -0.0023

14 0 0.0327 -0.0327

^0.08
CD
_3 0.07
CC

> 0.06
g

■■F! 0.05

4  6 8 10 12
Coefficients

Figure 5.2: F-ratio values of MFCC feature

used for improvement in speaker recognition in the following manner. A compensator implemented at
the decision stage of the codebook by evaluating a modified eiTor distance. The modified eiTor distance
is implemented by dividing the codebook eiTors with the F-ratio values. For example, if the testing vec-
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Table 5.2: Speaker identification rate (%) with F-ratio test analysis

Coeflicients Testing

Angry Lombai-d Neutral Question Average

14c 20.63 47.61 84.12 58.73 52.77

13c (speaker based coefficient removal) 25.39 47.61 79.36 57.14 52.38

12c (speaker based coefficient removal) 19.04 44.44 80.95 53.96 49.60

13c (stress based coefficient removal) 23.80 44.44 82.53 57.14 51.98

12c (stress based coefficient removal) 31.74 44.44 79.36 57.14 53.17

tor and codebook vector are x = [ai, a2...au] and c [ci, C2...C14] respectively, the distance between

codebook vector and testing utterance vector ((T — c)") are weighted by inverse F-ratio value of each

coefficient. Flence the modified eiTor distances are (^ x (oi — ci)^, ̂  x (0,2 — 02)"^. x (014 —

). Here, fi represents F-ratio value of the coefficient. This results in higher multiplication factor for

the lower F-ratio valued coefficients. In this way the error distances for the lower valued coefficients

are enlianced. Second row of Table 5.3 shows tlie speaker identification rate for tliis modified method

of evaluation of eiTor distances. Reference codebook is a 16-size VQ based Neutral speaker codebook.

It is obseiwed that the speaker identification result for Angiy and Question emotion has increased. The

average speaker identification result has improved to 57.34% from 52.77% in case of uncompensated

Fig. 5.3 shows the multiplication factors of tlie emor distance for corresponding coefficients. X-

axis in Fig. 5.3 shows the coefficient number and the corresponding values in tliis figure show tlie

multiplication factors. Lower F-ratio valued coefficients have Iiigher multiplication factors. Most of the

lower valued F-ratio coefficients are higher order MFCC coefficients. Higher order MFCC coefficients

are associated with source information [80]. Source is relatively more responsible for the emotion

present in the speech signal compared to the vocal tract [130]. In the above experiment only speaker

disciimination infoniiation is used for finding tlie multiplication factors of the coefficients. Stress

information is present with the F-ratio values evaluated between the stress conditions or emotions.

Speaker recognition under stressed conditions can be improved if the stress information present with the

F-ratio values of stress are properly exploited or used. For fuither experimentation, the multiplication

factors associated with the lower F-ratio valued coefficients are reduced and shown as m2 and m3

characteristics in Fig. 5.3. For generating m2 characteristic, 0.5 times the mean of F-ratio values

evaluated between the four stress conditions is added to the F-ratio values of the speakers and then
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the reciprocal of these values ai'e taken as multiplication factors. Similarly, for m3 characteristic, 0.2
times the mean of F-ratio values of stress is added to the F-ratio values of speakers before taking the

reciprocal of their values as multiplication factors. Speaker identification (SI) results for m2 and m3
multiplication factors ai'e shown in thii'd and fourth rows of Table 5.3. It is observed that tlte average

speaker identification rate has improved compared to the unconipensated case. For m2, its value is
57.14% and for ni3, its value is 58.32%. With m2 multiplication factor SI results improved for Angry

and Lombard emotions. Further improvement in Angiy, Lombard and Question emotion is observed
with the m3 multiplication factor. The improvements in SI results prove that best results can be obtained
by suitably using both the speaker and sti^ess infonnation present in the signal.

Above results are obtained with each MFCC feature vector having 14 coefficients. It is observed

that speaker identification improves if both speaker and stress information ai"e used. Stress information
is used by adding some percentage of average F-ratio values for stress with F-ratio values of speakers
for choosing two suitable multiplication factors, ml and m2. Same experiment is carried out with 12
coefficients for each MFCC feature vector. For selecting a suitable multiplication factor the percentage

of average F-ratio value for stress is varied and the corresponding average speaker identification results
are evaluated. Fig. 5.4 shows average SI results with different stress weights. Different stress weights
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Figure 5.4: Multiplication factors of error distances for corresponding coefficients

Table 5.3: Speaker identification rate (%) for different multiplication factors with the error distances in
the codebook (14 coefficients)

Compensators / Testing

Multiplication factors

Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

Un compensated 20.63 47.61 84.12 58.73 52.77

ml 36.50 47.61 80.95 60.31 56.34

m2 31.74 53.96 82.53 60.31 57.13

m3 34.92 57.14 82.53 60.31 58.73

shown in X-axis of Fig. 5.5 are the values with which the average F-ratio value is normalized before

adding it to the F-ratio values of the speakers. Average SI results vary with different stress weights.

It is observed that maximum average SI value of 56.34% is obtained with a stress weight value of 6.

This value of stress weight is chosen for m2 multiplication factor in case of 12 MFCC coefficients.

Fig. 5.6 shows two multiplication factors for the error distances. The multiplication factor, ml, is

taken as reciprocal of F-ratio values of speakers. No stress factor is considered for ml multiplication

factor. Addition of stress information to the speaker information reduces the dynamic range of the

multiplication factor which is evident from the characteristic of m2. This help improve the SI results.

Table 5.4 shows SI results with 12 MFCC coefficients. It is observed that the average SI results for m2
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multiplication factor is higher compared to the SI results with uncompensated and ml multiplication

factor. Best SI results of 30.15%, 50.79% and 84.12% are obtained for Angry, Lombard and Neutral

emotion speech data respectively. Best SI result of 61.90% for Question emotion is obtained with

ml multiplication factor. These results prove that lower F-ratio valued coefficients play a major role
compared to the higher F-ratio valued coefficients for stress conditions in a speech signal. As lower
F-ratio valued coefficients appear for higher MFCC coefficients, this supports the idea which suggests
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5.2. COA4PENSATION B Y REMOVAL OF STRESSED VECTORS (CRS V) 101

that the emotion in a speech signal is mostly controlled by the source [130].

Table 5.4; Speaker identification rate (%) for different multiplication factors with the eiTor distances in
thecodebook (12 coefficients)

Compensators /

Multiplication factors

Un compensated

m 1 ( )

m2(-^= ^ ^—L
7nea7i{F — ratiostrf:ss)

Testing

Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

26.98 49.2 80.95 58.73 53.96

26.98 50.79 77.77 61.90 54.36

) 30.15 50.79 84.12 60.31 56.34

5.2 Compensation by Removal of Stressed Vectors (CRSV)

Speaker recognition can be improved if the stress effect is reduced. Stress effect on the features can

be estimated by evaluating the distance between tlie feature vectors of the stressed speech and tlie

Neutral speech. Feature vectors effected by stress are expected to be at lai^ger distances compared to

the feature vectors which are not effected by the sti'ess condition. In this compensation technique,

stressed feature vectors are detected by comparing the distance with a predefined threshold. In the

proposed compensation technique, Common Neutral Codebook (CNC) is developed using the training

feature vectors of Neutral speech data from all the speakers. The CNC vectors contain average Neutral

speech information. The speaker specific infonnation is suppressed in CNC vectors. Test vectors,

(X — [xi, xo-'-xt]), which are close to CNC vectors, (C = [ci, C2, ...cp]), can be considered as vectors

without much speaker specific information. This compensation technique is shown in Fig. 5.6. In

this compensation technique, 16 size CNC has been prepared for all the speakers. Feature vectors

(.Tj), from speech utterances of three emotions. Angry, Lombai^d and Question, ai"e compai'ed with the

CNC vectors. The minimum distance, {D-i, — miiicjeC c^)), is evaluated between the emotion

vector Xi and the CNC vector, Cj. The minimum value of all these distances {Di) is determined and

it is considered as a threshold for determining the stressed vectors. During testing, each test vector is

compared with the CNC vector. If the distance between these vectors is more than the threshold the

tested vector is retained. Those vectors for which the distance is less tlian the tlireshold value, they ai"e

dropped from further processing. Compensation by removal of sti^essed vectors is proposed using the

above logic. Neutral speaker model is trained using featiue vectors from Neutral training utterances.
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5.2. COMPENSATION B Y REMOVAL OF STRESSED VECTORS (CRSV) 102

In this experiment minimum distance as threshold has not shown any improvement as this includes

all the test vectors. We have experimented with different tliresholds wliich ai'e taken after multiplying

the minimum distance with some multiplication factor greater than one. Best results ai"e obtained with

a multiplication factor of 16. So, the threshold is set as sixteen times the thi'eshold of the minimum

distance. The results are shown in Table 5.5. From the table it can be observed that the performance

improves only in the Lombai'd speech case from 49.2% to 52.38%. As a result, the overall improvement

of average recognition performance increases from 53.96% to 54.96%. This technique requires further

investigation for use in case of speaker recognition under stressed condition.

Testing vector sequence
Common neutral emotion

codebook

Stressed vectors

D>Th

Stress vector removed
vector sequence

Figure 5.6: Compensation by removal of stressed vector

Table 5.5: Speaker identification rate (%)

Training (16 Testing
size codebook) Angry Lombaid Neuti^al Question Average
Un compensated 26.98 49.2 80.95 58.73 53.96
Stressed vector removal 26.98 52.38 80.95 58.73 54.76
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5.3. COMBINATION OF MFCC AND SINUSOIDAL AMPLITUDE (CMSA) FEATURES 103

5.3 Combination of MFCC and Sinusoidal Amplitude (CMSA)

Features

In Section 4.4, we showed that the combination of MFCC and sinusoidal amplitude features (SAP)

improve the speaker recognition performance under neutral and stressed condition. The experiment

is conducted using 106 male speakers of YOHO database. MFCC features are estimated from the

magnitude spectiaim of the speech signal. The MFCC feature extraction technique basically includes

windowing the signal, applying the DFT, taking the log of the magnitude and then warping the frequen

cies on a mel scale followed by applying the inverse DCT.

In case of sinusoidal amplitude features, the speaker specific features are extracted from the spectral

peaks of DFT magnitude spectrum. The peak information in the spectrum is not directly used in case of

MFCC features as the spectral energy over the frequency band is used. However, the spectral peaks also

contain speaker specific infonnation. This is because the spectral peaks represent fonnants, pitch and

harmonics. These features contain unique speaker dependent characteristics. Hence, combining MFCC

with sinusoidal amplitude features may improve the perfonnance. It is shown in [85], sinusoidal model

based features are sensitive to emotion. Therefore, the combining MFCC with SAF can be extended

to speaker recognition under stressed condition with a suitable compensation technique. One such

approach may be identifying the speaker specific features that are sensitive to emotion (Sinusoidal

model based features) and remove them before modeling. This is exploited in the present work.

Table 5.6: Maximum speaker identification results (%) for combined MFCC and SAF features

Compensator Emotion of testing utterance

Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

Un compensated 26.98 80.95 58.73 53.96

Combined MFCC and SAF (CMSA) 30.15 50.79 85.71 60.31 56.74

a = 0.15 a = 0.65 a = 0.6 a — 0.1

Fig. 5.7 shows block diagram of stress compensation for speaker identification using MFCC and

SAF features. Each feature's confidence score is calculated by exponential of negative of mean squam

error (cZ), given by C\Sf^ = eap(—d), where fe represents the feature name. Two speech feature
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Figure 5.7: Stress compensation using combination of MFCC and SAF features
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Figure 5.8: Speaker identification results of four emotions

recognition systems can be combined by linear weighted confidence scores. Combined confidence

score of MFCC and SAF can be given by OS = aCSMPCC + (1 - a)CSsAF- Fig. 5.8 shows speaker

identification results for four stressed or emotion speech signals for different values of a. It can be

observed that maximum speaker identification results for different emotions are obtained for different

values of a. Table 5.6 shows maximum speaker identification (SI) results for this compensator. For

Angi7 and Neutral speech, maximum SI results of 30.15% and 85.71% ai'e obtained respectively with
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a value of 0.1. With a cv value of 0.65, niaximum SI results of 60.31% and 50.79% are obtained for
Question and Lombard emotion speech data. Hence, speaker identification result improves for all the
emotions with different values of a. Different values of a can be used if there is prior information

about the type of stressed or emotion speech signal. Otherwise, one single a value can be used. This a
value can be chosen by finding the maximum average speaker identification. Fig. 5.9 shows variation
of average speaker identification rate with different values of a. It is observed that maximum average
SI result of 54% is obtained with a a value of 0.65. At tins a value Angry, Lombaifi, Neutral and

Question emotions show SI results of 23.81%, 50.79%, 80.95% and 63.31%, respectively. It can also

be noted that the average 81 result shows an improvement over the uncompensated 81 result.

5.4 Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN)

Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) technique is traditionally used to compensate the noise for speech
recognition [111]. Speech recognition results are shown to improve by this technique for speech un
der the stressed condition [94]. In this section, CMN technique is used for possible improvement in

speaker recognition under sti'essed condition. Table 5.7 shows speaker identification results with CMN
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Table 5.7: Speaker identification rate (%)

Normal speaker recognition

Training (16 Testing

size codebook) Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

Normal speaker recognition 26.98 49.2 80.95 58.73 53.96

Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) 26.98 41.5 84.84 58.73 52.95

(Neutral training utterances)
Cepstral Mean Normalization (CMN) 22.22 46.03 85.71 55.55 52.38
(All emotion training utterances)

technique. Twelve cepstral coefficients with a sixteen size code book are used for the experiment. The

code book is designed with the Neutral speech data. Speech utterances from Angry, Lombard, Neutral

and Question emotions are tested with the Neutral speaker code book. First row in Table 5.7 shows

results with uncompensated cepstral features. It is observed that Neutral test data shows maximum

speaker identification results followed by Question, Lombard and Angry stressed conditions. The aver

age speaker identification with the uncompensated cepstral features is 53.96%. This average SI rate is

for all emotion testing utterances with Neutral speaker models. Second row in Table 5.7 shows speaker

identification results with CMN technique. In this case the mean value of the cepstral features is esti

mated from the Neutral training speech data. Cepstral features normalized with a mean value estimated

from the Neutral training data is due to the fact that only Neutral training speech data data is assumed

to be available before testing. It is observed that the speaker recognition results are not improving as

in case of speech recognition [III]. The degradation may be because of less duration utterances. It

is observed that the Neutral utterances show improvement from 80.95 % to 84.84 %. The SI rate of

Lombard utterances degrade from 49.2 % to 41.5 %. Other two emotion testing utterances maintain

same recognition rate. The average SI rate degrades from 53.96 % to 52.95 %. Third row in Table

5.7 show SI results with a CMN technique in which the cepstral mean is estimated from the of all

emotions. It is observed that Neutral emotion testing utterances show better performance than mean

normalization only by Neutral utterances. But, all other emotions show less recognition than normal

recognition performance shown in first row. Hence, it can be concluded that cepstral mean normaliza

tion (CMN) technique can improve speaker identification whereas it is not eflfective in case of stressed

speech conditions.
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5.5 Selection of Compensation by Stress Recognition (SCSR)

Four compensators are proposed and tested for improvement of speaker recognition under stressed

condition. For evaluation of speaker identification results, 16-size Neutral speaker codebooks with

MFCC features are used. It is observed that different SI results are obtained for different stressed

conditions or emotions. Table 5.8 shows SI results for 12 order MFCC features. CMSA compensator

shows maximum average SI value of 56.74%. The average SI value of SSIC is 56.34% which is very

close to the average SI value of CMSA compensator. Though CMSA compensator shows better average

SI results compared to SSIC, it is more complex. CMSA requires two Neutral codebooks, one for

MFCC feature and the other for sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAF), for each speaker. In case of SSIC

and other compensators, one MFCC feature based Neutral codebook is used. Hence, for average SI

result point of view, SSIC can be a better choice over CMSA. The improvement in speaker recogmtion

with a particular compensator is different for different emotions. It is observed that maximum SI

result of 30.15% is obtained for Angry speech with speaker and stress information based compensator

(SSIC) and combination of MFCC and SAF (CMSA) based compensators. For Lombard emotion,

compensation by removal of stressed vector shows maximum SI result of 52.38%. Maximum SI result

of 85.71% is obtained for Neutral emotion with CMSA compensator. Maximum SI result of 60.31%

is obtained for Question speech with SSIC and CMSA compensators. Hence, an alternative solution to

improvement in speaker recognition under stressed condition can be use of a compensator depending

on the stressed condition or emotion. This requires prior determination of the stressed condition or

emotion present in the speech signal.

Stressed

speech FEATURE
"  EXTRACTION

STRESS

RECOGNITION

SSIC/CRSV/

CMSA/CMN -

COMPENSATOR

SPEAKER

MODELS Recognition

Figure 5.11: Block diagram of selection of compensation by Stress recognition (SCSR) system

Fig. 5.11 shows block diagram of selection of compensation by Stress recognition (SCSR) system.

In this system, stress vectors are input to a stress recognition system. Then the compensator is chosen

based on the reeognition of stress condition. For Angry and Question emotion, SSIC is chosen as the

compensator. CRSV is chosen for Lombard emotion and CMSA is chosen for Neutral emotion. In

this work, the seleetion of a particular compensator is aimed at obtaining the best recognition results.
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Table 5.8: SI results (%) of different compensators for SUSAS database

Compensators Emotion of testing utterance

Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

Un compensated 26.98 49.2 80.95 58.73 53.96

SSIC 30.15 50.79 84.12 60.31 56.34

CRSV 26.98 52.38 80.95 58.73 54.76

CMSA

1

30.15 50.79 85.71 60.31 56.74

CMN 26.98 41.5 84.84 58.73 52.95

Compensator selection will be different if other considerations such as complexity, real time application

etc. are used. In the next subsection, we present stress recognition.

5.5.1 Stress recognition

Analysis and recognition of stressed speech is an active area of research since last two decades. Con

ventional speech features, which are widely used in various speech processing applications, are inves

tigated to model stressed speech signals under different emotions. Nine speech features are used in this

work for evaluation of their performance in stress or emotion recognition. These are mel-frequency

cepstral coefficients (MFCC), three sinusoidal model based features and five linear prediction (LP)

model based features. Sinusoidal model based features are sinusoidal frequency features (SFF), si

nusoidal amplitude features (SAF) and sinusoidal phase features (SPF). The LP model based features

are linear prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC), log area ratios (LAR), arcsin reflection coefficients

(ARC), reflection coefficients (RC) and linear prediction (LP) coefficients. Most of these features are

widely used for speech and speaker recognition applications. LP coefficients are used to model stressed

speech signal [94], [85]. In addition to LP coefficients, four LP derived features [2], cepstral coeffi

cients estimated through LP coefficients (LPCC), log area ratios (LAR), reflection coefficients (RC)

and arcsin reflection coefficients (ARC), are considered in this work for characterization of stressed

speech. LP cepstral coefficients (LPCC) are used by various authors for characterization of stressed

speech signal [105], [85], [98], Though the other three features are not used for characterization of
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stressed speech, they are extensively used for speech and speaker recognition applications. It would be

useful to find their effectiveness in characterization of stressed speech. In this work, for all the above

features, 12 coefficients are estimated from one speech frame as one feature vector.

Table 5.9: Stress classification using VQ classifier

Speech Emotions

Feature Anger Lombard Neutral Question Average

MFCC 91.08 100 92.07 87.12 92.57

LAR 90.09 96.03 96.03 88.11 92.57

ARC 89.10 96.03 93.069 90.09 92.07

RC 91.08 92.07 89.10 90.09 90.59

LPCC 89.10 93.06 87.12 85.14 88.61

SAF 79.20 86.13 92.07 97.02 88.61

LP 80.19 82.17 74.25 71.28 76.98

SFF 86.13 79.20 66.33 72.27 75.99

SPF 78.21 74.25 75.24 76.23 75.99

The classification of stressed condition or emotion present in the signal is evaluated using the vector

quantization (VQ) classifier. For training, we have considered 256 codewords for each emotion. The

testing phase includes loading all the codebooks and then finding minimum distant codebook. A total

of 1680 stressed speech data files are used for training and 840 stressed speech data files are used for

testing. The results are shown in Table 5.9. Each column shows the recognition result of a particu

lar emotion. It is observed that the perfonnance of a particular feature varies for different emotions.

Both MFCC and LAR features show maximum average recognition of 92.57%. EAR feature shows

maximum recognition results with Neutral and Lombard emotions. ARC feature shows maximum

recognition results with Lombard and Question emotion. RC feature shows maximum recognition re

sults with Anger and Question emotion. Last column shows the average recognition performance of

the features and they are shown in descending order. SPF feature shows the worst average recognition

results.

Either MFCC or LAR feture can be chosen for stress recognition. For speaker recognition, it is

shown that MFCC is the best featine. Hence, we choose MFCC feature for both stress and speaker

recognition in a SCSR system shown in Fig. 5.11. For speaker identification using SCSR, CRSV

compensator is chosen in the second stage if Lombard stressed condition is detected at the first stage.
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Table 5.10: SI results (%) of different compensators for SUSAS database

Compensators Emotion of testing utterance

Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

Un compensated 26.98 49.2 80.95 58.73 53.96

SSIC 30.15 50.79 84.12 60.31 56.34

CRSV 26.98 52.38 80.95 58.73 54.76

CMSA 30.15 50.79 85.71 60.31 56.74

CMN 26.98 41.5 84.84 58.73 52.95

SCSR 30.15 52.38 85.71 60.31 57.14

If Neutral condition is detected CMSA technique is used. Otherwise, we select SSIC for speaker

recognition under stressed condition. The speaker identification results for SCSR technique with the

results obtained using the earlier techniques is shown in Table 5.10. The average speaker identification

result has improved and its value is 57.14%. Specific properties of a particular stressed condition can

be used for further improvement in speaker recognition in SCSR technique. In this work, we have used

16 size codebooks to demonstrate the degradations and improvements in speaker recognition under

stressed condition in a visibly prominent manner.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis, we investigate feature analysis and design of compensators for speaker recognition under

stressed conditions. Stressed speech is induced by emotion, high workload, sleep deprivation, frustra

tion and enviromuental noise. In stressed condition, the characteristics of speech signal are different

from that of normal or neutral condition. Due to changes in speech signal characteristics, the per

formance of speaker recognition system degrades under stressed speech conditions. In this work, the

problem of speaker recognition under stressed condition has been dealt with three broad approaches.

First, six speech features (mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), linear prediction (LP) coef

ficients, linear prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCC), reflection coefficients (RC), arc-sin reflection

coefficients (ARC) and log-area ratios (LAR)), which are widely used for speaker recognition, are an

alyzed for evaluation of their characteristics under stressed condition. Statistical techniques such as

Probability density function (pdf) characteristics, F-ratio test and Kolmogorov-Smimov (K-S) test are

used for evaluation of speaker discrimination capability of the features under stressed condition. Two

classifiers. Vector Quantization (VQ) classifier and Gaussian Mixture model (GMM), are used to eval

uate the speaker recognition results with different speech features. Relative ranking of the features

based on their performance in speaker recognition under stressed condition is evaluated. This analysis

help select the best feature set for speaker recognition under stressed condition. Secondly, sinusoidal

model is used for analysis of speaker recognition system under stressed condition. Sinusoidal model

has three different parameters or features. These are amplitude, frequency and phase features. With

the assumption that these three features may carry different infonnation of a speaker, the performance

of the system can be improved by suitably combining the three features at the classifier stage. Finally,

four novel compensation techniques are proposed and evaluated for improvement of speaker recogni

tion under stressed condition. The compensation techniques are speaker and stressed information based
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compensation (SSIC), compensation by removal of stressed vectors (CRSV), cepstral mean normaliza

tion (CMN) and combination of MFCC and sinusoidal amplitude (CMSA) features. Speech data from

SUSAS database corresponding to four different emotions or stressed conditions, Angry, Lombard,

Question and Neutral, are used for analysis of speaker recognition under stressed condition.

Normally, during the training sessions, speech signals are recorded in Neutral emotion condition.

If the speech signal used for recognition is recorded in a different stressed condition, its characteristics

may be different from that of the Neutral emotion condition. In Section 2.4, a 256-size VQ codebook

is used for each speaker for evaluation of speaker identification under stressed condition. Four sets of

codebooks. Angry, Lombard, Neutral and Question, corresponding to four emotions are implemented

for each speaker. The testing utterances from each emotion are tested with the four sets of codebooks.

It is observed that the SI results vary for the same codebook with test data from different emotions.

Highest speaker recognition results for each emotion codebook is obtained when they are tested with the

speech data of same emotion. These results prove that the speaker recognition performance is different

if the training data and the test data are from different stressed conditions. The speaker recognition

performance degrades if the test data are not from the same stressed condition. These results suggest

that a detailed investigation is required for evaluation of performance of speaker recognition systems

under stressed condition. During the last two decades, though some literature in the area of recognition

of stressed speech are published, there is little effort for analysis and recognition of speakers under

stressed conditions. Studies on speech signals produced under different stressed and noisy conditions

have helped improve the speech recognition algorithms [84,99,100].

Six different speech features, LP coefficients, LPCC, ARC, RC, LAR and MFCC, are used for

evaluation of speaker recognition under stressed condition. Different statistical feature evaluation tech

niques, such as Probability density characteristics, F-ratio test and Kolmogorov-Smimov (K-S)test are

used to assess the performances of the speech features. Vector quantization and Gaussian mixture

model are used to assess the recognition perfonnance. One of the goals of the analysis is to select fea

tures which are robust to stressed conditions. Relative ranking of the performance of different speech

features will serve this purpose. Statistical analysis tools such as F-ratio test and K-S test provide in

sight into relative effectiveness of the coefficients of a feature in discriminating the speakers. Higher

F-ratio value among the F-ratio values evaluated between the speakers indicates that the corresponding

feature coefficient would work well for speaker recognition. Similarly, higher F-ratio value among

the F-ratio values evaluated between the stressed conditions indicates that the feature coefficient would

work well for stress recognition. It is observed that the F-ratio values between the speakers are different
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from the F-ratio values between the stressed conditions. F-ratio value of eighth coefficient of MFCC

feature has a relatively higher value compared to other coefficients when evaluated between the stressed

conditions. Same eighth coefficient of MFCC feature has a relatively lower value compared to other

coefficients when evaluated between the speakers. This result suggest that this coefficient is a good

carrier of information related to stressed conditions and it is a poor carrier of speaker information. By

suppression of this coefficient, the speaker recognition performance may improve because it will help

eliminate the effect due to stress condition in a speaker's speech data. So, different coefficients can be

weighted according to the applications for improvement in performance. This result proves that useful

information for improvement in speaker recognition can be obtained by analysis of stressed conditions.

Relative ranking of the perfonnance of different speech feature will serve this purpose. As speaker

recognition is of primary interest in this work, the ranking of the features is carried out according to

their recognition performances. Four types of speaker recognition experiments, VQ based speaker iden

tification (SI), VQ based speaker verification (SV), GMM based SI and GMM based SV, are performed.

MFCC, RC and ARC features have better perfonnance compared to the other features. Similarly, LAR,

LPCC and LP features show poor recognition results compared to other features in all the four recog

nition experiments. It is observed that the results of four speaker recognition experiments are different

from each other. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to rank the features for their effectiveness

in speaker recognition under stressed condition. We propose a method of ranking the features using

cumulative probability values of relative performance of the features for each of the above experiment.

MFCC feature is ranked as the best feature followed by RC, ARC, LAR, LPCC and LP features in

descending order of their performances in speaker recognition under stressed condition.

Sinusoidal model based speech coder is well established for 4 kHz bandwidth transmission lines

[118]. Sinusoidal model produces three sets of feaUires. They are amplitude, frequency and phase

features. Amplitude and frequency feature information are valuable for speaker recognition. These two

features contain spectral peak information. The speaker information in these two features may be same

or they may contain independent infonnation. Speaker recognition can be improved by exploiting any

independent or different speaker information present in these two features. In this work, we propose

evaluation of confusion probability from confusion matrix for analysis of independent information with

sinusoidal amplitude feature (S AF) and sinusoidal frequency feature (SFF). Results show that there may

be considerable amount of independent information between the sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAF)

and sinusoidal frequency feature (SFF). Improvement in speaker verification is observed by combining

the amplitude and the frequency features.
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The perfonnance of the sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAF) is better than the frequency feature

(SFF). But, the amplitude feature perfonnance is relatively poor compared to MFCC. MFCC features

are estimated using Fourier transfonn of mel-frequency band energies in the magnitude spectrum. The

peak information in the spectrum is not directly used in case of MFCC feature as the spectral energy

over a frequency band is used. Spectral peaks have speaker information. A combination of MFCC and

sinusoidal features (SAF and SFF) can provide better speaker recognition performance. Speaker verifi

cation results with 106 male speakers' speech utterances from YOHO database are used for evaluation

of verification results with the combination of features. It is observed that for combination of MFCC

and SAF, the equal error rate is reduced from 0.55% to 0.36%. The reduction of percentage equal error

rate, which shows improvement in speaker verification, proves that the sinusoidal amplitude feature

(SAF) contains some speaker information which are not captiued by MFCC featiure. Comparison be

tween the combination of SAF and MFCC and the combination of SFF and MFCC show slightly better

result for combination of SAF and MFCC. Above idea of combining MFCC with SAF is extended to

speaker recognition under stressed condition. It is observed that minimum equal error rate value is less

than the equal error rate values of individual features for stressed speech.

It is observed that MFCC feature is the best feature for speaker recognition under stressed condi

tion. In this work, the proposed compensation techniques are tested with MFCC featiues. Four novel

compensation techniques are proposed and evaluated for improvement of speaker recognition under

stressed condition. The compensation techniques are speaker and stressed information based com

pensation (SSIC), compensation by removal of stressed vectors (CRSV), combination of MFCC and

sinusoidal amplitude (CMSA) feature based compensation and cepstral mean normalization (CMN).

Speaker and stress infonnation based compensation(SSIC) technique is based on analysis of speaker

and stress information using F-ratio values. It is observed that the F-ratio values between the speakers

are different from the F-ratio values between the stressed conditions. Enhancing the effect of coeffi

cients which have higher F-ratio values when evaluated between the speakers or reducing the effect

of coefficients which have higher F-ratio values when evaluated between the emotions will result in

improvement of perfonnance of speaker recognition system. SSIC compensator is implemented at the

decision stage of the codebook by evaluating a modified error distance. The modified error distance is

estimated by dividing the codebook errors with the F-ratio values. This results in higher multiplication

factor for the lower F-ratio valued coefficients. In this way the error distances for the lower valued

coefficients are enhanced. It is observed that the speaker identification results for Angry and Question

emotions are increased. The average speaker identification rate has improved to 56.34% from 52.77%
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in case of uncompensated case.

Lower F-ratio valued coefficients have higher multiplication factors. Most of the lower valued F-

ratio coefficients are higher order MFCC coefficients. Higher order MFCC coefficients are associated

with source infomiation [80]. Source is relatively more responsible for the emotion present in the

speech signal compared to the vocal tract [129]. fn the above experiment, only speaker discrimina

tion information is used for finding the multiplication factors for the coefficients. Stress information is

present with the F-ratio values evaluated between the stress conditions or emotions. Speaker recogm-

tion under stressed conditions can be improved if the stress information present with the F-ratio values

of stress are properly exploited or used, ft is observed that the average speaker identification rate has

improved compared to the uncompensated case. For m2, its value is 57.i3% and for m3, its value is

58.32%. With m2 multiplication factor the SI results are improved for Angry and Lombard emotions.

Further improvements in Angry, Lombard and Question emotions are observed with the m3 multipli

cation factor. The improvements in SI results prove that best results can be obtained by suitably using

both the speaker and stress information present in the signal.

Compensation by removal of stressed vectors (CRSV) is based on the idea of removing feature

vectors which are most affected by the stressed condition. Stress effect on the features can be estimated

by evaluating the distance between the feature vectors of the stressed speech and the Neutral speech.

Feature vectors effected by stress are expected to be at larger distances compared to the feature vec

tors which are not effected by the stress condition. In this compensation technique, stressed feature

vectors are detected by comparing the distance with a predefined threshold. Combination of MFCC

and SAF (CMSA) features is proposed for improvement of speaker recognition under stressed condi

tion. cepstral mean nonnalization (CMN) technique is traditionally used to compensate the noise for

speech recognition [111]. In this work, CMN technique is tested for possible improvement in speaker

recognition under stressed condition.

It is observed that different SI results are obtained for different stressed conditions or emotions.

CMSA compensator shows maximum average SI value of 56.74%. The average SI value of SSIC is

56.34% which is very close to the average SI value of CMSA compensator. CMSA requires two Neu

tral codebooks, one for MFCC feature and the other for sinusoidal amplitude feature (SAF), for each

speaker. In case of SSIC and other compensators, one MFCC feature based Neutral codebook is used.

Hence, for average SI result point of view, SSIC can be a better choice over CMSA. The improvement

in speaker recognition with a particular compensator is different for different emotions. It is observed

that maximum SI result of 30.15% is obtained for Angry speech with speaker and stress information
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based compensator (SSIC) and combination of MFCC and SAF (CMSA) based compensator. For

Lombard emotion, compensation by removal of stressed vector shows maximum SI result of 52.38%.

Maximum SI result of 85.71 % is obtained for Neutral emotion with CMSA compensator. Maximum SI

result of 60.3 1% is obtained for Question speech with SSIC and CMSA based compensators. Hence,

an altemative solution to improvement in speaker recognition under stressed condition can be use of a

compensator depending on the stressed condition or emotion. This requires prior determination of the

stressed condition or emotion present in the speech signal.

The recognition of stressed condition or emotion present in the signal is evaluated using the vector

quantization (VQ) classifier. For training, we have considered 256 codewords for each emotion. The

testing phase includes loading all the codebooks and then finding minimum distant codebook. A total

of 1680 stressed speech data files are used for training and 840 stressed speech data files are used

for testing. It is observed that the perfonnance of a particular feattne varies for different emotions.

Both MFCC and LAR featmes show maximum average recognition of 92.57%. LAR feature shows

maximum recognition results with Neutral and Lombard emotions. ARC feature shows maximum

recognition results with Lombard and Question emotion. RC feature shows maximum recognition

results with Anger and Question emotion. SPF feature shows the worst average recognition results.

Either MFCC or LAR feture can be chosen for stress recognition. For speaker recognition, it is

shown that MFCC is the best feature. Hence, we choose MFCC feature for both stress and speaker

recognition in a SCSR system. For speaker identification using SCSR, CRSV compensator is chosen

in the second stage if Lombard stressed condition is detected at the first stage. If Neutral condition is

detected CMSA technique is used. Otherwise, we select SSIC for speaker recognition under stressed

condition. The average speaker identification result has improved and its value is 57.14%. Specific

properties of a particular stressed condition can be used for further improvement in speaker recognition

in SCSR technique. In this work, we have used 16 size codebooks to demonstrate the degradations and

improvements in speaker recognition imder stressed condition in a visibly prominent manner.

6.1 Scope of future work

Some suggestions for future work with regard to the the problems studied by us are as follows.

I. Four stressed conditions are addressed in this work. Proposed analysis and compensation tech

niques can be extended and tested for more nmnber of stressed conditions or emotions.
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2. In this work, F-ratio values are used for evaluation of speaker information and stress information.
More analysis is required for separation of speaker specific information from emotion or stress

information present in the speech signal.

3. Perceptual models can be tested for evaluation of stress and speaker information.

4. Stress or emotion characteristics present in a signal depends on the language. Investigations can
be taken up for analysis and design of compensators to take care of the above fact.

5. This work has addressed the problem of speaker recognition under stressed condition from the
feature space point of view. Investigations can be taken up at the classifier level or speaker model
point of view.
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Response to Examiner's Queries

Indian Examiner

Pg. 19, 2'"^para, 2"^ luie: Spellirig error in 'Inixture".

We have corrected the word "Mmixture" to "Mixttire".

Pg. 22, 2""^para, 5"' line: 3.5-72-41: Should it be 35-72-41?

" 3.5-72-41" is corrected as "35-72-41"

Pg- 22, 2'"^ para, last line: Standard telephone bandwidth is 3.1 kHz (300-3400 Hz) and not
3.8 kHz.

3.8 kHz is replaced by 3.1 kHz (300-3400 Hz).

Pg- line, "Speaker verification.... is somewhat more difficidt than speaker

identification": In genercd, in speaker verification problem, the system is presented with a

claimed identity that needs to be accepted or rejected, whereas in speaker identification, a

speaker has to be identified from a set of speakers without the benefit of a claimed identity. I

would consider a speaker identification task to be more difficult rather than the other wo)'

round. Any comments?

Yes. Speaker identification is more complicated than speaker verification. It has been

coiTccted in place.

Pg- ̂ 7, tables 2.1, 2.2: What is the dimension of each of the feature vectors?

12 coefficients are used for YOHO and SUSAS database. This is mentioned in the revised

thesis.
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Pg. 39, 2'"^ live.: "Coefficients one. t\vo ... hcn'e their histogj-am peaks shifted fi-oni third bin

to fourth bin between the emotions Neutral and Angry". Should it be "shifted from fourth bin

to third bin " as suggested by the figure?

Yes. We have modified the histotrram in the revised thesis.

Pg. 40, P' para. 5''' lost line: "Highe.st recognition result is obtained for Angry and LoTubard

trained data with Angty and Lombard test data respectively. " However, Neutral trained data

with Neutral test data shows higher recognition than the angry case in Table 2.4.

There was mistake in the experimentation process for obtaining results tabulated in Table 2.4.

The mistake was the feature vectors of angry emotion were appended to Lombard emotion

feature vectors while training the Lombard model. The same thing was happening in training

neutral emotion model as well as question emotion model. Hence, the results tabulated were

wrong. The experiment is redone now and the correct results are tabulated. In view of this,

the observations about the results are also modified accordingly in the thesis.

Pg. 40, Table 2.4: The author may explain why Neutral training —Neutral testing case is

poorer that Lombard training — Lombard testing case, as this is not intuitively expected.

This experiment has been checked thoroughly and found an issue like the previous emotion

training vectors are appended with the following training vectors. The results are coirected in

thesis.

Pg. 44, 2"^' para, 2'"^ line: "The recognition results in Section 2.3 are based on the Neutral

speech codebook. "Can you also con firm that the results of Table 2.2 (SUSAS) are also based

on the neutral codebook?

Yes. Table 2.2 results are obtained by considering only neutral speech data from SUSAS

database. This is mentioned in the revised thesis.
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Pg. 50, lost se}ite}ice of 2'"' para: "Features extracted from pre-emphasized speech contain

better speaker discriniiuation itfortnation compared to features obtained fi-om non pre-

emphasized speech which is evident fi-om the average F-ratio shown in Table 3.1. " This is

not always true for neutrcd speech from the table. This statement should be appropriately

qualified.

Yes. In case of LP and LPCC features, the above statement is not correct for neutral speech

case. Except these two, in all other cases the pre-emphasized features are showing higher F-

ratio values. Accordingly, the above statement is modified in the revised thesis as follows:

"In majority of the cases (excluding LP and LPCC for neutral speech), feattu-es extracted

from pre-emphasized speech contain better speaker discrimination infonnation compared to

features obtained from non pre-emphasized speech which is evident from tlie average F-ratio

shown in Table 3.1".

Pg. 56: Table 3.4: Have the linear prediction coefficients been used as such, without any

transformation? Usually distances between LP coefficients correlate poorly with spectral

envelope distances, and are not used.

We agree with this point. To observe the recognition perfomtance under stressed condition

we have conducted an experiment directly using LP coefficients. However, for this case also

it results veiy poor performance.

Pg 76-77: Speaker discrimination with sinusoidal features: (a) Amplitude feature will depend

on the energy level of the speaker. Have all the speakers' energy been normalized in some

manner (such as over the sentence) before using them for speaker discrimination? (b) Do the

speakers speak the same sentences, otherwise the energy contours which are dependent on

the sentence transcription, will be different, and should not be compared, (c) Has any

dynamic time warping been done to scale the duration of utterances?
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Energy normalization has been used to maintain the same energy level. Yes. The speakers

speak the same sentences. To analyse the speaker recognition under stressed condition tvith

natural time duration, dynamic time warping is not used. However, this aspect is taken care

by the compensation techniques.

Pg. 80: Figure 4.3: Why is the phase vaiying only between -0.3 arid 0.35?

It's a warped phase. Speaker recognition perfonnance has been tested with warped phase

only. This part of the work was motivated from the good performance by warped phase for

stress classification. However, significant benefit may be achieved by using unwarped phase.

Pg. 83: It will be useful to provide a quantitative comparison of sinusoidal feature based

speaker recognition -with other classical features based methods.

The results for other classical features are given in Table 2.1. In the revised thesis, this table

is reproduced as Table 4.x and compared with proposed sinusoidal features.

Pg. 84, 85 : Rows and columns ofC_SAF, C_SFF,P_SAF, P_SFF need to be defined.

In C_SAF, C_SFF, P_SAF and P_SFF, the columns represent the speaker models and the

rows represent the speaker of test utterances. This infomiation is given in the revised thesis.

Pg. 87, table 4.2: When you mention the stressed condition, does it exclude the neutral

condition in the averaging?

No. In the present work, neutral emotion is also considered as stressed condition. Hence, all

the averaged results include neutral condition. However, even excluding the neuti-al condition

provides same relative improvement in the performance.
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Pg. 97, 4''' line: "This results hi higher multiplication factor for the lower F-ratio valued

coefficients. " One approach is to give more weight to those features which are likely to

provide more robust recognition performance i.e. give more weight to larger F-ratios. (This

would be similar to the Maximal Ratio Combiner for equalizers in

communications).Comments on the rationale for your approach.

This approach is a F-ratio weighted distance computation. In distance computation, more

emphasis is given to the coefficients having high F-ratio values. This provides improvement

in the performance as demonstrated.

Pg 101: 5''' last line: "During testing, each test vector is compared with the CNC vector. If

the distance between these nvo vectors is more than the threshold the tested vector is

retained. " If feature vectors greater than a threshold distance are retained, then are the

stressed vectors being retained or removed?

Assumption here is the stressed vectors would be more distanced than non stressed vectors

from common neutral code book and has to be removed. But it's observed that the

performance improvement in either way sti'essed vectors are retained. As well as, the

performance improvement is observed only for Lombard. So, we have concluded that the

speaker information is more in speech part which is having Lombard effect than the other

part of the speech.
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Foreign Examiner

The candidate used SUSAS and YOHO database for analysis. The consistency of the usage

needs to be addres.sed. The candidate has frequently shifted from use of one database to

cmother without Justifying the shift. SUSAS represents a speech under sti-ess corpus (which

was collected by nie for research on speech recognition under stress back in the 1980's, and

released to the LDC i}i 2000). YOHO is a well respected speaker recognition corpus. SUSAS

has a single recording session - and therefore does not represent session-to-session

variability, a CORJE issue all researchers in speaker recognition question if a single session

is only used. Also, for tests on the stress conditions from SUSAS, there are only 70 words (2

tokens for each of 35 words). If some of these are used for training, this leax'es a limited

number of test tokens for evaluation. To address the consistency issue in the document: the

candidate can overcome this issue by focusing on results fi-om a particular database (in this

case, YOHO as it does not contain stress component) and then expand his results for SUSAS

database. However, it will be a challenge to obtcnn acceptance of the results with SUSAS for

speaker ID since there is just too small a number of speakers with too limited speaker

matericds.

All our methods are initially tested using YOHO database. This is due to the availability of

comparable results in the literature from Reynold's and Cambell's works. Whenever analysis

needs to be done with reference to stressed condition, then results are obtained for SUSAS

database. We completely agree that SUSAS database is a very small one for speaker

recognition task. Since, there was no other standard sti'essed speech database, we used this

one. We have also collected our own database with 48 speakers, since SUSAS has less

number of speakers. In our database, four emotions namely, Neutral, Angiy, Question and

Lombard have been considered. For each emotion, we recorded 20 utterances. 15 utterances

are used for training and 5 utterances are used for testing. The experimental results for the

same are enclosed as appendix in the revised thesis. A copy of the same is enclosed here for

your kind reference.
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The uumher of coe fficieuts for a particular feature (either MFCC, or other features) is not

consistent (or sometimes not clear). On some occasions the candidate uses 12 coefficients, on

other occasions. 14 coefficients, or some other values without a suitable justification. Many

researchers argue that if when an increased size feature set is used, greater discrimination

ability should be achieved and a direct comparison betiveen features is not as fair. A strongly

suggestion would be that the candidate focus on use of "same" number of coefficients for a

feature set across all the experiments (which would require the candidate to re-run the

experiments again). If this is not possible, at least including a justification of the choice of the

feature dimension size and nothing these when discussing the results would help temper the

objection from a reviewer on an external publication.

Throughout the work, we have considered 12 coefficients. Only in compensation analysis 14

coefficients are considered. This is with the objective of removing about two coefficients

which are affected significantly from stress. This infonnation is clearly mentioned in the

revised thesis at appropriate places. However, for reference and unifonnity, results of

fourteen coefficients case are shown for 12 coefficients given in table 5.4.

The candidate needs to evaluate his algorithm for a corpus which has sentences (SUSAS has

isolated words; under stress it is expected that a consistent level of stress/emotion is not

conveyed across a sentence versus a single word); alternatively the candidate should include

his comments on algorithm performance for such a scenario? Why were these four stress

conditions selected? Especially the "question" st\>le. If the candidate has attempted his

algorithm for other stress categories in SUSAS, what were the results for other stress

categories? Can the candidate comment on what would be the results for other stress

categories if the candidate has not performed experiments?

Now, a 48 speaker database has been used to evaluate all the methods in this tlaesis. The

results are included at the end of the thesis as appendix. We picked randomly four emotions

including neutral from SUSAS database for speaker recognition tinder stressed condition.

There was no specific reason in choosing question style. We have not conducted any

experiments for other stressed conditions. However, the loud stress condition is similar to that
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of Lombard stress. Hence, perfonnance for this stress condition may be similar to that of

Lombard stress. On the similar lines the soft, slow and clear stress conditions may have

performance nearly same as that of neuti^al stress condition.

In general, can the candidate comments on whether the results from the various experiments

are significant or not? For example, in Table 3.5/pg. 58: was ARC coefficients feature set

significantly better as compared to the second best feature set? The speaker ID rates for

Angry for example range between 22-33%, with three features achieving 31-33%. How would

the reader know which of the three are statistically better than the other? The number of test

tokens from SUSAS is simply too small for a confidence measure to be obtained here.

Since the number of speakers as well as testing data is small, it is very difficult to comment

on statistical significance of the results. The reliability of the results may be verified by

testing the proposed methods on a larger database. In this work now all the methods have

been tested on relatively larger database of 48 speakers as mentioned above. The results on

this database also show a similar trend. From this we can say that the observations made on

the proposed methods using SUSAS database are reliable.

Page 6) If Joe Campbell has provided a comparison of different features such as RC, LAR,

ARC, LSP frequencies, and MFCC, what is gained by repeating the same experiments as part

of the thesis? The idea is to check the performance across STRESS conditions - so it is

necessaiy to ensure your performance on neutral is consistent with what was reported in

Campbell. Was this comparison made? (I did not find it here?).

We are extremely sorry for this statement made in the thesis. Campbell in his paper has

provided only a description about different features that can be used for speaker recognition.

Based on this observation we explored all of them for stressed condition. We have modified

the corresponding statement in the revised thesis as follows:

"Campbell [6] has provided a description of different features such as reflection coefficients,

log area ratios, arc-sin reflection coefficients, line spectrum pair (LSP) frequencies and mel-

frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)."
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Page 8) M'hy was only the imsupei-vised methods (VO, GMM) considered in this thesis? Since

all the speech data in SUSAS is known words (of the +12000 tokens, about 100 are

docimiented errors/repeats — these were tokens that were not collected of obtained properly

and the SUSAS read nie fde explains there). Siipen'ised speaker recognition would have been

a reasonable area to explore — perhaps with background noise if that was of interest. Can

you comment on not using supervised methods for this thesis?

There was no specific reason for not exploring supervised methods. Otherwise, the usage of

VQ and GMM is based on the availability of literature and resources.

Page 8) what specific tspe of VO implemented in the thesis? There are several, not

limited to LEG method, LVO methods, GVO method? How many classes were used for

clustering in the VQ? The selection of the VQ codebook size is a sensitive parameter for

performance in speaker identification.

Binary split algorithm has been used in our work. Different sizes of codebook are tested and

shown the results for 16 and 256 in thesis. Most of the results are shown for codebook size 16

to compare with GMM. GMM is restricted up to 16 mixtures because of insufficient data.

Page 9) in the GMM, did the candidate adapt (either MAP or MLLR or combination) the

speaker models? It is not clear if a sufficient amount of data exists to construct speaker

models while performing testing. If a "round-robin" solution was employed- train with 90%

of the data, test with 10%. Repeat until all data has been used for testing - a maximum

amount of data can be leveraged to get results. This means much more computation. Please

elaborate if this wr/.s- done (if so, I missed in the document).

During training no adaptation is done. A common VQ codebook is created and its centroid

vectors are used as initial weight vectors for training GMMs. Since there is no similar
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database for creating UBM, no adaptation technique is employed. 60% (42 out of 70) of the

data is used for training and 10% (7 out of 70) is used for testing. This is mentioned in the

thesis (pp. 40).

Page 28) Lookifig at the PDF plots for RC, LAR, ARC, I do not see much of a difference

across these, as these features are based on LP coefficients. Why did the candidate choose

these? Can the candidate have cdl the plots in same scale? (It is vety bad to plot these on

different scales since the reader cannot compare differences easily). Also, with only 9

speakers, why were only 4 used here?

The plots have all been redrawn to the same scale. For better visualization, four out of nine

are randomly chosen for plotting.

Page 30) same conclusion as above fi-om F-test values.

In the revised thesis the plots have all been redrawn to the same scale.

Page 31) abbreviation CDF used before explaining it.

Abbreviation is properly defined before its usage in the revised tliesis.

Page 32) the candidate has tested the KS-test on YOHO database which does not have

stressed .speech. How can he extend these results to test scores to the SUSAS database? Or is

the focus here to just report the results and not extend the results to the SUSAS corpus!

YOHO database is used to illustrate how the KS-test can be used. Based on this illustration,

the KS-test parameters are recomputed afresh for SUSAS database.

Page 34) For the text after Equation 2.3.2: Please refer the following PowerPoint

presentation:... On slide 14, the text used in the thesis is has been used verbatim from this
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page. I personally do not know the original source, but clearly it is not the candidate's

yvords. I ificliide copy here.

The proper reference is cited. In the revised thesis, it is [117].

Page 35) ijiconsistent writing ... the writing is disjoint.

We have corrected the sentences in that particular page to maintain continuity.

Page 41) "It is observed that the features which carry speaker dependent information are

"effected" due to the stress condition. The word "effected" is not coirect/appropriate.

Should be impacted or affected.

We have corrected the word "effected" to "affected".

Page 41) last sentence of the page (continued on to next page) why does the text refer to

AUTHORS (plural)?

We have corrected the particular sentence in the revised thesis.

Page 47-48) Do figures 3.2 and 3.3 tell a different story versus what is claimed by the

candidate in the thesis? It appears so.

The motivation for this part of the work is that if the mean values of the coefficients are

different in the pdfs, then they may have discriminatory infonnation. This may be with

reference to either speaker or emotion. This aspect is pictorially illusti'ated in the Figures 3.2

and 3.3. From these figures it can be observed that the mean values across different speakers

are different in some coefficients (cl, c4). Thus these coefficients have better discrimination

across the speakers. Similar discussion can be extended for other coefficients and also

emotions as given in the thesis.
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Page 63) Please specify llie "units" used for the results here. So that when the value

"higher " is used for better SI, and lower the better for SV will be clear. It appears represent

accuracy (identification accuracy), so units in % accuracy, and SV is EER.

In the revised thesis, throughout the thesis the units are mentioned as correct identification

rate in % for speaker identification and EER in % for speaker verification.

Though throughout the thesis report, the candidate works with pre-emphasis and non-pre-

emphasised signal; it would be helpful to mention it again here that the analysis looks

dispersed (and not at all concise/consistent betw'een sections/parts of the study).

We agree that there is some inconsistency in using various concepts at different places. This

is mainly because all these concepts are independently explored and while including them in

thesis, the unified view was difficult to achieve. We are sony about the same.

The idea is appecding; probably the candidate wants to highlight the good points about his

feature set.

Yes. These experiments are aimed to show the sinusoidal model feature performance better

than other features.

For .some experiments (Page 57, lastparagi'aph) the candidate chooses 16 sizes VO, and then

for SI and SV, he makes a choice of 256 size code book (page 59) why? This needs

justification.

GMM needs sufficient data to train the speaker models But VQ does not require that much

data. Using SUSAS database we could increase the number of mixtures up to 16 for GMM.

To compare the GMM based results we used same size of code book for VQ. Finally, VQ

based 256 size codebook has been used to show the better perfonnance than 16 size

codebook.
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Page 64) the ccuididate selects 16 mixtures in his GMM tnodelling, why? Did he try some

other combination:' Implying that was it from experimentation or some theory-heuristic

based decision? For speaker ID. researchers normally use 32 mixtures when an energy

threshold is used to remove low energy fi'ames. What was the energy threshold for

silence/low eiiergy threshold is used, then 16 is picked because there is just too little data to

train and therefore the evaluations should be supervised to be meaningful.

Due to limited data we directly considered only 16 mixtures.

Page 66) Ranking the features based on their performance seems to be an odd goal here;

hoM'ever because the candidate is addressing the credibility of the feature-sets across all the

four tasks, then it makes sense. However, can there be some different techniques to rank

order these in a meaningfid way - some statistical approach to mitigate this issue? The

technique used seems to be appropriate" for the task.

There may be better ways of rank ordering these features. CiuTently we are unable to explore

anyone.

Page 73) Frame dropping concept — frames at the beginning and end are removed if they

contain energy less than d 0% of the total energy. This is fair for SUSAS, since about 1/3 to

50% of the waveform samples represent leading and training silence for the isolated M'ords.

This "10% " is a 0.1 norTncdized threshold- so there should be more mixtures in the GMM ij

there is sufficient amount of speech (43 phonemes represerited by 16 mixtures? Not likely to

be .sufficient to discriminate the speakers).

Since, we have used only 60% of the data for training GMM, we have chosen only 16

mixtures.

Page 74) Why the square of peak values? (Log is understandable - to reduce the dynamic

range of the value). What is the FFT size here? The FFT size is mentioned on page 80 (last

line), but it would nice to have it mentioned here as well. The consistency in the use of a

feature set with respect to the choice of feature and the feature size is missing. Sometime
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(page 87, 74, aiid elsewhere), the candidate uses 12- coefficients, elsewhere log square and

sometimes, the feature itself) The candidate should stick to use of a consistent feature set. As

well, the candidate never tries to tie up the results from YOHO database to SUSAS database,

because of this size inconsistency. The suggestion would be compile results on two different

database separately and then compare the results for different feature sets with respect to the

same data base [and then across the two databases, if required].

It was a mistake. We have considered log of the peak values, not the square of the peak

values. This is corrected in the revised thesis. To bring some unified view what is done in the

revised thesis is to add a new appendix. In this appendix, all the results related to each

database are tabulated separately.

Page 78] as the candidate wants to compare the Sinusoidal features with the traditional

features, ccin he please regenerate the plots in figure 4.2, 4.3 for 12 th order sinusoidal

model? Otherwise section 4.1 and 4.2 seems to be discontinued.

The plots have been regenerated and included in the respective sections.

Page 82] Explain: The identification rate is improved by pitch dependent speaker

identification rate because of removal of spurious speaker" -in context of the content in this

paragraph.

The statement is wrong and not required in the context. Alternatively, this statement is

included in that place "The motivation for using this statement in that context is to convey

that by using some minimum frequency difference between successive peaks, the spurious

ones can be eliminated".

Page 83] Results described on YOHO database needs to be tabulated to give a

comprehensive — high level view of the work. Furthermore, extra analysis on figure 4.12 will

help. Con these results be extended to other database? Can you cite other studies that use

YOHO and compare your performance with theirs?
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The baseline speaker recognition results for this thesis is obtained using YOHO database. In

the literature, earlier results exist for same database in Reynold's work [16], Tables 2.1 and

2.3 show the overall speaker identification and verification results for YOHO database.

Analyses with Reynold s results are discussed on page number 38. Same experiments are

extended for sinusoidal model and reported here. Finally we extended it in to speaker
recognition under stressed condition. The experimental results for different studies using

YOHO database have been included in Appendix B.

[16] D. Reynolds, "Speaker identification and verification using
gaussian mixture speaker models," Speech Communication, vol. 17, pp. 91 - 108, Aug 1995

Page 85) the candidate has represented the differences in the information content with

different metrics.

We have represented the confusion matrix of SAP and SFF in ternis of probability values.
However, as mentioned these two matrices represent the same information.

Page 89) the remark-"Overall speaker identification rate with SFF feature is comparable
with the speaker identification results ofSAFfeature " — is incorrect.

Af^reed and removed this line from the thesis.

Page 90) though still, SAF and MFCC are closely related, except for the DOT of the filter
bank energies. Please modify the text to reflect this.

The text has been modified in the revised thesis to reflect this. We have added the following

statements to take care of this.

"However, it would be emphasized at this point that still SAF and MFCC are closely related

due to their similar origin. The difference between these two is SAF has peak information and

MFCC is obtained by using discrete cosine transform (DCT) on the filter bank energies."
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Page 98] interpretation form Figure 5.3 seems unnecessary

Figure 5.3 and its reference in the text are removed from the revised thesis.

Page 98] the technicjue describing the compensation scheme is nice one. By having a lower
fuultiplFation factot [0.2] fot the stress component, the performance is better as compared to

that from higher multiplication factor [0.5], This is an interesting conclusion and may
require more analysis from the candidate. Again, the candidate used 14 coefficients to
highlight his point. He then changes to 12 MFCC coefficients. The reason behind this

difference needs to be explained.

Initially we have analysed with 14 coefficients. Final results are shown with 12 MFCC

coefficients.

Table 5.4 and other tables and figures in chapter 5] please include the actual value of the
multiplicative factor.

Yes The multiplication factor values are included in figure and table.

Pag^e 102] please rephrase the sentence "It is obsen'ed that the recognition for Lombard
speech has improved resulting in overall improvement of average recognition which is
54 76%. " Please specify the improvement in Lombard section only, (either absolute or

relative %>) and then specify the overall improvement.

From the table it can be observed that the perfomiance improves only in the Lombard speech

case from 49.2% to 52.38%. As a result, the overall improvement of average recognition

perfonnance increases fiom 53.96/0 to 54.96/0.

Page 105] The result of using alpha =0.65 for unknoMui prior (on stress condition) is
under.standable (intuitive) because, expect for Lombard stress, all the other stress conditions
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are viore-or-less constant across the variation of alpha, and that Lombard stress performs

the bestfor that value.

Page 103-107] this is a nice analysis, where the candidate's contribution can be clearly seen

and results match the analysis. Not much of analysis done here with the GMM based

modelling technique. The focus is on VQ classifier, which again leads me to believe that the

mixture size/training data was not sufficient to represent the speakei' accurately. The VO

based method actually lends itself nicely to supervised based speaker ID, vet the focus here is

on unsupervised (the extremely low ID performance form Table 5.6 could be improved if it
were supervised! And give the candidate a better chance to impress reviewers on a journal/
conference paper).

Thflnk you very much for this suggestion. Due to some constraints we are unable to
ii^^^jplej-nent the supervised cases. However, this is included as scope for future work in the
I'evised thesis.

***TypogroplOc error

Page 7^7 Closing parenthesis missing - (fame with the length of 20ms...
Page 85]f[R]ist- character Missing.
Page 86] evaluated-appears tyvice.

We have corrected all these typographic errors.

Page l03J"Bi'f- amplitude feature performance is comparatively poor with MFCC." Does
the candidate want to say that SAF+MFCC performance to be poor as compared to MFCC
alone or MFCC features perform better as compared to SAFfeatures?

It is meant to mean that MFCC features perfomi better as compared to SAF features.
However SAF+MFCC performance is better when they are combined in a weighted manner
with 0.35 for SAF and 0.65 for MFCC for SUSAS database.

Page 103] "Above idea of combining MFCC and SAF can is extended to speaker recognition
under stress condition " - can and is?
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CoiTected as "MFCC and SAF can be

Section 5.3] needs rewriting.

We have rewritten the section 5.3 in the revised thesis.

Page 103] Table 5.6 seems to be hanging. It's explained on paper 105. It would be ftice to
add the value of alpha in the stress column for which the max performance was obtained.

It is corrected in revised thesis. Alpha value has been included in table.
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Appendix - A

To evaluate our algorithms and compensation techniques, 48 Speaker Database (40 males and

8 females) Under Stressed Condition (SDUSC) has been used in this appendix. In this

database, twenty utterances of four emotions from forty eight speakers are collected. From

these utterances, fifteen utterances per speaker have been used for training and five utterances

per speaker have been used for testing. This data base gives comparatively high speaker

recognition than SUSAS data base. Because this data base is collected is in a single session.

Feature analysis for speaker recognition under stressed condition

In feature analysis, 12 coefficients are extracted and used for training and testing.

Each row in Table 1 represents the code book emotions and each column the testing emotions

respectively. Each value shows result for the speaker recognition value for testing utterances

under emotion indicated by column and for the code book used indicated by rows. The

observation shows that the recognition results are different for the same code book with test

data from different emotions. Also maximum recognition results are obtained diagonally.

From overall performance the average value is higher for neutral trained code book.

Table 1: Speaker identification rate for different emotions

I  Training (16 size

code book)

Angry

Lombard

Neutral

Question

Testing

Angry Lombard Neutral

93.75

89.29

87.50

89.58

Question

83.33

94.44

84.58

90.83

82.50

82.54

95.00

84.58

80.83

81.42

90.83

93.33

Average

85.10

86.87

89.48

89.58

Table 2 shows the perfonnance of different features when evaluated by four different stress

recognition experiments. The recognition results of eight speech features are shown in

descending order by their performances. MFCC, LPCC and LAR features gives better

performance compared to other features. Similarly, RC, ARC and TP features show poor
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recognition when compared to other features. It is observed that the results are different from

each other under these circumstances it is difficult to rank the features for their effectiveness

in speaker recognition under stressed condition. We suggest the following approach for

ranking the features. The probabilities of their positions in the four columns are evaluated

from this table. Each feature appears once in each column each position in a row is assigned a

probability value of 0.25 for a feature if it appears. LAR, LPCC, ARC and MFCC features

appears once in first row. So, they are assigned a probability value of 0.25 for first ranking.

MFCC appears twice in the second row. So, it is assigned probability value of 0.5. Similarly,

probability values of the features according to their positions are estimated and are shown in

the Table 3. Each row in this table shows the ranking probabilities of the features. Final

ranking of features is decided based on the cumulative probability. Cmnulative values are

shown in Table 4. Cumulative probability of MFCC attained the value of one by the third

row. LPCC and LAR features attain the value of one by the fifth row. Hence these three

features qualify for the top three rankings.

Table 2: Feature analysis for speaker recognition under stressed condition (Pre-

emphasized)

Rank based VQ based GMM based GMM based

Speaker

identification

rate (%)

Speaker

Verification

(EER in %)

speaker speaker

identification verification

rate (%)
(EER in %)

LAR (90.42) MFCC(0.0604) ARC(94.58) LPCC(0.054)

MFCC (89.58) LPCC(O.ll) RC(91.25) MFCC (0.051)

ARC (88.75) SAF(0.16)

LPCC (84.17) RC(l.Ol)

MFCC(85) ARC(0.081)

LAR(85) RC(0.95)

SAF (83.34) LAR(1.12) LPCC(8L25) LAR (0.973)

RC (71.67) ARC(2.06) LP(77.92) SAF(1.56)

LP(64.58) SFF(2.12) SAF(69.58) LP( 1.803)

SFF(51.67) LP(2.19) SFF(62.92) SFF(1.934)
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Table 3: Position probability of six speech features for speaker recognition under stressed
condition

Position MFCC LPCC LAR ARC RC SAP I LP

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0

0.25 0 0.25 0

0.25 0

0.25 0

0.25 0.5 0.25 0

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0

0.25 0.5

0.25 0.75

Table 4: Position probability ofsix speech features for speaker recognition under stressed
condition

Position MFCC LPCC LAR ARC RC SAF LP
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Stress Compensation for speaker recognition

MFCC feature has been considered for the all of the following compensation techniques.

Because the feature analysis shows that MFCC performs better than other featiu'es.

1. Combination of MFCC and sinusoidal amplitude features

Here we are going to compare the equal error rate of amplitude feature and Mel-frequency

cepstral coefficients. Equal error rate of amplitude feature is 0.16 % and for Mel-frequency

cepstral coefficient 0.0604%. Individually the weight for the amplitude feature is 0.04 and

for MFCC is 0.96. Combining the weight of the two features, the equal error rate is 0.0543.

Fig. 1 shows the equal error rate for different weights between amplitude feature and Mel-

frequency cepstral coefficients.

Fig.2 shows Genuine (diamond symbol) and Imposter (circular symbol) score of combination

of sinusoidal model amplitude feature and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients. Five testing

utterances per speaker are considered to evaluate the combination score (amplitude, Mel-

frequency feature) for speaker recognition. So the number of genuine score is 240(48 speaker

X 5 utterances). The number of imposed score is 11280(47 imposed score x 48 speaker x 5

utterances).

Table 5: Equal Error Rate of amplitucle feature and Mel-freqiiency cepstral coefficient

Amplitude based Mel-frequency cepstral Combination of Amplitude and
EER in % coefficient based EER in Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient

0/ based EER

0.0604 0.0543 (amplitude featine weight is

0.04, MFCC feature weight is 0.96)
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Weight of SAF Weight of MFCC

Fig. 1 Equal error rate of MFCC and SAF for stressed speech
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Fig. 2 Genuine (diamond symbol) and Imposter (circular symbol) score of combination of
sinusoidal model amplitude feature and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
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Table 6: Correct Identification Rate of atnplitiide feature and Mel-fi'equency cepstral
coefficient

Compensator

Uncompensated

Emotion of testing utterance

Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

87.50 84.58 95.00 90.83 89.47

Combined MFCC and SAP 91.25 85.83 97.50 92.91 91.87
(amplitude feature weight is
0 04, MFCC feature

weight is 0.96)

2 Speaker and Stress Information based Compensation (SSIC)

The distance between codebook vector and testing utterance vector are weighted by inverse

F-ratio value of each coefficient. In table 7, ml represent the F-ratio values of speakers then

finding the reciprocal of those values. Flere, 0.25 times the mean of F-ratio values evaluated
between the four stress conditions is added to the F-ratio values of the speakers and then the
reciprocal of these values are taken as m2.

Table 1: Speaker identification rate (%) for different multiplication factors with the error
distances in the code book.

Compensators/

Multiplication

factors

Angry Lombard

Testing

Neutral Question Average

87.50 84.58 95.00 90.83 89.47

92.91 85.00 93.75 92.50 91.04

93.53 89.42 93.17 91.52 91.97
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3. Compensation by Removal of Stressed Vectors (CRSV)

It is observed that in the 48 speakers also the Lombard emotion gives improved performance
which is 89.43 %

Table 8: Speaker identification rate

Training (16 size
code book)

Un compensated

Stressed vector 86.25
removal

Angry Lombard

87.50 84.58

86.25 89.58

Testing

Neutral

95.00

95.00

Question

90.83

90.41

Average

89.47

90.31

4 Cepstral Mean Normalization

Training (16 size
code book)

Un compensated

'Cepstrai me^
normalisation I

(Neutral training
utterances)

Cepstral mean
normalisation

(All emotion
training utterances)

Table 9: Speaker identification rate

Testing

Angry Lombard Neutral Question Average

87.50 84.58 95.00 90.83 89.47

87.50 77.50 98.33 90.41 88.43

85.00 82.50 98.897 98.75 88.33
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5. Selection of compensation by stress recognition (SCSR)

In this compensation technique, stress recognition has been used to select one of the above

compensation techniques. MFCC feature has been used for both the speaker recognition and

stress recognition. The speaker recognition degrades for neutral emotion testing because

compensation applied for neutral condition also.

Table 10: SI results (%) of different compensators

"compensators

Angry Lombard

'ijn'compensated 87.50 84.58

Speaker and Stress 93.33
Information based
Compensation

Stressed vector 86.43
removal

""CombinedMFCC 91.25
and SAP

Cepstral mean 85
normalisation

Selection of
compsrtsntlon by
stress recognition

89.58

89.58

85.83

93.75 90.41

Testing

Neutral

95.00

93.33

95.00

98.75

94.16

Question

90.83

91.66

90.41

92.9f

87.08

93.16

Average

89.47

91.97

90.31

91.87

88.33

92.91

From the experimental results of SUSAS and 48 speaker databases, it is confimied that the
recognition results are different for the neutral codebook with test data from different
emotion The proposed combined compensation technique improves the performance of

speaker recognition system under all stressed conditions. This confirms that the proposed
compensation techniques work in a similar manner irrespective of population (Number of
speakers).
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6. Conclusions

In this Appendix, forty eight speakers database under stressed condition has been used to

analyse the performance of different speech features to observe the perfomiance degradation.

Eight different speech features like, LPCs, LPCC, ARC, MFCC, EAR, RC, SAP and SFF are

used for evaluation of speaker recognition under stressed condition. The results show that

MFCC feature results better recognition compare to others. Similar performance is obtained

in case of SUSAS database. In the next step, different compensators are evaluated to observe

the improvement in the recognition performance. The proposed combined compensation

technique improves the performance of speaker recognition system under all stressed

conditions as in the case of SUSAS database.
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Appendix - B

In this appendix, the different speech features are compared with different databases. Speaker

identification results of neutral speech are tabulated with three different databases in Table 1,

Table 2 and Table 3. In speaker identification, comparatively MFCC feature shows better

recognition than other features. From these three tables, the perfomiance of sinusoidal

amplitude features show better recognition than LP features except SUSAS database.

1. Speaker Identification Results under Neutral Conditions

Table I: Speaker identification results of YOHO database (106 male speakers, 12

coefficients, 256 size codebook) for different speech features.

r^eech features MFCC LAR LPCC ARC RC TlP SAF SFF

Correct

Identification

rate (%)

98.49 97.64 96.42 89.62 87.74 86.42 79.91 44.06

Table 2: Speaker identification results of neutral speech in SUSAS database (9 speakers, 12

coefficients, 32 size codebook) for different speech features.

Speech features MFCC LAR ARC RC LPCC LP SFF SAF

Correct

Identification

rate (%)

84.13 1 80.95 179.37 I 79.37 I 77.77 I 73.02 65.07 57.14
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Table 3: Speaker identification results of neutral speech in SDUSC database (48 speakers, 12

coefficients, 32 size codebook) for different speech features.

Speech features MFCC LPCC LAR ARC RC SAP LP

52.08Correct 95.00

Identification

rate (%)

2. Speaker Verification Results under Neutral Conditions

In speaker verification, the equal en'or rates of different speech features for YOHO, SUSAS

and SDUSC database are shown in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6, respectively. MFCC feature

shows least equal error rate than all other listed speech features. SUSAS database shows

higher equal error rate than other two databases because of limited database.

Table 4: Speaker verification results of YOHO database (106 male speakers, 10 background

speakers, 12 coefficients and 256 size codebook) for different speech features

"Speech features MFCC LPCC LAR ARC RC SAP LP SFF

Equal error rate 0.55 0.57 0.71 0.83 0.83 1.25 2.92 j7.92

Table 5: Speaker verification results of neutral speech in SUSAS database (9 speakers, 12

coefficients, 32 size codebook) for different speech features

Speech features MFCC LAR ARC RC LPCC LP SAP SFF

Equal error rate (%) 4.58 6.88 8.12 8.12 9.16 12.60 14.37 27.50
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Table 6: Speaker verification results of neutral speech in SDUSC database (48 speakers, 12

coefficients, 32 size codebook) for different speech features

Speech features MFCC LPCC LAR ARC RC SAP LP SFF

Equal error rate 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.092 0.094 0.12 0.30 10.72

3. Speaker Identification Results under Stressed Conditions

Speaker identification results under stressed condition are shown in Table 7 and Table 8. The

speaker identification rate of MFCC is lesser than ARC in SUSAS database. If we compare

Table 7 and Table 8, MFCC feature perfomis better than all other features in position rank

wise.

Table 7: Speaker identification results of SUSAS database (9 speakers, 12 coefficients, 32

size codebook) for different speech features

~^ech features ARC MFCC RC LAR LPCC LP SFF SAF

Speaker 55.55 54.76 52.77 50.79 49.20 49.60 37.30 36.50

identification

rate (%)

Table 8: Speaker identification results of SDUSC database (48 speakers, 12 coefficients, 32

size codebook) for different speech features

Speech features I MFCC I LPCC I LAR I ARC

Speaker I 89.58 I 84.17 I 90.42 I 88.75 I 71.67 | 83.34 I 64.58 I 51.67

identification rate
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4. Speaker Verification Results under Neutral Conditions

Speaker verification results are shown in Table 9 and Table 10 for stressed speech databases.

Here, comparatively MFCC feature shows less equal error rate than other features. SDUSC

database collected in a single session as well as more data so that it shows less equal error

rate than SUSAS database.

Table 9: Speaker verification results of SUSAS database (9 speakers, 12 coefficients, 32 size

codebook) for different speech features

Speech features MFCC SAF RC ARC LAR LPCC SFF TXp

"Equal error rate 9.06 103 12.84 1T47 1630 18.58 2T7I2 23J9

Table 10: Speaker verification results of SDUSC database (48 speakers, 12 coefficients, 32

size codebook) for different speech features

Speech features MFCC LPCC SAF RC LAR ARC LP SFF

Equal en-or rate" 0.0604 0.11 006 LOl \A2 2M 2A9 2T2
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